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Even if your music starts as apiece of junk,
your sampling mic better not.
The new Shure SM94 Condenser Mic can
make abig improvement in your digital
sampling—at asurprisingly affordable price.
If you've made amajor investment in asampling keyboard
or drum machine, don't overlook the importance of the
microphone you're using. A vocal mic, for example, might
"color" instruments you are sampling.
To capture your sample as accurately as possible, we suggest the new SM94. Unlike many popular mics, the SM94
has no high-frequency peaks, accentuated presence boost,
or excessive low-end rolloff. This prevents overemphasis of
high frequencies on instruments like strings and brass. while
allowing you to retain the important low-frequency response
essential to capturing the fullness and richness of many
live sounds.
And its extremely low handling noise minimizes the
introduction of extraneous handling sounds that might

otherwise creeprinto your sample. What's more, the SM94
offers exceptionally high SPL capability—up to 141 dB—all
but eliminating distortion on transient peaks.
For convenience, you can power the SM94 with astandard
1.5 volt AA battery, or run it off phantom power from your
mixing board.
In addition to offering aunique combination of features
not normally found in condenser mics in its price range, the
SM94 is built with Shure's legendary emphasis on ruggedness and reliability. Features like aprotective steel case,
machined grille and tri point shock mount make it rugged
enough to go wherever your inspiration takes you.
And for voice sampling, we suggest the new SM96 with its
vocal contoured response and built-in three-stage pop filter.
Both these fine microphones can bring anew dimension of
realism to your digital sampling.

SHURE

The world's largest performing rights organization representing over 80,000 composers, songwriters and publishers
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George Howard

Free Flight

George Benson
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The Microscopic Septet
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GEORGE BENSON:
STRIKE UP THE BAND
Though aplatinum- selling popular singer, Benson's
biggest desire is to pick up his guitar and burn— and
with a number of instrumental projects on the fires, he
intends to do just that. Howard Mandel quizzes
Benson on this and other particulars.
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record reviews: Cecil Taylor;

Bill Bruford; David
Baker ; Vital Information; Joe McPhee ; David Sanborn ; Up A
Lacy River; Joachim Kühn; Waxing On: New Blues.

39

blindfold test:

Branford Marsaiis, by Leonard

Feather.

FREE FLIGHT
Take aformer first- chair flutist with the L.A.
Philharmonic, add an electric bassist with extensive c&w
studio experience, an ex- Frank Zappa and Don Ellis
drummer, and apianist with all-purpose chops and
some 700 compositions to his credit, stir well—and you
have the world's top classical/jazz/pop combo, as Scott
%now relates.

GEORGE HOWARD:
IN THE GROOVE

1,2

profile: Scott Henderson, by Bill Milkowski ;The
Microscopic Septet, by Ashley Kahn; Vinny Galia, by Titus
Levi.

47

caught:

Tribute To John Coltrane, by Russell

VVoessner.
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book reviews:

American Mus.cians: 50
Portraits In Jazz, by John McDonough; The Bluesman: The
Musical Heritage Of Black Men And Women In The
Americas, by Larry Birnbaum ; Sitting In: Selected Writings
On Jazz, Blues, And Related Topics, by William Corbett.

pro session:

Now that the soprano saxist has taken what seems to
be permanent residence in the penthouse of the jazz
charts, he's ready to start touring in order to reach even
more listeners— and fulfill the musical fantasies of his
faithful fans. Zan Stewart talks to the groovemeister.

"
Miles Davis' Solo On Tutu—A
Trumpet Transcription," by Barry Bergstein ; "Nightclub
Nightmares: A Musician's View," by Joel Forrester ; The
Secrets Of Analog And Digital Synthesis, by Jon Balleras.

pro shop
ad lib: "The

Common Law Of Count Basie, " by John

McDonough.
Cover photograph of George Benson by Andy Freeberg ; Free Flight by Chris
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Contemporac
Keyboardist

The Major Work For Today's Pianists!
This book is like abible of
contemporary keyboard
playing. If you are abeginner or intermediate player,
you'll want to study this
manual from the first page
to the last, with sections on
the basics, beginning improvisation, ear training,
rhythm, harmony, chords
and voicing, sight reading,
technique and more. If you
are advanced, you'll want
the insights on modal and
advanced jazz improvisation, playing multi-keyboards, studio vs. live performance, advice on the
business of music . . . and
informative interviews with
today's top keyboardists.
Keyboard player John
Novell() (who has worked
with such artists as Donna Summer, the Manhattan Transfer and Chick Corea) has put it all together
for you in one huge book . . . over 550 pages (31
/
2
pounds worth!) of everything you'll need to know
to be apart of today's music scene. Novelo teaches
you how to practice, how to read contemporary
music charts, ways to make your chords sound
great, approaches to creating an improvised line.
There are transcribed solos of recordings by Oscar
Peterson and Chick Corea (alifetime's worth of
lessons may be found in these alone!), and hundreds of examples to help you get the sounds the
professionals use.
Just about every question students of pop and
jazz keyboard ask is answered here. What to do
about unsteady time, "rushing" or "dragging." How

to create different qualities
and moods in your playing.
Techniques to "quick-study"
ascore. How to use electronic keyboards. Whether
or not to get amanager, join
the union, go on the road.
This compendium can be
read through from beginning to end, or browsed for
particular topics. It will certainly be avalued research
tool on any keyboard
player's library shelf. And
it's spiral-bound for ease of
use!
No-Risk Guarantee!
If you're not delighted
with The Contemporary
Keyboardist, simply return
it within 30 days for afull refund. So order your copy
TODAY!

NO-RISK COUPON
CNGBOOKS UNLIMITED

Dept. CK-01-37
352 Evelyn Street, P.O. Box 908, Paramus NJ 07653-0908

Please send THE CONTEMPORARY KEYBOARDIST by John Novell°.
Iii am not completely delighted, Iwill return the book within one month
for acomplete cash refund (except postage and handling). (N.J. residents
add sales tax.)
D Ienclose check or money order for $49.95 plus $2.95 delivery charges,
payable to Songbooks Unlimited.
III Please charge my credit card.

LI1 VISA
Li MASTERCARD
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Address

L/State/Zip
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ron the beat
NASMD AT 25
by Bob O'Donnell

he worlds of commerce and education do not form easy alliances. If
educators or administrators need
the goods or services of aparticular
business, they usually only agree to work
with the supplying company on avery limited
basis.
In some instances this method of business
works and is accepted as standard practice.
In others, however, it may cause problems
which can affect the quality of educational
programs. School music programs, which
have produced—or at the very least had a
powerful effect upon—players like Pat
Metheny, Wynton and Branford Marsalis,
Steve Smith, and many others, are particularly prone to its side effects. Band directors
and school administrators need asource for
the instruments, music, accessories, and
other services they require to run asuccessful program, yet often shy away from developing relationships with the music dealers
who can supply these goods and services.
Part of the problem seems to be that

educators and administrators are not completely aware of the total services that school
music dealers are capable of providing. Many
of them are also unaware that a national
organization of dealers exists which spends a
great deal of time and money promoting the
value and importance of music education.
This organization, the National Association
of School Music Dealers (NASMD), which is
celebrating its 25th anniversary this year,
prides itself on the fact that all 200 of its
members work diligently to support and
ensure the futures of the music education
programs in their area. "NASMD dealers
have avested interest in school instrumental
music, " says current NASMD president Dan
Palen of Palen Music in Springfield, MO,
"and they view their role as apartnership
with educators and administrators in providing students with quality music education."
The organization's beginnings were quite
humble. "NASMD was formed by six school
music dealers the day before aNAMM trade
show in June of 1962," according to Jim
Kleeman, former co-owner of Karnes Music, Elk Grove Village, IL, and amember
since 1964. "They got together and decided
to form an association because they wanted
to have agroup that would spend time just

SAXOPHONISTS
DAVE GUARDALA MOUTHPIECES, INC.
JOIN MANY OF TODAY'S
TOP SESSIONMEN AND RECORDING ARTISTS:
Mike Brecker, Dave Liebman, Bill Evans, Dave Tofani, James Moody,
Bobby Malach, Bill Perkins, Tom Peterson, Lawrence Feldman, Nathan
Davis, Bob Rockwell, Pharoah Sanders and Julius Hemphill.
These mouthpieces are painstakingly machined, using the latest
state-of-the-art computerized machinery. Of course, each mouthpiece
is completely hand finished and individually tested.

NEW MODELS AVAILABLE
Crescent
Silver plated
Gold plated

TENOR SAX
$225.00
$250.00

The King / R&B
Silver plated $225.00
Gold plated $250.00

TENOR SAX MODELS:
Mike Brecker
Silver plated $200.00
Gold plated $225.00
Studio or Traditional
Silver plated $170.00
Gold plated $195.00
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Studio
Silver plated
Gold plated

ALTO SAX
Traditional Bebop
Sliver plated
$170.00
$170 00
Gold plated
$195 00
$195.00

CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE BROCHURE
U.S. ORDERS add $5.00, handling & shipping
New York State residents add 8% sales tax.
Foreign orders add $35.00 air postage
Payment in U.S. funds only.
DAVE GUARDALA MOUTHPIECES, INC.
3Mineola Ave.. Hicksville, NY 11801, USA
Phone: 516,433-3795
Worldwide inquiries invited.

discussing the business of school music dealers and not the music industry as awhole.
"The basic intent and purpose of the
group, which is still the same today,"
Kleeman continued, "was to exchange ideas
and try to improve their businesses. They
would discuss what they did in the way of
promotions, and also what they could do to
better assist the band director."
Founding member and second president
Ziggy Coyle of Coyle Music Centers, Columbus, OH, admitted that he had no idea that
the organization would outgrow its meager
beginnings and live to see its 25th anniversary. "Never in our wildest dreams did we
ever imagine that NASMD would grow to be
as significant as it is within our industry."
The organization has grown, though, and
its members have continued to address the
expanding needs of school music programs.
Of course, as business owners, NASMD
members believe they have aright to profit
from their efforts. "Supporting music education is the business of the school music
dealer," Palen said, "and as with any other
business, adealer's objective is to convert
goods and services into profitable dollars."
Nevertheless, the primary goal of
NASMD dealers is the same as that of
educators: to have asuccessful music program. Only with asuccessful program can a
band director claim to be adequately fulfilling
his role as an educator and can amusic dealer
share in the pride and funding available to
support that program.
To attain a successful program, Palen
claims that four different elements must
come together to create the proper environment. "First, you need quality teaching;
second, asupportive administration; third, a
supportive community; and fourth, the support of afull-service school music dealer. If
any one of these elements is unavailable,
then the program will suffer."
The services that NASMD members provide, of course, vary in specifics from store
to store, but nearly all members help directors with recruiting efforts: they test students for musical aptitude, help organize
student/parent orientation meetings, provide instruments for beginning students to
rent or buy, and generally, share the knowledge they have acquired from overseeing 70
or 80 recruiting meetings a year. Most
members also offer extensive repair facilities, free loaner services, and alarge inventory of instruments and music for both
directors and students to choose from.
As computers and electronic instruments
start to play alarger role in school music
programs, NASMD dealers are responding
by offering yet another service to their
dealers—product knowledge. "The really
progressive school music dealer today is
spending alot of time getting in touch with
electronics," according to Kleeman. "That
CONTINUED ON PAGE 55

From Dizzy to Tito to Wynton
to Mongo, to tenor to alto to
clarinets to soprano to Vandoren
Chico Freeman plays with them
all. And whether he's putting
together his next album or
exploring anew jazz idiom,
Chico still uses Vandoren
reeds/mouthpieces. Because the great ones
deserve the greatest
reeds/mouthpieces.
Vandoren:
Mouthpieces and
reeds for the
great ones.

Chico
Chi
Chi
Ch

Vandoren
doren
doren
doren
It

For free brochure write or call]. D'Addario 81 Co., Inc.,
E. Farmingdale, NY 11735, ( 516) 454-9450.
Sole U.S. importer for all Vandoren products.

While you were playi

give true stereo output They also open up
some exciting new digital pan possibilities.
THE NEXT GENERATION DX7.
And you can determine the position of the
You said you wanted aDX7 with more
voice memory And function memory. A split voices in the stereo field according to velocity,
and dual tone system. More extensive MIDI LFO and key number.
For tnore memory we doubled the onimplementation. Micro-tuning and alarger
board single voices to 64. We also added
backlit LCD. We heard you.
32 internal performance memories to the II.
We also did some listening on our own
and came up with improvements like random So you can store voice position data with
pitch shift, real-time parameter changes, dig- function (or what we now call performance)
ital pan, twochannel design. And two models, parameter data.
We've also greatly expanded the new
the DX7IlleD with built-in 3.5" floppy disk
DX7II's data storage capacity In two ways.
drive. And the DX7IIll.
First, with the new RAM4 cartridges.
Both have dual and split play modes to
One of these will store the DX'7II's total mem've you the power and sound of two DX7s.
Any two voices can be combined and played ory including 64 voices and 32 performance
combinations, or 63 micro-tunings.
as one in the dual mode. Split mode lets you
Second, with the DX7l1FD's built-in 3.5"
assign different voices to the right and left
disk drive. One 3.5" disk equals the storage
sides of the keyboard.
capacity of 40 RAM4 cartridges. So you can
The dual FM tone generators in the II
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have amassive voice, performance, microtuning and fractional scaling library ready for
virtually instant use and access. And aMIDI
data recorder for recording and storing external MIDI equipment information.
A new larger 40-character by 2-line
backlit LCD and two alpha-numeric LEDs
make operating and programming the II a
lot easier.
The Irs new micro-tuning feature has
10 preset alternate tunings besides the standard. And two on-board memories let you
create and store your own.
The all-new fractional level scaling
function lets you precisely adjust the output
level of each operator in three-key groups.
The new Unison Poly mode cbmbines
four tone generators for each key so you can
detune to achieve afatter sound. Aftertouch
can also now control EG bias and pitch bend.

•

And an all-new FM tone generator
system gives the DX7IIFD and DX7111)
greatly improved fidelity.
So FM is sounding better than ever.
Especially when you hear the new
very reasonable prices. Just visit your
Yamaha Digital Musical Instrument dealer.
And listen.
Or write to Yamaha International
Corporation, Digital Musical Instrument
Division, PO. Box 6600, Buena Park,
California 90622. In Canada: Yamaha
Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milner Avenue,
Scarborough, Ontario, M1S 3R1.
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More than aGrand

The Ensoniq Piano ... to say it sounds grand is only the beginning. It sounds
absolutely real. That's because it uses actual grand piano waveforms to give you
all the richness and character you expect in agreat piano sound.
There's more. In addition to grand piano, there are digitally sampled electric
piano, vibes, clay, marimba and electric and upright bass waveforms in the
Piano's memory — 12 completely real sounds available at the push of abutton.
With stereo, MIDI and a separate output for the bass sounds, you have an
instrument that's versatile as well as great sounding.
The Ensoniq Piano feels more like the real thing than any other electronic piano.
The keyboard has 76 piano-sized keys with asmooth and responsive piano-like
feel. It even gives you control over the dynamics with touch sensitivity and
sustain and sostenuto pedals.
And in the Ensoniq tradition, all this great sound can be had for little more than a
grand. See and hear The Ensoniq Piano at your authorized Ensoniq dealer.

For more rnformatron write Dept DB

ENSONIO CORP. 263 Great Valley Parkway. Malvern, PA 19355 o Canada' 6969 Trans Canada Hwy. Sude 123. St Laurent. Que HAT 1V8 o ENSONIO Europe,
65 Ave de StalIngrad. 1000 Brussels o Japan. Sakata Shokar. Ltd. MInam, Mordnachr - Chu- 0 BurldIng, 6-2 Hrgashr-Tenma. 2-Chome. Kda•Ku. Osaka. 530

chords & discords
WATTS KUDOS
The Charlie Watts interview (Feb. '87) was
marvelous—very down to earth. Unlike
so many of the untalented rock drummers,
Charlie Watts leaves all the gimmicks to
others and just swings along—the way it's
supposed to be. My congratulations to
down beat and Charlie Watts.
Kenny Harris
Hamilton, Bermuda
BRANFORD DEBATERS
Branford Marsalis' comment about "the
anemic, 'generic' brand of bebop [he]
associates with the West Coast" (Man '87),
reflects anumber of relevant afterthoughts
on the part of those of us who have spent alot
of time fighting such childish misconceptions.
Marsalis talks as though he's the only one who
made it into the '80s with any passion for, or
insight into, the music. His comment about
jazz musicians who live in California
illustrates his almost total ignorance of the
scene here. It's sadly obvious that Marsalis
knows less than zero about such aggressive,
modern players as pianists Theo Saunders
and Biff Hannon, acoustic bassists Tom
Warrington and Bob Harrison, and
drummers Billy Mintz and Mike Stephans,
and two saxophonists who are simply
astounding: Bill Perkins, who never stops
growing, and Bob Sheppard, who, to many
peoples' ears, is one of the hottest there
is. And this is only asample of the burners
who live here in Southern California. We
get sick and tired of hearing that the West
Coast is ahaven for affluent studio
musicians. That's about as true as the
notion that only dixieland players come out
of New Orleans.
Next time Marsalis comes out to L.A.,
let him bring his crash helmet and play with
some of these people. He'll need it.
Steve Lee
Los Angeles
Can't say as Igo along with Branford
Marsalis' reasoning when he talks about
Sidney Bechet in your most recent issue
("The Many Sides of Branford Marsalis,"
Mar. '87)—" . . . Not that it's not great
music, but it's great music for its time. To
play it now—if you have technicolor, why
shoot it in black and white?" This is apoor
analogy One might as well say, "Now that
we have photography, why bother with oil
paints?" Photography may be newer, and
there's nothing wrong with it—but it
doesn't render oils obsolete. (If one wants
to stick even closer to the original analogy
it should be noted that there are some very
hip directors around who still like to shoot
in black and white. But if it's any comfort
to Branford, he should note that his
sensitivity to the black & white/color issue
is shared by that distinguished patron of
the arts, Ted Turner.)

The "newer is better" notion is an easy
one to get fooled by, and Branford falls into
the trap earlier in the interview. While
discussing studio technology, he says,
"We're trying to develop anew microphone
for the bass, so it'll sound like wood, not
like an amplifier." Really. If you want abass
to sound like wood on the record, it has to
sound like wood when it's played. Over the
past few years, the obsession with
dexterity has resulted in many bassists
using lower and lower action on their
instruments, which makes the bass easier
to play, but results in athinner tone, and
less volume—an amplifier, and its sound,
has become afact of life, live and in the

Shure is the sound of the
professionals... worldwide.
Herbie Hancock proves it
again— live and in the studio— with two Shure SM91
microphones placed under
the strings of his grand
piano. Listen to Herbie's
piano on the '
Round Midnight soundtrack and
you're listening to Shure
SM91 microphones.
Whether you've already
made it, or you're still on
the way up, choose the
mics the great artists
choose—Shure. Built to the
highest standards of reliability and performance.

studio. If Branford wants to hear some
bass sounds that sound like wood, he
doesn't have to go back too many years—
he could start with any record that Paul
Chambers played on, especially the ones
that Rudy Van Gelder recorded. (Other
examples abound, of course, but this one
will do.) The microphone technology that
Van Gelder had 20 and 30 years ago was
less sophisticated than what's available
now, but the bass sounds he got were
undeniably more "woody." How soon they
forget! But if you have technicolor. . . .
Bill Morrison
North Cambridge. MA
CONTINUED ON PAGE
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CHOOSE YOUR
MICROPHONE
THE WAY
HERBEE HANCOCK
DOES.
AS IF YOUR
CAREER
DEPENDED
ON IT.
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news
RAINBOW COMES TO LATIN AMERICA
BOSTON—The Berklee College of
Music's five- man Rainbow Band is
back from atrip to nine countries in
the Caribbean and Central and
South America, where it toured
recently on behalf of the United
States Information Agency. The
band, led by Berklee College
teacher and internationally acclaimed trombonist Phil Wilson, included four Berklee students—
trumpeter Greg Gisbert ( recently
featured with the Buddy Rich
band), pianist Cyrus Chestnut ( accompanist to Jon Hendricks),
bassist Carl Carter ( recently with
Clark Terry), and drummer Marty
Richards ( now with Gary Burton
and Makoto Ozone).
The Rainbow Band, besides being technically proficient, displayed asincerity and asense of
humor that people everywhere
picked up on and appreciated. A
hunger for music was evident—
people came to band- led workshops and jam sessions with talent
and ambition, alert for new
sounds, techniques, and exercises. Workshop attendees
ranged in age from 15 to 65, and
the experience levels were nearly
as broad. In St. Lucia, only 15
people showed up for the workshop; but when Wilson invited
them onstage to play, adozen of
them got up and roared out "
A"
Train like you wouldn't believe—
then kept the band busy talking

jazz for over an hour after the
session. The most sophisticated
(and appreciative) jazz listeners
and musicians were probably
those from the Dominican Republic, where an overflow crowd at
aSanto Domingo auditorium gave
the band two standing ovations.
The band's first stop was the
Cecil Cyrus Squash Courts on the
island of St. Vincent, where it became clear that performing conditions on the tour would sometimes
be less than perfect—tin- roofed
all-purpose cinderblock shelters
were the norm in most of the countries visited, hardly ideal acoustics. But music and attitude were
what counted— and what got the
band through a couple of tough
spots on the tour. There were
nights when three of the five instrumentalists were ill, but as Gisbert
said, " Being a serious musician
means getting up there and giving
100 percent no matter how you
feel. And sometimes you start feeling better just because you're doing something you love." Attitude
got the band through some technical adversity, too: during apower
blackout in Antigua, the band went
ahead with an hourlong concert in
the dark for 50 people (Wilson's
imitating the sounds of animals
that night became the tune Antiguan Nightlife on the band's new
album, Phil Wilson's Rainbow
Band— Latin American Tour

BERKLIIIE BUNCH: Phil Wilson's Rainbow Band on its Latin American
tour. Pictured ( left to right) are cultural affairs officer Pat McArdle, Phil
Wilson, Greg Gisbert St. Vincent Minister of Culture John Horne, Carl
Carter, Marty Richards, and Cyrus Chestnut
[Shiah 1181); in Guyana, aconcert
was saved when an engineer doctored shattered fuse casings in the
power amp with copper wire and
masking tape; in Guatemala, a
couple of Indians dispatched to
borrow a Fender Rhodes stage
piano pedal ( something they knew
full well no one would have in those
remote mountain villages) returned a half-hour later with a
pedal fashioned out of two blocks
of wood and a couple of nails—
which worked like adream.
There were also many beautiful
and exotic experiences: walking to
a restaurant by way of the beach
and having to wade back to the
hotel during high tide; watching
women carry 50- pound baskets to
market on their heads; seeing men
leaving their thatch- roofed huts

with long machetes, headed to
work at sugar cane plantations;
eating mangoes right off the tree;
hearing the band advertised in
Dutch on Suriname television; attending the calypso-infused carnival celebration in St. Vincent,
which inspired Chestnut's composition A Night At St. Vincent (
also
on the new album).
Given the talent in the Berklee
Rainbow Band, there should be
plenty of tours in store for the future. The band's already been featured on the S.S. Norway floating
jazz festival, as well as the New
York Brass Conference. But the
success of the Latin-American
tour, it would seem, establishes it
as this rainbow's cultural pot of
gold.
—jean robbins

Potpotatei
Faithfull followers: singer
Marianne Faithfull has
assembled astellar cast for her
next album on Island Records,
due in September; the as-yetuntitled collection of blues
standards will feature guitarists
Robert Quine and Bill Frisell,
pianist Mac Rebennack ( Dr.
John), bassist Fernando
Saunders, and drummer J. T.
Lewis . . . Gottlieb debut:
drummer Danny Gottlieb has
finished recording material for a
prospective debut album as
leader; joining him on the project
were such kindred spirits as
bassist Mark Egan and guitarist
John Abercrombie . in
demand: drummer Dennis
Chambers is abusy man these
days; currently splitting time
between gigs with David
Sanborn and John Scofield, the
former Funkadelic has taken calls
from Mlles Davis and Joe
Zawinui recently asking he join
their respective bands . . .
speaking of Zawinul. the synth12 DOWN BEAT MAY 1987

Tristan Honsinger, violinist
wiz leader of Weather Update is
Carlos Zingaro, bassist Barre
reportedly planning to
collaborate on aproject with
Philips, percussionists Han
Police drummer Stewart
Bennink and Steve Noble, and
dancer Katie Duck . . . Hinton
Copeland sometime this year
. . . jazzy Oscar nominees:
honored: Milt Hinton will be
Round Midnight is getting jazz
presented with an honorary
some serious recognition in this
doctorate in music at the 5/17
William Paterson College
year's Oscar nominations; Herble
Hancock is up for best original
commencement exercises in
score and Dexter Gordon for
Wayne, NJ; WPC students Sue
Williams and Doug Weiss,
best actor (Gordon is perhaps
the first instrumentalist in
1986-87 recipients of Milton J.
Hinton National Scholarships
Oscar history to be so honored)
. . . foreign affairs: Billy Joel,
for jazz study, will perform
Stevie Wonder, Roy Clark, and
at apre-commencement
Dave Brubeck are the
luncheon . . . composers'
Americans on aroster of
competition: 6/1 is the deadline to
international artists now being
enter the international New
booked for performances in the
Music Composers
Soviet Union this year. And after a Competition— New York 1987,
two-year hiatus, British guitarist
which will award $2,000 to the
Derek Bailey has announced a
winner; for more info, write Carrie
revival of Company Week;
Manfrino, 15 Jones St., Suite 6H,
scheduled to take place 5/11-17
New York, NY 10014 . . . coming
attractions: this year's New
at Arts Theatre in London, the
improvisatory meeting will feature
Orleans Jazz & Heritage
Lee Konitz on alto, synthesist
Festival will run 4/24-26 and
Richard Teitelbaum, cellist
5/1-3, featuring Fats Domino, the

Neville Brothers Wynton
Marsalis hu Fabulous
Thunderbirds Wilson Pickett,
Allen Toussaint the Dirty
Dozen Brass Band, et al (write
PO Box 2530, New Orleans, LA
70176 for abrochure); the Otter
Crest ' 87 Jazz Weekend runs
4/30-5/3 in Salem, OR, featuring
Ira Sullivan, Tommy Flanagan,
Al Grey Makoto Ozone,
Snooky Young, et al ( call
503/363-0372); Space Fest ' 87,
the First International Festival of
Space Music and Art, runs 5/5-9
in Palo Alto, CA, featuring
Michael Stearns Emerald Web,
Constance Demby Steve
Roach, and Michael Shrieve
(call 415/329-2526); the 1987
Sacramento Dixieland Jubilee
runs Labor Day Weekend,
5/22-25 (call 916/372-JASS); the
second annual New Directions
Festival will be held 5/30, with 35
internationally renowned artists
gathering at the Piermont Village,
Rockland County, NY (call
914/358-6372) . . .
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FAB FOUR CD'Ss The Beatles have entered the CD market with the
recent release of the British versions of their first four albums— Please
Please Me, With The Beatles, A Hard Day's Night, and Beatles For Sale. The
discs are the first installment of the planned release of the entire Beatles
catalog on CD by EMI Music Worldwide. The discs will be issued
chronologically, with Rubber Soul, Revolver, Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
Band, and Abbey Road all due out by October That's producer George
Martin, who'll be advising EMI on the project, pictured above with the Fab
Four in a 1963 photo.

HOWARD UNIVERSITY
HONORS DEXTER GORDON
WASHINGTON, DC— Dexter Gordon, riding a new crest of popularity generated by his stellar performance in Bernard Tavernier's
film Round Midnight, was the subject of a major tribute by Howard
University's Department of Fine
Arts in Washington, DC, recently.
Over 2,000 Gordon fans packed
Howard's Cramton Auditorium to
hear musical homage paid by the
Howard University Jazz Ensemble
with special guest Jon Faddis,
solo guitarist Stanley Jordan, the
Terence Blanchard/Donald Harrison Quintet, and Nancy Wilson
with trio. The evening was hosted
by "The Jazz Congressman," John
Conyers of Detroit, and WPFW's
Art Cromwell.

After intermission, a brief segment of Round Midnight was
screened to athunderous reception, and the evening's honoree
was summoned from backstage
for a succession of special presentations. George Butler of CBS
Records, one of the evening's main
organizers, read a celebratory
missive from President Reagan
that causec Gordon to feign
shock. the National Endowment
for the Arts Director of Music, Ed
Birdwel. congratulated Gordon
on his selection for aJazz Masters
Award. The city's Dexter Gordon
Day Proclamation was presented,
as were roses from the Duke
Ellington School of the Arts.
—w. a. brower

WRANGLER WORKOUT: Willie Nelson, Dicky Betts, and Edgar
Winter ( left to right) performed at the recent Wrangler/Willie Nelson Music
Invitational in Austin, TX. Three winning bands competed against nine
other regional winners at the finals, hosted by Nelson and Leon Russell.
Winners of the year- long contest were Radiant from Baltimore, MD, in r&b;
the Headlites, from Tampa, FL, in rock; and The Montana Band, from
Seattle, WA, in country. Their prizes included equipment from Korg,
Marshall Amps, and Stand Innovations.

Freddie Green, guitarist with the
Count Basie Orchestra for half a
century, died March 1in Las Vegas
of an apparent heart attack. He
was 75. Green was the last surviving member of Basie's "All-American Rhythm Section," which included Basie on piano, Walter
Page on bass, and Jo Jones on
drums. Born in Charleston, SC,
Green was introduced to Basie by
record producer John Hammond,
who had discovered the guitarist
playing in a Greenwich Village
nightclub. Green was not the Basie
band's first guitarist, but he remained with the orchestra far
longer than anyone else after joining it in March 1937. He rarely took
solos, concentrating instead on
rhythmic accompaniment; his
playing, in the words of music
critic George T. Simon, was "wonderfully light yet propulsive." Green
also recorded several albums under his own name, as well as with
Billie Holiday, Benny Goodman,
Benny Carter, Lionel Hampton,
and many others.

Freddie Green

Hines. When bebop became popular in the '40s, Blue Note began
signing such artists as Thelonious
Monk, Bud Powell, and Art Blakey;
this ability to stay on top of developments in jazz woula lead the
label to record such artists as
Miles Davis, John Coltrane, Sonny
Rollins, Herbie Hancock, Freddie
Hubbard, Omette Coleman, Cecil
Taylor, and Eric Dolphy over the
years. In 1967, Lion and Wolff sold
Blue Note to Liberty Records ( Lion
retiring shortly thereafter), under
whose stewardship the label
turned toward more pop oriented
• • •
artists. Blue Note was dormant
through the early '80s, until its
Bola Sete, guitarist introduced to
much- publicized resurrection by
the U.S. by Dizzy Gillespie at the
parent company Capitol- EMI in
1962 Monterey Jazz Festival, died
1985.
Feb. 14 of pneumonia and respira• • •
tory complications at age 63. Sete
was born in Brazil, and had been Anthony ( Big T) Lovano,
one of the premier recording art- Cleveland tenor saxophonist, died
ists in South America prior to mov- Jan. 8 at age 61. Though reing to the U.S. in 1959. He went on spected by fellow jazz musicians,
to perform and record with Lovano chose not to spend time on
Gillespie, Vince Guaraldi, Cal the road away from his family; inTjader, John Handy, Ali Akbar stead, he worked as a barber by
Khan, the Carlos Santana rhythm day and played in local clubs at
section, and members of the Los night, often with big name muAngeles Symphony and Philhar- sicians like Lionel Hampton. He
monic orchestras. In the early did travel occasionally, : ncluding a
'70s, Sete turned to solo guitar tour with Nat King Cole's brother
work, introduced on record with Ike, and three years ago he sat in
the album Ocean in 1975. His last the Mel Lewis big band at the
album, Jungle Suite, was released Village Vanguard in New York,
by Dancing Cat Records in 1985, where he traded solos with his
and that label plans issuing two saxophonist son, Joseph S.
more Sete albums posthumously, Lovano, a regular with tne Lewis
Ocean/Volume 2and Windspell.
band as well as Paul Motian's Trio
and Quintet.
• • •
• • •
Alfred Lion, founder of Blue Note
Records, died Feb. 2in San Diego
of congestive heart failure at age
78. Lion founded Blue Note in
1939, shortly after moving to New
York from his native Berlin; his first
recordings featured pianists
Albert Ammons and Meade Lux
Lewis. Afew months later, Lion was
joined by partner Francis Wolff, a
childhood friend, and the pair began recording traditional jazz artists like Sidney Bechet and Earl

Red Maddock, the druittiïer for the
Butch Thompson Trio aric the Hall
Brothers Jazz Band in Minneapolis, died of liver cancer ,, an. 12 at
age 70. Maddock gained attention in the 1940s with the Al Trace
band in New York City. Suce then,
he had become known nationally
as a wise- cracking member of
the Thompson Trio on National
Public Radio's "A Praitie Home
Companion," hosted by Garrison
Keillor.
o
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YOUSSOU N'DOUR
-:

othe panoply of contemporary
African pop styles recently arrived on
these shores— Nigerian juju,
Congolese soukous, South African
mbaqanga—Americans can now add
Senegalese mbalax, abrightly eclectic blend
whose originator and leading exponent, 27year-old singer Youssou N'Dour, is his
country's biggest celebrity and agrowing
force on the international scene. N'Dour can
be heard on Paul Simon's Grace/and and
Peter Gabriel's So LPs, and on his own
album, Nelson Mandela (
Polydor 831 294-1);
last year he and his band, Le Super Etoile de
Dakar, toured the U.S. twice—once on their
own and again as Gabriel's opening act.
N'Dour's music is derived from the mbalax
rhythms of traditional Wolof percussion
ensembles; in his pop-fusion adaptation the
intermeshing beats are distributed among
electric guitars and keyboards, Western
horns, and trap drums, in addition to African
instruments. Besides these rhythms and the
kora ( harp- lute) music of his native region,
N'Dour draws from soukous, highlife,
Afrobeat, reggae, salsa, soul, and disco
music to create ahighly accessible,
distinctively syncopated hybrid.
But N'Dour is more than abandleader and
stylistic innovator, he is one of Africa's finest

a

vocalists. His soaring, oliant tenor, with its
bittersweet Islamic inflections, has a
universal appeal, suggesting across
between Brazil an falsetto- master Milton
Nascimento and the legendary Egyptian
contralto Om Kalsoum. N'Dour's Woloflanguage singing gives Le Super Etoile much

of its characteristically Sahelian flavor and,
paradoxically, transforms it from a
commercialized local novelty to aworld- class
attraction.
Born into afamily of griots—troubadors
and tribal historians—N'Dour absorbed the
music and lore of his people at an early age,
but his parents discouraged him from
pursuing amusical career. Undeterred, he
was singing at circumcision ceremonies
when he was asked to join the Star Band,
cutting his earliest hits while still in his midteens. Dissatisfied with the borrowed pop
styles then in vogue, he formed his own
band, drawing on his Senegalese folk roots
to forge his mbalax sound. By the early ' 80s
his music had penetrated even the remotest
parts of the country and was spreading
throughout West Africa, thanks in part to a
thriving market in bootleg cassettes.
Produced in Paris, Nelson Mandela makes
acurious bid for crossover success with a
stilted version of the Spinners Rubberband
Man, sung in phonetic English, as well as the
stirring pan-African theme of the title track.
The rest of the album, however, is mbalax in
"pure" form, crisply played and cleanly
recorded. Still, N'Dour is best appreciated in
live performance, where the tunes unfold into
long percussive jams that spotlight the
talking drum of Assane Thiam, and aquartet
of dancers led by Ablaye Seck completes
the high-energy spectacle that frames
N'Dour's aerodynamic vocals.
—tarry birnbaum

THE ORDINAIRES

T

alk about fusion! This eccentric ninepiece ensemble melds the
seemingly disparate elements of free
jazz, rigid classical, raucous rock, appealing
pop, and exotic ethnic musics into one
coherent sound. And, miraculously, it works,
thanks to great foresight and painstaking
efforts in arranging all the pieces into one
puzzle.
Throw in the seemingly incongruous
influences of Thelonious Monk, Spike Jones,
Jimi Hendrix, Igor Stravinsky, Gustav Mahler,
and Led Zeppelin and you've got one truly
weird and wonderful outfit. This band is,
contrary to the name, anything but ordinary.
And judging by their fervent following in
Manhattan at venues like CBGB's, the Cat
Club, The Kitchen, and Dance Theatre
Workshop (where they recently sold out four
nights) it's safe to say The Ordinaires are
happening. The Dutch know that. The band
has been invited to perform this summer at
the Holland Festival in Amsterdam. They've
also performed at the Steirischer Herbst
autumn festival in Graz, Austria, and their
debut album was released on the West
German Dossier label (distributed in the
States by New Music Distribution Service,
500 Broadway, NYC, NY 10012). Too bad no
14
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(Lef ,to r
,
ght) Fritz Van Orden, Kurt Hoffman, Angela Babin, Peter Moffit

American label has gotten hip to this
extraordinary band.
Tenor saxist Kart Hoffman and altoist Fritz
Van Orden, the two principal composers,
represent the avant garde/jazz side of the
group. Guitarists Joe Disney and Angela
Babin, with drummer Jim Thomas, bring in a

rock edge. Violinists Barbara Schloss and
Robin Casey, with cellist Peter Moffitt, add a
classical touch. And Swedish bassist Sven
Furberg can go in any direction, from the
noise-disco of Industry to the zen like trance
music of Ramayana to the upbeat rock of
Grace, the ominous funk of Slow Boys, or the

By Howard Mandel

G

eorge Benson wants to play. The energy and
volubility he exhibits puttering about the
Synclavier-equipped, 24-track digital
recording studio in his New Jersey home ( built

into wooded hills so a brook runs under its wraparound
porch), is that of a star not content to rest on his
worldwide reputation as a jazz guitarist, hugely popular
vocalist ( he's issued, in Great Britain, a compilation called
Love Songs on K-Tel that's achieved UK triple- platinum
status), hardworking bandleader, and budding producer.
Benson seeks engagement— with his audience, with his
record label Warner Bros. ( he's just signed a favorable
new contract), with himself— and to find it, ne's returning
to his roots. He's been slipping into New York in his
Mercedes, undercover, to jam at Duke's Place in Harlem
with his old boss organist, Jack McDuff; to join fellow
vocalists Jon Hendricks, Al Jarreau, and Bobby McFerrin
in a late night scat session at the Blue Note, to sit in at
Salt Peanuts in the Bronx. He's put the finishing touches
to an album of relatively straightahead guitar playing
with his former protege Earl Klugh ( produced by Tommy
LiPuma). He speaks of reviving his Pittsburgh trio from
long ago with organist Lonnie Smith and drummer Art
Gore.
But Benson's not obsessed with the past— he intends to
conquer new realms. His current project is on album
showcasing his guitar in big band and orchestra,
settings. Benson's friend Angel Rangelov, the Bulgarianborn composer/arranger ( who sat in on our interview),
has created a finely nuanced chart for 86 pieces of
'Round Midnight, and is shopping in Europe for an
ensemble to record it. George laid rhythm tracks for this
piece with Herbie Hancock on piano, Buster Williams on
bass, and Grady Tate drumming. Sitting in his basement,
in a swivel chair in front of his gleaming control board,
he picks up his Ibanez guitar, plugs it in, hits " Play" and
begins improvising over Hancock's sophisticated voicings.
Ideas stream from Benson's fingers; concentrating, he's
utterly un self-conscious. And then he turns to talk.

HOWARD MANDEL: George, you have music in your repertoire to
please everybody. How did that start?
GEORGE BENSON: I'm aguy who's versatile; all my life I've had to
be in two places at once. As acommercial artist I've been expected
to do things, like, "We want you to sing, George." At first Isaid, " I
did that when Iwas akid, and Inever made any money singing_ Ihad
abig name, and people thought Ihad money, but Inever made any
money." This fellow had said to me, "You sing for me and I'll give you
$55 aweek." $55 aweek— I'll do anything for $55 aweek! So Ileft
school in my last semester. My teacher told me, " George, you've
got to make up your mind: you either want to play music or go to
school." Isaid, "No contest. I'm gone, man. Are you asking me to
give up ajob that pays $55 aweek?"
So Ileft school and started working with this band. Ibelieve Iwas
really hired to play the guitar, because there were very few guitar
players in Pittsburgh at the time. But Icouldn't play enough guitar to
last awhole night: Ididn't know enough songs, and Ihad hardly any
improvisation at all. This was when Iwas 17 years old. But by the
time Iwas 19, and went on the road with Jack McDuff, nobody
outside of Pittsburgh knew Isang at all.
HM: Did you do so much vvoodshedding in two years that you gained
enough guitar to last anight?
GB: Not really. When Iwas 18 Imet this young saxophone player,
Larry Smith. We were playing r&b songs, and he was playing all
these bebop lines, 1:ke Charlie Parker and Sonny Stitt. Isaid, "Man,
what's this stuff you're playing? It doesn': fit what we're playing"—
we were playing some raunchy stuff. He said, " Ilisten to Bird."
Bird? He said, " You don't know who Charlie Parker is? You better
come in my house." Ihad just driven him home, see—he lived way
out of town. Icame in and he put on Charlie Parker With Strings.
And that was it. On that record Iheard amusician who sounded like
someone talking to me in abeautiful language.
That's the first time music ever came over me like that. Music's
always been music. But it has never communicated like that, unless
the person was actually saying the words, and Icould understand
what they were saying. Charlie Parker, man— it was like an
incredible story he was telling. So Ilearned to sing that solo from
Just Friends note for note. And Istarted going to jam sessions. But
in my town the jazz people hated me, because Iwas very popular and
Iwas known for something else. When Istarted coming to the jams,
they didn't like it at all, because Icouldn't play any jazz music; 1came
there to learn.
Well, one night Don Gardner, who made a lot of hit records
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himself, said to me, "Jack McDuff is in town, at aclub on the other
side of town. Jack's looking for aguitar player." Isaid, "Ican't play
with Jack, what he's doing is much too advanced for me." He said,
"George—you never know
you try." Ididn't have adime, but my
father scrapped up the streetcar fare, and Iwent out to Homewood
and sat in with Jack McDuff. WhatJack was impressed with—and it's
aknack I've always had—is how Imade him sound.
See, alot of improvisers, when they stop improvising, that's it.
What Jack liked is when Iwas playing behind him he sounded good.
So he didn't really hear me improvise. Iwasn't playing nothing—I
had no chops, no ideas. But he said to come to his hotel room the
•
next day, and Idid. He called his manager and said, "Ifound this kid,
he's incredible, he's only 19." And he took me on the road with him.
And he fired me the first night.
Icouldn't play with him, not even the melodies, they were so
unorthodox and different from what Iknew. In Jack's arrangements,
the guitar played the second or third parts, never the melody—the
horn played that. Ididn't know what chord changes were or
anything. He said, "Idon't think you're going to be able to make it
with the band, brother; I'll try to find you another gig." But he
couldn't find anybody else to take my place, and as the weeks went
on, Ilearned. Istayed up all night. How do you become aman with
facilities overnight? You can't. Ihad to circumvent; Ihad to devise a
way of playing the guitar that made it sound like Icould play. Jack
would show me the song one note at atime; it took hours, and then
I'd go home and figure out how to play it fast. And every night he
played faster and faster. Well, Idid it—Ilearned all his charts.
When his managers heard me, they said, "Ilike what this kid does
to your band. He gives you acommercial quality." Because Iwas
bending strings. No jazz guitar player was bending strings in those
days; everybody was trying to be like Miles Davis—it was the Birth
of the Cool—or Jim Hall, or Wes Montgomery. Not like Charlie
Christian, none of that. Well, they took me into the studio, and we

recorded. Jack had asmash album. Every record Iwas on as a
sideman was ahit, Idon't care who it was with. That's what made me
in New York. Hank Mobley's Reach Out, that was ahit. Icut hit
records with Freddie Hubbard, with Stanley Turrentine, with Lou
Donaldson.
HM: Do you do something special to make people sound better?
GB: Ifeel that all the musicians should find aspot, someplace that is
ours, take over that spot and say, "Look, I'll handle this. You got
that? Okay, I'll handle this." The other guys say, "Okay, yeah, I'll
handle this." So you got that going on [
sings arhythm-lick] and some
excitement [
sings awild guitar line] and Freddie's gonna go [
imitates
a Hubbard-like glissando]. Iwant to make that sound like the
greatest thing Freddie ever did.
Yeah, Ilike that. How do we make this song special? For me, that's
what's happening. The improvisation thing—it's aprivilege to have a
spot in asong that is cooking, with some great musicians. To have a
solo in aband like that is aprivilege for me. But it's not everything. I
don't have to be the soloist in order for the song to be great. If I'm
playing behind Benny Carter or Miles Davis, man, that's already
greatness.
HM: In your pop music, you've had to be the soloist, the frontman; it
must be quite aresponsibility.
GB: Well, Ifeel that each project is demanding. But Ilike to take a
song, play it—if it has something to it, let's stick with it; if it doesn't,
let's get on to the next song. When we did On Broadway, the second
time we ever did that song live it fell into anice place, so we laid with
it for 14 or 16 minutes, hoping we could get four or five minutes out
of it. And it turned out that 11 of those 14 or 16 minutes were great.
So we took the bad out, chopped it off at the end, and kept the 11 or
nine minutes, whatever it was. For me, that makes it. It doesn't
have to be precise— I'm not a man of precision. Iwork with
producers who are, and Ileave that up to them. But something that's
missing, that Ireally want to get back into our projects, is me. My

KEEPIN' SCORE: Angel Rangelov shows Benson his arrangement of '
Round Mdnigh
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decision as to what is great, as opposed to someone else's.
HM: Do you feel your guitar is your most powerful tool?
GB: The guitar's popularity has helped make me what Iam today; it's
done more for my career than my voice would ever have done.
Singers come and go—there are very few Nat Coles and Billy
Eckstines and Frank Sinatras. The voice is something that's
current—you put out arecord, if people like what's on the record
they buy it, and then it's forgotten, unless it's agreat song. And I've
been fortunate in that respect. But the guitar, it's given me asolid
place in history. It's given me agreat identity, aplace in the musical
world. For that reason, Ifeel an obligation to guitar lovers.
And that's the reason Ibuilt this [agesture encompasses his threechamber studio], so Ican get back to putting my ideas down. This is
the way it started, before Idid the Breezin' album, back when Iwas
making all those other guitar albums. Ihad alittle studio where I
could go and try things. I'd listen to myself, and criticize myself and
find ways to improve what Iwas doing. I'm getting back to that now
in amore sophisticated milieu.
HM: So the LP with Klugh, and your big band project with Angel, reemphasize . . .
GB: Some wonderful things. The guitar makes me feel good. If Iplay
something on the guitar, it will be awhile before anyone can really
capture it, figure it out. Musicians are really into what they do, they
examine each other, so we can benefit by what each other is doing.
When Ihear someone play something good, Iget my axe, and
finally—"Hey, man, that's really an incredible way of approaching
that particular sequence of things." I'm sure other players do that
with me.
HM: Tell me more about the big band project
GB: For months, Iwas asking Angel. . .
ANGEL RANGELOV: We were asking each other, actually . . .
GB: Yeah: "What song?"
AR: It was between Lush Life and Just Friends. Then one night we
hung out at the Village Vanguard, hearing Joe Henderson, Ron
Carter, and Al Foster, and Joe started to play '
Round Midnight
without the rhythm, just improvising. But we both knew what it was.
And George said . . .
GB: "
That's the tune. That's it."
AR: Both of us felt the same.
GB: I've found I've had great success with songs that come to me
like that. Beyond The Sea—one day Icalled Frank Foster and asked
if he knew this song. He said, "Ithink so." He doesn't remember, but
he used to play it behind Bobby Darin. Isaid, "Write me an
arrangement on that, man. Iwant to do that. And write me up a
blues, something in the range of Everyday [IHave The Blues]. So he
did. Russ Teitelman produced that album. He said, "What's this?" I
said, "Iwant to do abig band thing." So we hired astudio in New
Jersey, brought some of the baddest cats in the music business over
here, and we laid it down. It was off-the-cuff, and it went down like
clockwork. It was the first time Iheard myself with abig band, and I
heard the potential. Now Iunderstand that there's an area for me in
big band that Ishould be exploring.
So that's what we're doing now. We're going into the studio with
the Basie band, hopefully, and do some on-the-spot, no-nonsense
guitar playing; maybe avocal or two, to enhance the album; Angel's
orchestral arrangement, and maybe one or two others. Imight go to
England, to speak to Robert Farnon; his writing might remind you of
Nelson Riddle—excellent, masterful arrangements, music that
defies categorization, just beautiful music. Neshui Ertegun is going
to produce this album, we hope—he's so enthusiastic, and that's the
kind of cat Ilike to work with, somebody who's into it.
The inflections Iintend to put on the album will connect the band
to what's going on now, but Iwant to capture some of the sweetness
and greatness of the big band era. Of course, any era is the big band
era as long as you have abig band. Ifeel I'll be able to enhance the big
band with something original that will get it airplay. Big band is not
necessarily on top of the in-vogue list now, but it could come back
overnight—it only takes the right song, just one, to make it. It's
different than what we've been doing—and CDs are coming on so
strong, they help give us this opportunity to get into another kind of
music.
There aren't many cats doing this; Irealized alot of cats who were

GEORGE BENSON'S EQUIPMENT
'She guitar Iplay on gigs Is the Ibanez GB- 10 or GB-20,' says George
Benson 'The GB10 was voted the number one guitar made in Japan afew
years ago. It really put Ibanez out-front. Isigned with them around 1977 or
'78— that's when On Broadway was big. Now we've brought out a new
rrodel—ttie GB30, which Idesigned. It's hollow- bodied but very thin. burt
like aGbson 335 with the look of aLes Paul. It's got asolid core for sustain—
resonance is the key. It's built for bLies and rock and is very easy to play— it
has an easytohandle sound"
In his yearold home studio, Bensor uses a 24-track Neve board The
studio is further equipped with aSony 3324 tape recorder, aSony 3302 twotrack digital tape recorder and aStuder A-820 half-inch masiering machine.
He's also got a Synclavier, Kurzwel keyboards, and a Yamaha Professional
drum kit, as well. as ar EMT 140 olate echo chamber unit.

GEORGE BENSON SELECTED
DISCOGRAPHY
OTHER SIDE OF ABBEY ROAD—A3M
as aleader

WHEN THE CITY SLEEPS— Warner Brou;.
1-25475.
20/20—Warne Bros. 25178-1
IN YOUR EWS—Warner Bros. 23744-1
LiON' INSIDE YOUR LOVE— Warier Br,.;.
2-3277
WEEKEAD lAi L.A.—Warner Bros 2-3139
BREEZIM—Warner Bros. 3111
GIVE ME THE NIGHT—Warner BR,s. 3453
COLLECT/ON—Warner Bros. 2-3577
BLUE BENSON—Polydor 6084
CUARTET—Affinity 140
BEST OF . . — A6114 3203
PACIFIC FIRE—CT 9010
CAST YOUR FATE TO THE WIND—CTI
8030
SUMMERTIME: IN CONCERT—CTI 8031
TAKE FArf—CTI 8014
WHITE RABBIT—CT 8009

3028
SHAPES OF THINGS ro COME— AIM
3104
TELL IT LIKE IT IS—A&M 3020
COOKBOOK—Columbia 9413
IT'S UPTOWN—Colurraa 9325
NEW BOSS GUITAR—P•estige 7310

with Jack McDuff

BENSON & McDUFF — Prestige 24072

with Stanley Turrentine

STRAIGHT AHEAD — Blue Note 85105

with Jimmy Smith

KEEP ON COMIN .—Elektra/Mul,ic an
60301-1
OFF THE TOP—Elektra/Musician 60176-1

with Miles Davis
CIRCLE IN THE ROUND—Columbia 36278
MILES IN THE SKY—CcJurnbia 962e

doing big band stuff are gone. So I'm thinking, maybe there's aspot
for me. I'd like to go on tour with abig band. Igot achance to play
with the Basie Band and Thad Jones, before he died— what a
wonderful experience. We did adate with Ella Fitzgerald, in Kansas
City; we played Strike Up The Band. Iwas so busy listening to the
band Iforgot Iwas supposed to be playing. And that gave me ataste
of something I'd missed. Imean, missed out on. Ihadn't taken big
bands as seriously as Ishould have, years ago, when Ihad real
energy—in my 20s, when my fingers were so fast I
couldn't keep up
with them, I'd just stand back and watch them fly.
HM: Do you have to work up to that?
GB: The biggest enemy Ihave is not playing every night. You have to
play; when Iwas playing every night, there wasn't enough room in
one night for me to play all the ideas in my head. But along with ideas
you have to have the facility to play them—you've got to keep your
chops up. Iplay alot around here, but there's nothing like bouncing
off the drum licks, live, bouncing off the whole band. After I've
played hve for three days, Iscare myself—because Idon't know
where those ideas come from. Isay, "Now, why did Iplay that?
That's not what Imeant to. play, but it sounds okay. Why?" Ihave to
play for about three days solid, before my flow comes back. And
that's what I'm going to have to do if I'm going to do abig band album.
Ihave to play. After that, I'm raring to go. Run some chord changes
by me!
db
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was technically brilliant, agood composer,
and able to play all of our styles. Mike was
ideal. We tried out one other guy who
lasted about an hour. Our material at that
time was so idealistic and difficult that we
were very lucky we could get him."
Mike Garson was well-equipped to
handle the difficult book. "Istarted piano
lessons at seven, playing classical music for
10 years. Iplayed in the Catskills each
summer starting at 14 in agroup with Dave
Liebman, backing singers and dancers. A
few years later Istarted three years of
lessons with Lennie Tristano. Iconsider
him agenius, although his lessons were
very strange—sometimes lasting only 10
minutes. He was blind, but because his ear
was so great, he knew immediately if I
played the wrong fingering. They were
very structured lessons. Iwould have to
memorize hundreds of chords and different
inversions. For the first year Ihad to play
just melody in the right hand for standards
with no improvisation, while in the second
year Iplayed melody in the left hand. We'd
take solos off records, singing along with
the album. He had very fixed tastes in
music, thinking highly of Billie Holiday,
Lester Young, and Bud Powell, but not
Miles, Coltrane, or Oscar Peterson—
people Ialso like. Igot alot out of his
highly disciplined lessons. Ialso studied for
two years with Hall Overton, and had one
memorable lesson with Bill Evans which
lasted four hours. We just worked on the
tune What Is This Thing Called Love, and
he showed me different ways to voice the
song. He had such abrilliant mind, it made
me realize how serious music could be."
Garson played organ with the rock group
Brethren in the early '70s, and then
struggled around New York City doing an
occasional jazz club date for meager pay. A
recording session with the avant garde
singer Annette Peacock led to an unusual
gig: "The engineer liked my playing and
told David Bowie—who had never been in
the U.S. before—about me. Ihad just
decided that Iwanted to go on the road
and on the same night Igot calls from
Woody Herman, Bill Chase, and Bowie,
whom I'd never heard of. Iplayed afew
chords for the people in his group, each of
whom had adifferent weird hairdo, and
they hired me. Itook the gig just to see
what it would be like, and three days later I
was in Cleveland playing for 5,000 people."
Garson remained with Bowie for two
years, later toured with Stanley Clarke's
fusion band, and recorded two acoustic
albums as aleader, Avant Garson and
Jazzical, the latter one an appropriate
prelude to Free Flight.
"At the time Ijoined the group," relates
Garson, "Ihad to fulfill what their previous
pianist was able to do and fit into his role. I
had never played odd-metered music
before, and since the band often
specialized in it, Ihad to really work hard.
But as the years went on, we developed
more of agroup sound, things relaxed, and
we grew together as aunit."
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Walker agrees. "When Mace joined us,
we threw our book at him and, although he
could handle it, we eventually decided to
work on new material that would fit him.
Since Mike had written over 700
compositions, we had plenty to choose
from."

FREE FLIGHT'S
EQUIPMENT
Jim Walker plays a gold-plated Yamaha flute
plus a Yamaha bass flute and piccolo. Mike
Gerson's collection of keyboards includes a
Yamaha DX7 synth, TX 816 tone generator
Yamaha CF- 111 concert grand piano, Yamaha
KX-88 keyboard controller, Yamaha QX1 sequencer, an Emulator 2, EMU SP12, and aJupiter
JX8 synthesizer. Jim Lacefield alternates between Yamaha BB500 five-string fretless and
Yamaha BB300S four- string fretted basses
through a Yamaha D1500 digital delay unit,
acoustically he plucks an Oregon upright,
Yamaha tenor and piccolo basses. Ralph
Humphrey, too, is primarily a Yamaha man,
including 900 Recording Series drums and an
RX11 drum machine, plus Roland digital drums
and an Oberheim DMX drum machine

FREE FLIGHT SELECTED
DISCOGRAPHY
ILLUMINATION— Columbia Masterworks 42143
BEYOND THE CLOUDS—Palo Alto 8075
SOARING—Palo Alto 8050
JAZZ/CLASSICAL UNION— Palo Alto 8024
FREE FLIGHT—Arabesque 8130

Jim Walker

PRIVATE FLIGHT— Columbia Masterworks 42384

Jim Walker with Wayne Shorter

ATLANTIS — Columbia 40055

Jim Walker with Mike Garson

REFLECTIONS — Reference 18

Mike Gerson
SERENDIPITY— Reference 20
JAZZICAL—Jazz Hounds 0005
AVANT GARSON—Contemporary 14003

rilrh

eincorporation of more
sophisticated electronic equipment,
particularly for the keyboards and
electronic drums, has altered the group
sound abit in recent times without the unit
losing its identity. "Stanley Clarke
produced our last two records," says
Lacefield, "and he'll probably be producing
our next one. He's been abig help to us
and amajor friend to the band. Mike,
who played in Ns School Days group,
brought him into the picture. His input has
been very valuable. Stanley brings apop
consciousness to the group without
changing our music."
"We are very fortunate and happy to be
on CBS Masterworks," continues Walker.
"We've had tremendous support from
them."
In addition to Free Flight's fifth album,
Illumination, both Walker and Garson have
worked on solo projects recently. Garson's
Serendipity is an acoustic jazz album
featuring the pianist in avariety of settings
ranging from solo to trios and quintets,
with Walker, Lacefield, Clarke, and
saxophonist Gary Herbig among the
participants. "My date was done by an
audiophile label, Reference, in two threehour sessions. We recorded it in ahall
direct to two-track. It was afun session,
very relaxed and unpretentious. It's quite
eclectic even though it's purely acoustic.
My favorite cut is only on CD, aburning
version of John Coltrane's The Promise."
Walker's record was recorded in the
summer of '86. "My first solo album for
Columbia, Private Flight, was also
produced by Stanley Clarke. It's a
contemporary crossover jazz album with a

Mike Gerson with David Bowie

ALLADIN SANE — RCA 1
4852

Jim Lacefield with Stu Goldberg

EYE OF THE BEHOLDER — Pausa 7123

Ralph Humphrey with Don Ellis
AT THE FILLMORE—Columbia 30243
AUTUMN—Columbia 9721

Ralph Humphrey with Frank Zappa
OVERNIGHT SENSATION—DiscReet 2149
APOSTROPHE—DiscReet 2289

lot of different players including Ralph and
Jim, Branford Marsalis, George Duke, and
others. It features the acoustic flute in
many different settings—it's not really
classical at all."
Free Flight's next recording, which will
also be on CBS Masterworks, is expected
to be out early in 1988. Jim Walker is
optimistic about the group's future. "After
seven years together with only one major
personnel change, there is adefinite
cohesiveness in our personalities that gives
this group an original sound. Ifeel that our
music is very accessible to all sorts of
people. Our demographics seem to be
limitless. Some of our greatest
compliments come from 80-year-old
women who say, 'Inever thought I'd like
jazz but Ireally enjoyed this concert!'
We've also had good luck with teenagers.
We expect to do alot more touring in the
near future. Idon't have rock & roll
dreams, but Ithink we can gain
international acceptance. Ihope that this
group will stay together another 20-30
years. We have agreat time when we play.
We don't play music strictly for
musicians—trying to impress people with
our technique. I'd prefer that every
listener who walks out of aFree Flight
concert have asmile on their face."
db
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CELEBRATING
OUR 25th YEAR

GEORGE

HOWARD

ot long ago, soprano saxophonist George Howard,
dressed casually in black t-shirt, baggy white pants,
and white tennis shoes, sat perched on astool in the
S. LR. rehearsal studios on Santa Monica Blvd. in
Hollywood, leading his band on arun-through for his
now-in-progress tour.
Sweetest Taboo, which the lean, muscular musician was playing, is
the sort of music which has been called snappy jazz/funk/pop fusion
by some, easy listening r&b instrumental background music by
others, and bland, repetitive bunk by still others. And while there
are certainly some who are desperately seeking solace from the kind
of contemporary music that Howard delivers, there are scores who
lay down hard-earned cash to surround themselves with his sounds.
Howard, 30, has released four records to date and, as of this
writing, the current A Nice Place 7b Be sits atop the Billboard jazz
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charts, as did his previous effort, Dancing In The Sun. For aguy
who made his recording debut in 1982, he's more than doing all right.
Successive number one discs and very solid sales indicate that
Howard's success isn't just luck. He says that apersonal, intimate
quality in his music is responsible for his sizable following. "People
feel that they know me, that my music sounds familiar to them," he
said in apost-rehearsal chat. "Ithink it's wonderful that people
accept me and allow me into their lives."
Of his tour, he said, "My listeners have been responding to me on
record and now I'm going to go out there and let them see and hear
what they've been responding to."
This is Howard's first major tour. But even with atop-selling LP
out, it may not be as financially rewarding as he'd like. "Imay make
money, Imay not," he said. "There will alot of one-nighters and
we'll be playing places where I've established followings, like
Washington D.C., Philadelphia, Dallas, Houston—and other
venues that are riskier. Like New York. There I'll be playing amajor
room, but the money isn't that good. So that could turn out to be,
say, a $5,000 investment, or a $5, 000 loss, depending on how Ilook
at it. But it will give me achance to play for the New York audience,
which is really growing. The new album has sold 20, 000 copies
there, and I've never done that well in New York before."
It was in Manhattan that Howard got amajor break in another
lose-money-or-make-investment situation in December, 1985. "I
had to pay to play Carnegie Hall, " he said. "That was an investment,
and Igot my deal [with MCA] because of that. The promoter, Ron
Delsner, said he didn't have room for me on the bill, which starred
Whitney Houston, and he asked me to pay some union fees. I
figured, 'I'll play ball because apromoter like that can do something
for my career. —
Howard, ever the career strategist, played his cards correctly. "I
got agreat response, and after the show Delsner came up and
apologized to me. He said, 'Man Ididn't know who you were.' It
made me feel really good. Ithought, 'This is Carnegie Hall . . .
Thanks. —
Soon thereafter, Howard found himself on the schedules of
several jazz festivals, as aresult of some calls from Delsner. "Ireally
appreciated that guy, " he said. "When you're getting out there and
working with the big boys and earning their respect, it's a lot
different than begging for afavor."
The Carnegie show also brought more than one record company
to his door, looking to sign him. "Yeah, Igot paroled from [former
label] Palo Alto," is the way Howard explains his arrival at MCA,
where he "deals with Jheryl Busby, and Irving Azoff participated in
my signing." Again, Howard made the right move. "The chemistry
between the people Iwork with and me is great," he enthused.
"There's agenuine commitment on their part, and that's made all the
difference in the world."
Howard's today-sounding tunes—which he describes as "sincere,
positive, and strongly subtle, not flaunting their strength," but
which he doesn't like to further categorize—aren't labored after, he
says. "To sit down and write atune—Ican't do that," he said.
"Either it comes or it doesn't. Usually, poof it just comes.
Sometimes Iget the tune, sometimes Iget the whole song,
including the arrangement. Then Ibreak it down like I'm running the
record around in my head. When atune sounds really good and is
already intact, Isometimes think, 'Wait aminute, have Iheard this
before? Am Iripping somebody off?' But that's how most of them
come."
The composer, who says that "every song reflects some aspect of
my personality or character—they definitely come from the inside, "
wroteJade Girl in this now-you-see-it fashion. The song, written for
his 16-month-old daughter," . . . came into my head the moment she
was born, " he said. "So Inamed it after her, and it will always be my
favorite tune, because of that moment. Idon't know, the method
seems to work—and if it works, don't fix it."
Howard, who likes to infuse his songs with avariety of rhythms,
including Brazilian, Afro-Cuban, African, and just plain funk, sees
his music growing, with alittle help from his friends—his bandmates. "One reason my music has evolved and sounds hipper is that
I'm older; another is that Idefinitely have hipper players," he said.
"[Drummer] Rayford Griffin, [guitarist] Kevin Chokan, [bassist]

GEORGE HOWARD'S EQUIPMENT
George Howard cues not currently enoorse any saxophone, while he favor,
number of different brand and models, he is at present using aSelmer Mark V
soprano, with Rico Royal reeds.

GEORGE HOWARD SELECTED
DISCOGRAPHY
ANICE PLACE TO BE — MCA 5855
DANCING IN THE SUN—TBA 205
STEPPING OUT—TBA 201
ASPHALT GARDENS— Palo Alto 8035

Sekou Bunch, [percussionist] Munyungo Darryl Jackson, and
[keyboardist] Mark Stephens—we have great vibes. They give me
the support I'm looking for. These guys are just as strong musically
and personally as Iam, so they know why they're there. Ilike
working with people— Ihate to have people working for me. People
who work for you whine."
One way to make sure his men stay happy is to let them take their
share of solos. "They get plenty of room," Howard indicated.
"They're going to earn their keep. Ilove for the cats to take their
solos and kill the crowd. That's athree-pointer every night. They
can only make me look good. Iknow it's my stage, but it's their
stage, too. They're helping me. It's achallenge, not abattle. We're
really friends and we respect each other."

I

fHoward speaks with some authority about the music business, it's because he's been in it for 17 years as aprofessional,
and 24 years as aplayer. The native Philadelphian, whose
father was apostal worker and whose mother was amusic teacher,
enrolled in the Settlement School, aschool for advanced musical
learning, at age six. His first instrument was the bassoon, and his
first teacher, Shirley Curtis, was amember of the Philadelphia
Orchestra.
Howard remembers her fondly. "We had aspecial relationship,"
he said. "She exposed me to alot of music and taught me discipline.
She taught me how to play over my head, how to get the most out of
my ability. She was strict. She could tell if Ihadn't practiced, because my vibrato was weak or Iwas still using an elementary fingering. She made me work." The prodigy ultimately performed works
such as Handel's Water Music and Vivaldi's Bassoon Concerto with
full orchestras.
At Overbrook High School, Howard was amusic major, taking 22
units of music courses, which didn't give him a very balanced
education, he says. And during high school, he became interested in
jazz, which infuriated Curtis. "Iwas trying to emulate these people I
had been hearing— from Nat King Cole to Thad Jones and John
Coltrane—on the bassoon, but she was totally against it. 'You'll end
up playing in bars,' she warned me, 'and besides, jazz isn't even
music.' That attitude pervades the classical community."
Eventually, the instrument the school system had been providing
was taken away from Howard because he was playing jazz on it. So
when he went to purchase another horn, he chose a $175 soprano
sax over the $4, 500 bassoon. It was more than amatter of finances.
"I really didn't have to make adecision, " he said. "Imean, how many
black bassoonists do you see in classical circles?"
After taking atest to earn his high school diploma, Howard left
school and soon became the junior member of some of top local
ensembles, playing all the saxes. "Ihad good fortune, working with
Harold Melvin and the Blue Notes, First Choice, Blue Magic, and
other bands. Iwas between 15-19, and most of the guys were in their
late 20s or early 30s. Ilearned alot playing 40-minutes-on, 20minutes-off. One thing Ilearned was that making 15 bucks anight—
if you could catch the club owner—was no way to own your own
house."
Being on the road with First Choice taught him more lessons. "We
traveled everywhere from Detroit to Florida," he said, "but after all
the expenses were paid, I'd end up with about $40 for aweek's work.
Irealized that this was pretty dumb, and that the only way to get
around this was to 'have my own thing. —
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BARI

MOUTHPIECES

Talent Products of

Working with these fine artists brings Bari Associates a
step forward in facings and accoustic chambers that
allows the maximum in projection and tonal response.

BUDDY DeFRANCO
MOUTHPIECE
This is not another mouthpiece
with a prominent artist's name
on it, but one that has been
totally designed by Buddy
DeFranco to meet all the
requirements he demands. It
will, we think, meet with your
demands too.
Available in the following openings
A - . 048

0 -. 050

#2-055

#3- 058

#1 - 053

$5000

BUDDY DeFRANCO
has the unprecedented
distinction of winning
nineteen Downbeat
Magazine Awards.
nine Metronome
Magazine Awards, and
slateen Playboy All
Stars Awards as the
number one Jazz
clarinetist

RICHIE COLE
MOUTHPIECE

Richie Cole
Hear Richie s latest
recordings on the Palo
Alto Label
•
Alto Annie's
Theme
•

larchre Cole Plays
For Bossa Nova
Eyes

•

Return to Alto
Acres

Richie's mouthpiece was
designed with the express
purpose of satisfying his
special needs. He needed a
mouthpiece he could depend
on for low, middle, high and
altissimo registers that would
respond immediately with
assurance and ease.
Available in the following openings

¡IEEE $6000
Rwhirr Cole plays the

06 la/

BRANFORD'S
CHOICE
Branford's soprano choice is in
keeping with our standard of
design and craftsmanship.
Every note in the scale has the
same intensity. No more
favoring certain notes or
registers.
Available in the following openings
CLOSE
.64 MEDIUM OPEN•

Branford Marsalis
Hear Branford

.70 VERY OPEN

Marsalis new
release Scenes
in The City' .

gt(rnost popular facing)
urnpleti• war, cap and ligature

$5500

Columbia Records

3 DAY TRIAL

ASSOCIATES, INC.
788 N.E. 40 Ct. Fort Lauderdale, FL 33334 305/564-2733
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED- FREE BROCHURE
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Howard started making demo records, which he shopped around
to one record company after another, with no luck. Then, in 1979, he
joined Grover Washington Jr. as back-up hornman for atour. "It was
humbling," he recalled, "because playing behind Grover, Idiscovered my stuff wasn't as hot as Ithought it was. That just made me
work harder. But Idid find out that Ihad my own sound. Iwent into
that job sounding like myself, and Ileft sounding like myself."
After leaving Washington, Howard worked all over, even traveling
to Europe, where, because ajob fell through, he had to sell his horns
in order to get home to the States. He also continued making
demos, and the rejection notices continued to arrive in the mail.
"One major label rep said he didn't like the tape because it had vocals
on it, " he said. "Well, Iknew he hadn't listened to the tape because
there weren't any vocals."
Finally, an exec at Warner Bros. liked what he heard, but received
some opposition to signing Howard. So, he sent Howard's tape to
other, smaller labels. "That's how Iheard from [then Palo Alto chief]
Herb Wong," Howard stated. "Though he wanted astraightahead
blowing date, he took my tape, and we only recut afew of the tunes."
That became Asphalt Gardens, released in 1982. Stepping Out
followed in 1983, and Howard was on his way.

I

n1986, in between occasional concert (he's opened for people
like Bill Cosby and Herbie Hancock) and club dates, Howard
recorded his first film soundtrack. His lyrical soprano is
prominently featured in Paul Chihara's score for The MorningAfter,
starring Jane Fonda and Jeff Bridges and directed by Sidney Lumet.
"Chillara wrote the score around my sound," the saxophonist
said. "A lot of people involved with me were wondering whether I
could handle this, but Itold them that Ireally did play the Vivaldi
Bassoon Concerto with an orchestra when Iwas 11. Then / started
to wonder, 'Can Ido this? Imean, when was the last time you sat
down in front of 75-80 people all staring at you, wondering who are
you?' But Idid it, sure. It was very classical. Ihad to sit on the edge
of my stool, just like my teacher used to make me do, be alert, watch
the chart, the conductor, the monitor. Iwas prepared, and it turned
out great."
Like all players of contemporary instrumental music, Howard
gets his share of both raves and pans. It used to be "that if Icouldn't
read abad review, Iwouldn't read agood one either," he said. But
now he reads both the yea's and the nay's, though certainly not with
equal gusto.
"The people that don't like me obviously don't understand what
I'm saying, " he noted. "One critic said basically that while the 17,000
people attending the Playboy Jazz Festival last year loved my music,
and gave me astanding ovation, he hated it. What Idon't understand
is why are some critics covering music that they don't like before
they've heard it, when they've already made up their minds? It's like
they're slandering art. Why not let somebody who appreciates the
art judge it, if we have to have judges at all?
"But you can't reach everybody's ears, and so what if somebody
happens to like Hank Mobley more than they do me? The people
who do like me should be enough to soothe my ego."
Howard listens to lots of different kinds of music—and then,
often, to nothing at all. "Idon't have aradio in my car, " he said. "Ican
hear the engine running and hear myself think. After Ihave been
playing music all night, the last thing Iwant to do is hear more music.
Ireally love music, and it's the one thing Iwant to make sure Inever
get tired of, so Igive myself rest periods, away from all kinds of
music, including my own, including my own instrument.
Howard says he has no idea what the future holds for him, except
that being number one isn't something he takes for granted. "I
appreciate it, but Itry to keep ahealthy perspective. Icould drop
right down [off the charts] in aminute, " he said. "So I'll just keep
being myself and keep working hard, and if Ido that, the music will
take care of itself."
db
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is reasor enough to seek this album out.
Hopefully, hat Art will reissue the remainder of
its sizable portion of Lyons' work as aleader, as
well.
— bill shoemaker

CECIL TAYLOR
THE EIGHTH — hat Art 2036: CALLING It T
HE 8TH
I-111 ;CALLING I
TT
HE 9TH.
Personnel: Taylor, Beisendorfer piano; Jimmy
Lyons, alto saxophone ; William Parker, bass;
Rashid Bakr, drums.
* * * * *
The Eighth is the complete 1982 Freiburger
Jazztage performance from which an edited
version, Calling It The 8th (
hat Musics 3508),
was released in 1983. Since this is the only
recording issued to date of a particularly
striking edition of Taylor's Unit, the release of
The Eighth reconfirms the shamefully inadequate documentation of a national musical
treasure.
It is understandable that Gary Giddins
should, in his Village Voice review, suggest that
producer Werner Uehlinger be questioned for
his handling of this material; few of Taylor's listeners can afford to indulge in the redundancy
of both sets. But what, then, would Giddins
prescribe for American producers, whose reissue programs he consistently praises, for
failing to record new Taylor material for almost
adecade? The handling of this excellent concert recording, apparently amixture of marketing convenience and an aichival urge, is
somewhat beside the point. The point is that
we only had to wait three years for the original,
amere wink of the eye in the reissue racket.
The edited version of Calling It The 8th
proves to be less of acut- and- paste proposition than expected, the only excision being
approximately 25 minutes following the opening vocal chant. Taylor's extended trio
passage, which details his rigorous rapport
with William Parker and Rashid Bakr, actually
succeeds another, more lightning- paced exposition, that is sandwiched by two arguably
definitive Jimmy Lyons solos. Still, the editing
radically alered the piece's structure, and
truncated Lyons' central role.
Both albums have the unedited performance of Calling It The 9th, which now seems
like atentative afterthought. Despite its appreciable qualities ( including fits-and-starts cadences, plaintive melodic contours, and ruminative pacing), its 11- minute duration is barely
time for the Unit to bring the material to the
boiling point. As demonstrated by Calling It
The 8th, it is somewhere beyond this boiling
point that Taylor's most potent magic takes
hold.
With the untimely death of Jimmy Lyons— a
loss that becomes greater with time— The
Eighth assumes larger propagions. His energy
and invention is boundless on this recording,
and the restoration of his aforementioned solos

BILL BRUFORD
MASTER STROKES— Editions EG 67: HELL'S
BELLS ; GOTHIC 17 ; T
KAVELS WITH MYSELF—AND
SOMEONE ELSE ; F
AINTING I
N COILS; BEELZEBUB ;
OE
ONE OFA KIND ; Thlf DRUM ALSO WALTZES; J
FRAZIER ;THE SAHARA OFSNOW—P
ART T .
Personnel: Bruford, drums, percussion; Allan
Holdsworth (cuts I, 3-7, 10), John Clark (2, 9),
guitar ;Jeff Berlin, bass, vocals; Dave Stewart,
keyboards.
* * *
EARTHWORKS— Editions EG 48: T
HUD ; MAKING A SONG AND DANCE; UPNORTH; PRESSURE;
MY HEART DECLARIS A HOLIDAY; EMOTIONAL
SHIRT ;I
TNEEDN'T END I
NT
EARS; T
HE SHEPHERD I
S
ETERNAL, BRIDGE OFI
NHIBITION.
Personnel: Bruford, acoustic, electronic drums,
percussion ; lain &Worry, soprano, alto, tenor
saxophone ; Django Bates, keyboards, tenor
saxophone ; trumpet; Mick Hutton, acoustic
bass.

mentalist Django Bates, two shining stars on
the British jazz scene. These young cats are
uncommonly talented and can hold their own
with their American counterparts. Yes, they
swing. Yes, they can improvise. Check out their
fireworks on Emotional Shirt, acomplex suite
which shifts moods from techno-dirge to a
furiously swinging bop romp.
Again, Bruford shines— no surprise there.
But his ingenious use of technology, combined
with amore seasoned approach toward composing and arranging, gives Earthworks a
freshness and conviction Ihaven't heard since
last year's Song X by the Metheny/Ornette
band. It's that daring, that different, that exciting.
Bruford pulls out his Max Roach chops on
the swinging Pressure and Emotional Shirt. He
resorts to the ol' hypnotic gamelan groove from
King Crimson days on My Heart and Making A
Song And Dance, but the approach here is
warmer, gentler than the electrometallic approach that Robert Fripp preferred. Tears is a
beautiful, melancholy ballad (eerily reminiscent of Pat Metheny's evocative Farmer's Trust
from his Travels album or If ICould from First
Circle) carried by Ballamy's full-bodied tenor
and Django's bluesy synth lines. Bellamy and
Bates team up for some cool alto/trumpet
unison lires on Up North. And on the bombastic Bridge Of Inhibition they transcribe
sinewy Middle Eastern snake charming lines
before Bellamy takes off on a Coltraneish
(circa My Favorite Things) soprano flight.
This band will knock the Yanks for a loop
when they come stateside this summer. Bru ford's at the peak of his powers, he's one with
technology, and he's got a band of inspired,
blowing fools. Like Song X, this album takes
jazz into the 21st century.
—bill milkmeski

* * * * /
2
1
Master Strokes is a greatest hits compilation
drawn from Bruford's late-' 70s fusion band.
The signature snao-crackle-pop of his snare
drum and those crisp, panned tom fills ( a la
Billy Cobham) are very much in evidence
throughout. Drurrariers would probably give
Master Strokes five stars, though I'm sure
Holdsworth and Berlin fans wouldn't. Some of
the material (
Hells Bells, Beelzebub) sounds
dated, partly due to synth sounds that have
become archaic in this age of digital sampling.
Other pieces (
Gothic 17, Fainting In Coils)
suffer from the same symptom that plagued
other British progressive rock bands from the
'70s like Yes, Genesis, King Crimson (all bands
that Bruford payed in)—that is, a tendency
toward grandiosity that often strikes American
ears as melodramatic, pompous, sterile.
Nevertheless, Bruford plays brilliantly
throughout, particularly on his solo drum
monolog, The Drum Also Waltzes. Nothing else
especially fresh or surprising here. Master
Strokes merely represents aphase in Bruford's
ongoing searcn.
Which brings im to Earthworks, a startling
new recording tha: unveils two surprises in the
persons of saxist lain Bellamy and multi instru-

DAVID BAKER'S 21ST
CENTURY BEBOP
BAND
STRUTTIN'—laurel 605: ALMACO; T
HE AEBERSOLD STRUT ;P
ADOSPE ;L
OROB.
Personnel: Baker, cello; Pat Harbison, trumpet;
Harvey Phillips, tuba; David Kay, alto, tenor
saxophone; Jim Beard, piano; Bob Hurst, boss;
Shawn Pelton, drums.
* * * /
2
1
The 21st Century Bebop Band is more beboppish than futuristic. The ensemble colors freMAY 1987 DOWN BEAT 27
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UP A LACY RIVER
by Peter Kostakis
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teve Lacy knows the water is deep;
he has been taking his time working upstream. To cap off his hardwon stature as composer, group
leader, and master soprano saxophonist,
Lacy is an instrumentalist for all settings. His
tone and phraseology invite instant recognition. Yet, with Lacy you otherwise learn to
expect the unexpected. Last year, in Chicago alone, he appeared in the front line of a
European quartet, at the helm of a local
rhythm section playing jazz standards, in the
reed section of abig band paying tribute to
Thelonious Monk, and as the no- holds
barred duo partner— and solo performer—
with Roscoe Mitchell.
On record, his working sextet (comprised
of Irène Aebi on strings and vocals, saxophonist Steve Potts, pianist Bobby Few,
bassist Jean-Jacques Avenel, and drummer
Oliver Johnson) seems Lacy's first priority. He
also uses solo and duo formats in the following new releases and one reissue.
Lacy conceived Hocus-Pocus (
Les
Disques du Crépuscule 683), asolo set from
1985, as aseries of six portraits, or homages,
based on such figures as Harry Houdini and
Karl Wallenda. And these works do allude to
their subjects musically. The theme for Paganini, from first splatter of high notes to
winding descent, epitomizes the virtuoso.
The salute to Sonny Stitt and bebop uses
smaller note values to sweep in fluid motion.
Lacy dubs these pieces " exercises and
studies for the saxophone" that contain
"many characteristic ' licks which comprise
the language that Iuse." The admission
validates the impression that Lacy really is
"playing Lacy" in this intimate program. I
was
struck by how naturally he relates the notated
passages to improvisation, never straining
for effect. The results transcend acollection
of his quirks or mannerisms; they are one of
the most satisfying documents of Lacy playing alone.
The title of Outings (
lsmez 25001) gives the
listener partial clue to its contents. The 1986
studio date takes Lacy " out" of his usual style
of solo performance. The saxophonist overdubs up to six additional horns on two
sidelong compositions with otherworldly reverb much thicker than on Hocus-Pocus.
These commissioned works are so centered
in ancient Mediterranean myth and
archetype that Lacy runs the risk of indulging
in atmospherics and programmatic sound.
He makes them musical by carefully timing
the entry and exit of the sparingly used extra
"voices," and by building close- reined solos
around large, starkly attractive intervals. His
constructions are quiet, unhurried, labyrinthine, and rich in images, but they have a
tragic flaw. The black disc booms with bothersome pops and audio ghosts that undercut
involvement in this intriguing presentation.
Beseech the gods for acompact disc.

I
he 1985 live set Chirps (
SAJ 53) teams
Lacy with Evan Parker, and— pleasant surprisel—tries hard not to evoke High Noon.
Their meeting is better for being cooperative,
not competitive. Parker, himself one o, the
world's most accomplished and personalized soprano saxophonists, has a reputation for superhuman solo concerts where
circular breathing in extremis produces
endlessly fascinating structural detail, delicate and different as snowflakes. There are
only hints of that here; Parker's trademark
phrase- loops appear rarely. The longest of
three selections, the 21- minute Full Scale,
extends atnree-note fillip into natural- sounding colloquy of growing complexity. Chirps
become birdsong, as simple figures are
transformed in the process of being exchanged between the horns. Polite notes,
whistling overtones, guttural croaks, and
fleet runs twitter back and forth in the European avant-tradition equivalent of call- andresponse. Playful Chirps is High Noon according to Marcel Duchamp, alandmark and
lovely celebration when asoprano meets a
soprano.
A new duo interpretation of Let's Call This
(hat Art 2038) echoes the vers.or of the title
song by a quartet including Lacy and Ma'
Waldron which was issued on Reflections
(Fantasy/OJC 063), a 1957 all- Monk program. Here the selections are about evenly
split between originals and Monk, but the
latter pieces are the ones Ifind myself running back to. The 13- minutes of TheIonian
splendor on '
Round Midnight provide an
essential showcase for Lacy's " straight' .
("inside") horn. His solo sounds Rollinseque
in its persistent reinvention of the melody
without leaving the changes. The straight
horn even disarms with a passing resemblance in low register to Sidney Bechet,
though Lacy's raspy growl in out- statement of

the theme asserts who he is now as much as
where he came from. The 1981 Parisian club
date finds Waldron playing an upright piano
so beat- up that it could be mistaken for
"prepared." His chromatic solos of Bartokian
folkdance-like repetition and hypnotic pedal
points overcome limitation: their unblinking
concentration and rising intensity sneak up
on you. Trumpeter Enrico Rave, Lacy's 1966
bandmate from The Forest And The Zoo (
ESP
1060), guests on Epistrophy, where Waldron's
hard comping inspires a charged solo of
expressive valve effects and puckishly twisting lines. Let's Call This and Herbe De
L'Oubli & Snake Out (
hat Art 2015), another
double-set drawn from the same date, as well
as the other hat Art boxes, are available
through New Music Distribution Service, 500
Broadway, New York, NY 10012.
The Way ( hat Art 2029), atwo- record set
recorded live in 1979, deserves the
handsome showy box in which it is being
reissued (see the db, May ' 81 review). This is
my favorite album from the " hat" period
groups of the mid-' 70s onward, rivaled only
by Futurities (
hat Art 2022). The Way is Lacy's
Das Lied Von Der Erde, featuring areflective
and melancholy pianoless quintet whose
specialty is unearthing deep emotional resonances in melody, counterline, and texture.
(Like Mahler, Lacy uses Chinese-insprired
texts— in this case, meditations on life borrowed from Lao-Tzu.) Dreams, for example,
may be familiar as aspiral structure that Lacy
has developed elsewhere—similar to Labyrinth on Outings or the older Worms. Still, this
performance has apulseless middle section
of tranquil beauty that stands out, in which
sparse free commentary from the ensemble
decorates Aebi's plaintive violin solo— adelicate tour de force. Aebi's strings have not
been better featured, from the plucked cello
rhythms of Raps to her statements as soloist.
In all of the Lacy discography, his own soprano seldom has received a feature of
greater cohesion than the delicious rubato,
Near Eastern-flavored solo on Name. The
Way is special and will remain so.
The Condor (
Soul Note 1135) can be
viewed as the European companion piece to
Futurities, Lacy's setting for ensemble of the
"American grain" poems of Robert Creeley
This 1985 work for sextet falls short of the
mountain- high standards of the earlier set,
but the bright recording offers alot. Solos are
vigorous and witty. Arranger's touches—
such as the stretto theme statement by two
soprano saxophones on Morning Joy and
Volando Via's abrupt break into the blues—
endear with their goofy off-centeredness.
Few's dark left hand and Johnson's mincing
cymbal work lilt the rhythm section forward
like the classic mid-' 60s quartet of John
Coltrane. Aebi's theatrical daguerreotype
voice suits these songs and increases in
appeal with successive listenings. By including printed lyrics, The Condor does The Way
one better, though only one text— a Bob
Kaufman poem— is in English. The rest are
French and Italian versions of Russian writer
Anna Akhmatova, Nanni Balestrini, and
Franco Beltrametti.
db

ing on creativity, letting crafty producers pile
on studio gimmickry, as everyone dances to
the bank. Instead, Sanborn maintains his
forceful r&b personality and production dandies Michael Colina (on four numbers), Marcus
Miller (two), and Ronnie Foster (one) work up
sensible-and-entertaining pomp. Happily, too,
Sanborn and these three all contributed tunes
to the album that are rich in melodic scope.
While some of us would prefer to hear Sanborn
in less commercial settings, he needn't apologize for the popularity of A Change Of Heart.
He done good, again.
—frank-john hadley

(by George Berretz). In one such tune, No,
where chords are captured and delayed,
echoing slightly off-key, the result is chilling.
Collaborating with bassist Jenny-Clark and
drummer Humair on Easy To Read shows
another side of Kühn: the team player. His
brittle tone and aggressive approach on the
solo uptempo tunes can begin to grate, but
playing with sidemen, he mellows and maintains aconsistently high level.

At its best, on the modal Guy/ene or the
loose, reflective title ballad, this trio has everything you could ask for in agroup. Humair has a
light touch that keeps everything together without getting in the way, and JennyClark's ballooning lines ground the group and keep it
moving all at the same time. Kühn has found
able partners to play his challenging music;
let's hope they're cooking up some new concoctions already.
— elaine guregian

3New Brazilian Gems
from Milton Nascimento
& his friends!
Milton Nascimento
A Barca Dos Amantes (
831 349-2)
As afollow-up to last year's brilliant
and widely acclaimed album, Encontros
EDespedidas (827 638-2), Milton
Nascimento is here reunited with
Wayne Shorter in an extraordinary
concert from Sao Paulo.

JOACHIM KÜHN
WANDLUNGEN-TRANSFORMATION—CMP
29: No; S
NOW ; FIRST; MACHINE ; SOURCE;
WANDLUNGEN.
Personnel: Kühn, piano; Walter Quintus, piano
sound-effects.

WAGNER TISO

* * *
EASY TO READ—Owl 043: GUYLENE; EASY To
READ; HABITS; SENSITIVE DETAILS; OPEN DET
RIO;
MONDAY
Personnel: Kühn, piano; J. EJenny-Clark, bass;
Daniel Humair, drums.
* * *

V2

Joachim Kühn has two great things going for
him: alyricism that gives his newly composed
ballads the sentimental appeal of old standards, and an ear for timbre that gives his solos
an orchestral texture. With no drummer and
bassist to support him on Wand/un genTransformation, it becomes obvious just how many
ideas are brewing in this imaginative player's
mind. Whether he has arranged them in ways
that show them to their best advantage is
another question.
Wandlungen-Transformation is the antithesis of New Age music. If New Age can be said
to skate on the surface, Kühn's ruminations
burrow deep underground. On atune like the
dark- hued Machine, the booming bass lines
keep trudging resolutely lower and lower while
the melody cavorts— Nero fiddling while Rome
burns. This apocalyptic mood also hangs over
the title tune, where the music eventually loses
its shape because Kühn rambles on for so
long.
Ballads like Source go a long way toward
smoothing out the tension built by the pianoas- percussion- instrument approach Kühn
takes in First. He goes astep further to develop
his percussive style by adding piano sound
effects ( by Walter Quintus) and altered tuning

Wagner Tiso • Giselle (
831 819-2)
Brazil's # 1keyboardist and former Nascimento
sideman in arecord that blends jazz
improvisation with the rhythmic colors of Brazil.
Uakti (
831 705-2)
A unique acoustic instrumental group utilizing
original percussion, stringed, and wind
instruments playing ahaunting and lyrical
new music.

Available on Verve Compact Discs, High Quality
XDR Cassettes and Audiophile LP's.
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Brazilian Wave
1987 Polygram Records. Inc.
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"M

USiC Is Emotion. And You Can

Express Any Number Of
Emotions Through The Right Instrument?'

musical expression that Ireally
wanted," he says. His remarkable evolution from classical to
jazz began. And Jim believes
every moment of his classical
training was critical. "Every
thirty seconds of time I've
spent in music until this
minute adds up," Jim says.
66
Something else stayed with
ad had aflute
Jim every note of the way. It
around and. .
With Dad playing was his search for an instrument
as versatile and unlimited as he
sax and Mom on piano, music
is. This quest led him towards
came early and easily to Jim
Walker. "Iwas never really push- his Yamaha flute. "Now Ifeel
real comfortable going between
ed," Jim says, "but there was
real heavy, hard rock or jazzalways an easy encouragement,
pop-fusion; music that's just as
and it still goes to this day."
loud as you could imagine, and
Jim got serious right after
as soon as it's finished going
his high school band days, and
right into aslow movement
earned adegree in music eduof aBach sonata."
cation. He thought he'd teach
"When you're playing for a
music, but instead, "After Igot
microphone, you need alittle
into increasingly more sophismore focus and alittle more
ticated atmospheres, Ireally
finesse in the sound. Iget
wanted to play . . . to be a
professional player. Irealized I out exactly what Ineed with a
Yamaha flute," Jim says. "The
wasn't just playing something
scale on this flute is the best
that was in front of me, but
something that was inside of me'.' one I've ever had. The key
system has very good balance.
After college, the West
It's held up to every test I've
Point Band was Jim's first big
ever given it."
chance. Here he found big talents from big name schools. " I
66
Yamaha flute has
rèalized it wasn't going to be
absolutely no limeasy to just walk into some symitations for me.
phony job, so Istarted pracIcan sit in the orchestra and
ticing diligently." Jim landed
get all the qualities out of the
asymphony spot as associate
instrument .. . and Ican turn
principal flute with the Pittsaround and play for amicroburgh Symphony. Then eight
phone in atotally amplified
years later, he auditioned and
band. Ican express any number
won the principal spot with the
of emotions through this
L.A. Philharmonic.
instrument."
That's career enough for
And yet, Jim says, " Yamaha
some, but after 7years in t.A.,
Jim hit aturning point. "Iwas
hasn't closed the books on
research and development.
missing acertain element of

From Bach to jazz-pop-rock:
Jim Walker talks about
Yamaha flutes and his musical journey from principal
flute of the L.A. Philharmonic to the sizzling lead of
Free Flight.

They're constantly listening
and improving all their products.
Not just flutes."
What technical features does
Jim look for in aflute?
First, "Does the head joint
really respond well, does it
allow you to do what you want
to do?" The Yamaha's doubletapered design head joint, says
Jim, "along with other lip plate
cutting innovations make the
head joints very responsive;
able to give the player alot
more flexibility with intonation, dynamics and tone color."
And Jim says the student
model (which also features the
professional head joint design)
is "phenomenal" and "an unbe-

Jim Walker and Free Flight record for CBS Masterworks FM.

lievable improvement". " It's
unheard of for astudent to
be able to get aprofessional
type
Another
head joint.'
key feature according to Jim is consistent quality
padding. " It's an important
and often overlooked aspect of
an instrument. But not with
Yamaha. Yamaha is really
leading the pack on that one."

T

oday, Jim and his
Yamaha plug their
sound into the electric
rock of Free Flight, an innovative four-piece band making
contemporary music history.
Free Flight uses all Yamaha
instruments. "The percussion

and electronics are the best
available," jim says.
But there is more to making good music than excellent
instruments, and the master
teacher in him has some
advice for aspiring students:
"Study with as many teachers as you can . . . because you
really want to develop your own
synthesis of ideas." He advises
getting loose now and then.
Improvise with your rock records,
because "you can be expressive
and have fun on an instrument
from the first day you play it."
Lucky for all of us, that thrill
comes often to such an unlimited, free thinking musician.
Especially when he's playing on

such an unlimited, superior
musical instrument.
For information about the complete
line of Yamaha flutes,. write Yamaha
International Corporation, Musical
Instrument Division, 3050 Breton
Road, S. E., Grand Rapids, MI
49510. In Canada, Yamaha
Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milner
Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario
MIS3R1. Yamaha flutes available
only at authorized dealers.
...

iluna'ha marching brass has
been selected by the Smite of Liberty
AU-American Marching Band.

°YAMAHA
Play the very best you can

reviews
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Cray insists he is not the messiah of the blues,
his work has done much to bring the blues
purists and the younger blues audience together. Albert King and John Lee Hooker have
praised his work, and he has won 10 W. C.
Handy National Blues Awards in the last three
years. At the same time, his records have
moved up the Billboard Top Album chart.
Strong Persuader draws on soul and rock as
well as classic blues, but its content is as
ROBERT CRAY:STRONG PERSUADER (
MelWry/Highseamlessly integrated as Cray's band. ( It's
tone 830 568) *****
worth noting that Cray has said two of his most
JOE LOUIS WALKER :Cow I
sT
HE NIGHT (
Hightone
important influences are Jimi Hendrix, ablack
8006) ****
rock musician, and Steve Cropper, awhite r&b
WALTER "WOLFMAN " WASHINGTON :WOLF
musician.) Technically, Cray's singing and
T
R.ACKS (
Rounder 2048) ****
playing are as fine as any in contemporary
LONNIE BROOKS :WOUND UPTIGHT (
Alligator
blues. His songs, written collaboratively by the
4751) ****
band and producers Dennis Walker and Bruce
STEVE FREUND:ROMANCE WITHOUT FINANCE (
Red
Bromberg, are clever and intelligent, with lyrics
Beans Oil) *** 1
2
/
that speak to the confusions of the ' 80s. But it's
LIL ' ED AND THE BLUES IMPERIALS : not technical prowess that makes Strong PerAlligator 4749) ***
ROUGHHOUSIN' (
suader such an impressive album. It's so good
THE KINGSNAKES:HARD L
IFE BOOGIE (
Blue Wave
because all the elements work together to cre104) ***
ate aconsistent mood. The emotional impact
EARL KING AND ROOMFUL OF BLUES :GLAZED
of the album, which grows on repeated listen(Black Top 1035) *****
ing, establishes it as aclassic of the blues—
RON LEVY'S WILD KINGDOM (
Black Top 1034)
and it's this impact which both blues purists
*** 1
2
/
and the wider audience have recognized.
STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN AND DOUBLE TROUBLE:
It's too early to say whether Cray's success
IVE ALIVE (
Epic 40511) ***
L
marks the beginning of a full-blown blues
LONNIE MACK:
SECOND SIGHT (
Alligator 4750) **
renaissance. The split in the blues audience
ROY BUCHANAN :DANCING ONT
HE EDGE (
Alligator
still exists— but it seems clear after listening to
4747) ****
all of these albums that there are quite afew
JOHNNY WINTER:T
HIRD DEGREE (
Alligator 4748)
other artists with potential for reaching alarge
****
audience without offending the watchdogs of
ALBERT COLLINS :Cow SNAP (
Alligator 4752)
the tradition. Consider, for instance, Joe
*****
Louis Walker, a37-year-old singer/guitarist
CLARENCE "
GATEMOUTH " BROWN :REAL L
IFE
recently signed by Cray's producers to their
(
Rounder 2054) ***
Hightone label. Walker's early influences inJOHN LEE HOOKER:JEALOUS (
Pausa 7197) **
clude Mike Bloomfield as well as Freddie King
OTIS RUSH :RIGHT PLACE, WRONG T
IME (
Hightone
and Earl Hooker, and he also spent several
8007) *****
years backing a gospel group. Drawing on
these sources, Walker has forged his own
version of the modern blues, one that leans
The blues tradition flows through American
more heavily on Chicago blues than Cray's. His
debut album, Cold Is The Night, is alittle rough
music like a great river, but it has been inbut very promising, with Walker's tense vocals
creasingly split into two distinct channels. One
and frantic, Buddy Guy-style guitar riding high
stream is committed to preserving the tradion the funky grooves laid down by his working
tional styles, up to and including the Chicago
band, the Boss Talkers.
blues of the 1950s. Most of the musicians who
Another inconsistent- but-fascinating debut
play the " natural blues" are older, and most of
is Wolf Tracks by New Orleans bluesman
them are black. They play to asmall but fiercely
Waiter "Wolfman" Washington. Like
loyal audience of blues purists, both black and
many Crescent City musicians, Washington
white. The second stream is anewer one, born
has worked in alot of different contexts, and his
of Chuck Berry, Elvis Presley, and the " blues
music is an intriguing blend of "fonk," soul,
revival" of the 1960s. There are many mujazz, and Chicago blues. His slurred, guttural
sicians, black and white, working in the newer
vocals are an acquired taste, but his stinging
blues styles, and their music reflects the influguitar is very effective evoking B. B. King on
ence of everything from Delta blues to Motown
One Way Or Mother and roaring against a
to New Wave rock. The audience for their music
backdrop of riffing horns on You Got Me Woris predominately young and white.
ried. Washington's album is shaky in spots, but
In the last decade, the rift between the
it's sensational when it clicks.
streams has widened. As many of the younger
Although both Walker and Washington could
bluesmen moved closer to rock, the blues
break through in the near future, Lennie
purists decried the dilution of the music. This
Brooks seems ready to make his move now.
has presented a problem to the small record
The Louisiana- born bluesman has a unique
labels that put out most of the blues records:
history, having played zydeco, soul, and rock
How do you retain the loyalty of the blues
purists while still selling enough records to a before forming his first blues band in the '60s.
He's never been able to pull all his influences
younger, rock-oriented audience to stay in
together convincingly, but Wound Up Tight is a
business?
step in the right direction. Brooks is backed by
This was a question without a satisfactory
a solid young rhythm section, his vocals are
answer—and then Robert Cray came on
outstanding, and there's lots of energy, espethe scene. His music is eclectic and modern,
cially on two blues- rock cuts where Brooks
but definitely in the blues tradition. Although
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trades licks with Johnny Winter. The only piece
that's missing is stronger and more compelling
material.
Another emerging blues star is Chicago
guitarist Steve Freund, aveteran sideman
who has recently stepped forward to record as
a leader. He's an adequate vocalist but a
virtuoso guitarist who mixes sophisticated jazz
chording with sharp, single- note lines.
Freund's concept of the blues is wide enough
to encompass Big Bill Broonzy, Magic Sam,
and Thelonious Monk, and Romance Without
Finance is remarkably free of blues cliches.
The musicians backing Freund are a mixed
bag, with several younger players as well as
ageless veterans like pianist Sunnyland Slim.
Unfortunately, they don't always mesh (especially on the slower tunes), but Freund's fluid
guitar is consistently good.
The flip side of Freund's cool, jazzy approach can be heard on the raucous debut
album by Chicago's Lai' Rd and the Blues
Imperials. Roughhousin' was recorded live
in one three-hour session, and there are plenty
of rough edges: ragged intros, out-of-tune
guitars, missed changes, and excuse- me
endings. It's raw, but it's also one of the most
energetic albums I've heard in years. The
tunes rework familiar Chicago blues materials
(especially those favored by J. B. Hutto, Lil'
Ed's uncle), and it will be interesting to see if the
band can develop amore original style while
retaining their enthusiasm.
Another barroom blues band that seems to
have apromising future is the Kingsnakes, a
four- man group from upstate New York. Like
the Fabulous Thunderbirds, they're a basic
quartet with ano-frills, hard-rockin' approach
to the blues. Hard Life Boogie, their second
album, has a nice, punchy sound, and the
material includes blues standards, some wellcrafted originals, and ahealthy dose of classic
New Orleans r&b: Fats Domino's Blue Monday,
the Meters' Cissy Strut, and Professor
Longhair's version of Red Beans.
Earl King, one of the pioneers of New
Orleans r&b, has never gotten the recognition
he deserves— largely because he's never had
agood, nationally distributed album. Glazed,
with strong backing by Roomful of Blues,
should change that. King is an engaging
vocalist with acasual, off-hand manner, and he
also plays incisive, less-is-more guitar. But he's
agenius as asongwriter, always finding ways
to cleverly rework old ideas and coming up with
wild, unpredictable lyrics. Glazed includes a
fresh version of King's 1955 hit, Those Lonely,
Lonely Nights, but wisely avoids Trick Bag and
Come On in favor of newer songs like It All Went
Down The Drain and Love Rent. The album's
masterpiece is Iron Cupid, adroll commentary
on the perils of computer matchmaking: " Oh
there's a registration fee / That you got to pay
before you see / To get ahusband or awife / Or
some nut for the rest of your life." An excellent
album, long overdue.
Roomful's pianist, Ron Levy, is the leader
of Ron Levy's Wild Kingdom, agood-time r&b
jam session. Two different lineups alternate:
one features Jimmie Vaughan, Kim Wilson, and
Fran Christina of the Fabulous Thunderbirds;
the other has five Room-mates. The arrangements are structured loosely around Levy's
keyboard, and he displays an excellent command of different r&b styles, from basic bar-

relhouse to Otis Spann and Professor Longhair.
The album doesn't pretend to be anything
other than abunch of guys banging out some
tunes they like— and it works beautifully.
Jimmie Vaughan is also aguest artist on the
latest album by his kid brother, Stevie Ray
Vaughan. Blues purists are horrified by
Stevie Ray's high-volume Hendrixisms and
showy stage act, but he's asincere and hardworking musician who has brought the message of the blues to another generation of
listeners. For that reason alone, I'm inclined to
forgive his excesses, but Ihave to report that
his new album is a disappointment. Like too
many live double-albums, this one should have
been edited down to one record. As it is, it's
mostly a rehash of familiar tunes (
Cold Shot,
Texas Flood, Voodoo Chile, etc.) padded out
with some forgettable filler. The version of
Stevie Wonder's Superstition is a knockout,
though, and so is Love Struck Baby, with
Jimmie adding some wonderfully weird
sounds on his Fender six-string bass.
One of Stevie Ray's most illustrious bluesrock predecessors, Lonnie Mack, made a
strong comeback with his 1985 album Strike
Like Lightning (
which Stevie Ray produced).
Unfortunately, Mack's new album, Second
Sight, is aletdown. There are some echoes of
Memphis here, but not much wham. Mack's
chainsaw guitar is largely wasted in aseries of
vapid songs about fast cars and fat girls. He
gets down to some basic blues on Cincinnati
Jail and plays awicked guitar cadenza at the
end of the tune— but that's about it.
Roy Buchanan 'sDancing On The Edge,
on the other hand, is terrific. Buchanan's
screaming, full-tilt guitar extravaganzas aren't
for everybody, certainly, but guitarists will go
crazy listening to this album. Idon't think
Buchanan has ever sounded better—or more
concise—than he does here. Bringing in Texas
soul-shouter Delbert McClinton as guest vocalist was agreat idea, too. These two ought to
stick together.
Speaking of flamboyant blues- rock guitarists— let's not forget Johnny Winter. His
latest album, Third Degree, could be the best
thing he's ever done. As Winter says in the liner
notes, the album has "alot of different kinds of
blues." There are acouple of solo acoustic cuts
(with Johnny on National steel); three tunes
feature Johnny's original Texas rhythm section
of Tommy Shannon and Red Turner; and Dr.
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John adds some superb New Orleans piano.
Winter still sprays notes all over the place, but
this time his flash doesn't overwhelm the material. Little Willie John's Love, Life And Money is
especially rich—when Johnny sings, " Life has
made me pay an awful price," he really sounds
like he means it.
If Johnny Winter sounds rejuvenated these
days, so does Albert Collins. His last couple of albums were only so-so— but Albert
sounded fine mixing it up with Johnny Copeland and Robert Cray on Showdown! (
Alligator
4743), and the energy that he put into that
project has apparently carried over to Cold
Snap. The album follows the usual formula for a
Collins record— some funky stuff, ashuffle, a
slow blues, and alittle tongue-in-cheek social
commentary— but everything cooks. Albert's
rhythm section, anchored by bassist Johnny B.
Gayden, is the best in the blues, and they
sound great here. The backing of the Uptown
Horns and guest organist Jimmy McGriff
brings out the jump in the music, and the
swinging instrumental Fake I.D. has some of
the most invigorating Collins guitar work ever
recorded— and that's saying something.
One great bluesman who does seem to be
slowing down is Clarence "Gatemouth"
Brown. Gate's " American and world music,
Texas- style" can be incredibly exciting, but a
recent concert that Isaw was surprisingly
lackluster. Real Life (
recorded live in Ft. Worth)
suffers from many of the same problems.
Gate's vocals sound half-hearted, and his
guitar solos are little more than strings of triedand-true cliches. His big band can still kick
ass, but many of the arrangements here are
sloppy and disjointed. (Worst offender: Frankie
And Johnnie, which lumbers along like a
dumptruck with aflat tire.) Boogie Woogie On
The St. Louis Blues is excellent, though — but
you have to wade through alot of stagnant stuff
to get to it. Skip this one and play Alright Again!
(Rounder 2028) afew more times.
Even worse, I'm afraid, is John Lee
Hooker's Jealous, his first album in eight
years. The Hook shows flashes of hypnotic
power, but mostly he sounds very tired. The
musicians backing him can't decide if they
want to play it straight or get funky, and they
don't seem to understand that dynamics are
the only way to add drama to long onechord
vamps like Ninety Days. Maybe Imissed
something, since Jealous won a 1986 Handy
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record reviews
Award as " Best Traditional Blues Album," but I
suspect the award was voted more for lifetime
achievement than for the disappointing music
on this album.
It's been along time since there was anew
album by Otis Rush, but at least his classic
1971 LP Right Place, Wrong Time is available
again. Afew things on the album sound dated
(notably the clunky version of Rainy Night In
Georgia) and the rhythm section isn't always
tight, but this is still a superb blues album.
Rush's throaty vocals are powerful and seductive, and his guitar playing is simply extraordinary. Rush has amazing control of bends,
vibrato, and tone colors, and each note is
precisely shaded to have just the right meaning. The instrumentals Easy Go and IWonder
Why are avirtual textbook on advanced blues
guitar playing: the quivering high notes, the
casual call-and- response across the guitar,
the stretched and compressed phrasing. I
hope that Rush can use this re-release as the
platform for acomeback, because his music
should be heard. If there is going to be anew
blues renaissance, he should be one of the
leaders.
—jim roberts

YANK RACHELL: BLUES MANDOLIN MAN (
Blind Pig
1986) ****
OTIS "
SMOKEY" SMOTHERS AND HIS ICE CREAM
MEN: GOT Mr EYES ON You (
Red Beans 009)
**O
BIG WALTER HORTON/ALFRED HARRIS:
HARMONICA BLUES KINGS (
Delmark/Pearl 12)
*** /
2
1
BOWLING GREEN JOHN CEPHAS AND HARMONICA PHIL WIGGINS: DOG DAYS OFAUGUST
(Flying Fish 394) ****
CHRIS THOMAS: T
HE BEGINNING (
Arhoolie 1096)
*** /
2
1
TOM McFARLAND: JUST GOT I
N FROM PORTLAND
(Flying Heart 332) *** /
2
1
PAUL GEREMIA: Mr KiNDA PLACE (
Flying Fish 395)
*** /
2
1
RORY BLOCK: I
'vE Gor A ROCK I
N My SOCK
(Rounder 3097) ****
MR. B: SHINING T
HE PEARLS (
Blind Pig 1886) ***
WILLIE MURPHY: PIANO HITS (
Atomic Theory 1001)
***
JEANNIE AND JIMMY CHEATHAM: MIDNIGHT
MAMA (
Concord Jazz 297) ****

Every six months or so, apackage arrives from
down beat with a stack of recent blues
records. This latest bunch is a mixed bag
indeed, from guitar-and- harmonica accompaniment to suave brass- and- piano backing.
There aren't any future classics here, but the
bulk of them are well worthwhile. In the absence of earth- shaking originality, the make-orbreak factor, as usual, is the Almighty Groove.
Let's start with Blues Mandolin Man Yank
RucheII, who first recorded back in the ' 20s
and '30s with Tennessee guitarist Sleepy John
Estes. Rachell is now based in Indianapolis,
and though well up in years he's still avibrant,
enthusiastic performer. Rachell's rudimentary
playing can grow repetitious within one song,
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let alone an entire album; his consistent energy
and exuberant vocals offset boredom, though,
not to mention the fact that his archaic stringband sound is virtually unique today. Guitarist
and producer Peter Roller has done an excellent job of getting the maximum from Rachell's
redundant resources. There's agood variety of
tunes and tempos, including one- chord
vamps, straight blues, an anti- smoking message song, and aswing tune where everyone
steps out. The backup band—guitar, bass,
drums, and harmonica—stays right in the
groove throughout, adapting effortlessly to
Rachell's quirky sense of chord progressions.
The result is afun, effective presentation of oldtimey music in afresh, contemporary setting.
Unfortunately the same can't be said for
Otis "Smokey" Smothers' Got My Eyes
On You, which finds another group of young
enthusiasts trying to showcase an older artist.
Smothers is apainfully feeble vocalist, and this
poses amajor obstacle for his fine band. As a
guitarist Smothers works in a Chicago '50s
style with plenty of Delta influence, and he
does have some pleasing instrumental moments, especially on the unaccompanied IGot
Love and You're My Bird. He also takes some
effective solos on Everybody's Talkin' (
which
recalls Jimmy Rogers' Sloppy Drunk) and I'll
Be Your King. Pianist Barrelhouse Chuck, harmonicist Dave Waldman, bassist Rich Yescalis, and— most notably— drummer Steve
Cushing all show mastery of the ' 50s Chicago
idiom, playing with imagination, sparse
strength, and aconsistent groove. But none of
this can compensate for the fact that Smothers
slurred, mumbled vocals make for extremely
laborious listening.
The classic Chicago sound is heard to much
better advantage on Harmonica Blues Kings:
Big Walter/Alfred Harris. Side one of this
mid-'50s reissue is devoted to harp genius Big
Walter Herten, both as a sideman and
leader; it starts with asensual minor rhumba
gem called Southern Women, with ahaunting
vocal by Tommy Brown. This cut alone is worth
the price of the album. Brown's three other
vocals are rather routine, although Horton is in
fine, lyrical, pure-toned form throughout. Horton also fronts on two cuts, again in great
instrumental form though his vocals are not
remarkable. The second of these, Hard
Hearted Woman, also shows off bassist Willie
Dixon and drummer Fred Below as asuperbly
understated ryhthm section. While these six
tracks are not indispensable Horton material,
they definitely make good listening, and highlight his skills as an accompanist. Side two is
devoted to Alfred Harris, who was acompetent down-home harp blower but nothing
special, and certainly not a " king" on apar with
Horton, Little Walter, or Sonny Boy Williamson.
Speaking of harp players, that instrument
has found a powerful modern exponent in
Washington D.C. native Phil Wiggins. Wiggins performs with acoustic guitarist and
singer John Cephas, and the two have
emerged as afixture on the national folk festival
circuit. General comparisons to Brownie
McGhee and Sonny Terry are in order here,
since Cephas and Wiggins play in a similar
relaxed, melodic Piedmont style. Also, like
McGhee and Terry, their sound is polished,
accessible, and contemporary, but full of
soulful authenticity. Dog Days Of August is the

duo's debut album; despite some flaws it's very
impressive, and at times quite gripping.
Cephas has a striking, clear-toned voice,
which is best showcased here on the original
title track and two eerie Skip James tunes,
Cherry Ball and Hard Time Killing Floor. He is
also asolid guitarist who gives firm support to
Wiggins' constantly fluid, inventive playing.
The recording quality could be better, and a
few stiff songs don't groove too well; the album
leans heavily on slow material, giving it an
unsettling stark quality that's very effective, but
at odds with the duo's spirited live sets. Such
problems aside, though, The Dog Days Of
August establishes Cephas and Wiggins as
important new blues artists.
Another impressive, though somewhat
flawed, debut is guitarist Chris Thomas' The
Beginning. Chris is the son of Baton Rouge
guitarist and songwriter Tabby Thomas, who
has emerged as agrassroots cultural preservationist through his nightclub, Tabby's Blues
Box. Thomas the younger absorbed anumber
of traditional styles growing up in such an
environment, and has gone on to incorporate a
distinct Jimi Hendrix influence, plus his own
modern ideas. He's a fleet-fingered, rhythmically precise player who balances tasteful
restraint with bursts of wild excess. For the
most part Thomas played every instrument and
note on the album, through overdubbing; in the
process, unfortunately, alot of potentially good
grooves were lost, replaced instead by technological rigidity. There are also some great
moments, though, including Me And The
Blues, a Robert Johnson/Hendrix hybrid with
fine harmony vocals; Take Yo Time, an uptempo one-chord vamp; and South Side Shuffle, a frantic workout with some unexpected
rhythmic twists. The album's slow blues showcase, You'll Be Sorry Baby, suffers from a
plodding rhythm track. As avocalist, Thomas
is menacing and understated; as alyricist he
ranges from dull and derivative to sharp and
original, as on Going Home To Louisiana and
Don't Work Too Hard, which incidentally includes aguitar quotation from the rock classic
Gloria. Thomas is clearly atalent to watch, but
next time he should record with areal band.
Continuing with guitarists we come next to
Tom McFarland's Just Got In From Portland.
McFarland is aconfidently relaxed, tasteful, inthe- pocket player whose penchant for singlestring runs suggests an understated Freddie
King. His voice is limited but effective, while his
original songs are crisp and concise, if a bit
derivative. The combination of these solid
skills, plus McFarland's collaborative horn arrangements with Jan Celt and David Mills, is a
pleasing, consistent contemporary sound.
Worried About My Baby, agospel-tinged slow
blues, and Rainy Day Blues are the highlights
of this well-crafted set, which remarkably was
recorded in a single day. It blurs together
eventually, but pleasantly so, thanks to a
steady groove.
The groove drops out occasionally on guitarist Paul Oeremia's My Kinda Place, but
there are plenty of inspired moments as well.
Geremia is an accomplished folk-circuit veteran whose specialty is pre-War acoustic
blues styles. He sings with limited range and
tone but comes across nonetheless, thanks to
plenty of emotion and aflair for phrasing. The
program here consists of originals— such as

the title track, Artificial Heart, and Big Walter
(three of the best cuts)—avariety of old-timey
roots material, and contemporary " folky"
pieces like the instrumental Holly. Blues classics like Blind Willie McTell's Broke Down Engine showcase Geremia's considerable
chops. A few cuts here don't jell—Nuts About
That Gal, Silver City Bound, and Money Is King
(unfortunately these three follow each other)—
and Geremia's voice can wear thin, but his skill
and sincerity make the album work.
Like Geremia, guitarist and singer Rory
Bieck began her career working in pre-War
acoustic blues styles, especially those from
the Mississippi Delta. She did so quite effectively, too, without hindrance from the wide
cultural gaps that limit many white Northern
artists. Block's efforts at contemporary material were far less successful, though, so I've
Got A Rock In My Sock is a breakthrough of
sorts. This mixed- bag, somewhat slick production includes country blues, a comedy/
novelty title track, a '60s soul " message" song
(Send The Man Back Home), and an extremely
powerful ballad (
Lovin' Whiskey). Block's
strong, sensual voice ( somewhat reminiscent
of Bonnie Raitt's) is in good form throughout,
and most of the songs work well, with the
exception of Goin' Back To The Country and
Foreign Lander, afrustratingly brief acapella
number that isn't given time to happen. On the
whole, though, this album should help establish Block as an '80s artist as opposed to a
revivalist.
Pianist Mr. B (
Mark Braun) falls more in the
revivalist category, but this is not to say that his

renditions of blues and boogie classics on
Shining The Pearls are mere carbon copies.
Braun is a solid player, with a penchant for
refreshingly unexpected rhythmic twists and
turns. Occasionally, on fast numbers like Chicago Breakdown, he could stand to push
harder. In addition to covering tunes by Blind
John Davis, Big Maceo Merriweather, and
Mercy Dee, Braun also includes some fine
originals. He sings in a rich, pleasing understated baritone; Angela Brown's guest vocals,
by contrast, are full of blues histrionics, but
short on real feeling. There's plenty of soul,
however, on solo numbers like Joybox Rumble,
Jimmy's Stuff, and One Room Country Shack.
The album's strongest cut, though, is 8 To 12
Blues, abrilliant improvised duet with Chicago
guitarist Steve Freund.
From Mr. B's relatively light touch we move to
the down- in-the-alley sound of Willie Mur.
phy. Murphy, a longtime fixture on the Twin
Cities scene, is afunky rhythmic pianist whose
raw style suggests ascaled-down blend of Dr.
John and Leon Russell. This analogy also
applies to Murphy's gruff, on-a- bender vocals.
The first two cuts on Piano Hits, asolo album,
capture Murphy at his best. Pocket Full Of
Money and Sweet Blood Call are both menacing slow blues which climax in scat singing
with piano unison. The latter's lyrics, by Kent
Cooper and Louisiana Red, are adisturbing bit
of violent misogyny. Murphy's efforts on betterknown tunes like The Danger Zone, Bring It To
Me, and Nowlin' Wolf's Riding In The Moonlight
are less successful, but the poignant ballad
Fairytale ends this strange, moody album on a

Great musicians like Steve Gadd, Jaco Pastorius, and Adrian
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distinctly emotional note.
Saving the best for the last, let's close with
Midnight Mama by Jeannie and Jimmy
Cheatham and the Sweet Baby Blues Band.
The group's sound could be described as
Swing Era blues with amodern sensibility, or
as Helen and Stanley Dance state in the liner
notes, " a little big band." Specifically the accompaniment consists of three saxophones,
trumpet, bass trombone, occasional clarinet,
bass, and drums. The group is fronted by
singing pianist Jeannie Cheatham, who shines
in both departments. Cheatham's witty, vivacious vocal style is declamatory, being spoken more than sung, though abig voice allows
easy, sudden access to emphatic gravel tones
and other funky dynamics. As apianist Cheatham plays with a classic/contemporary sensibility, solid rhythm, well-timed dynamics, and
an apt sense of phrasing. Just for fun she likes
to throw in 88- key flourishes, which always
seem to fit. The program is amixture of originals and standards; all the performances are
effective, though the best bursts of inspiration
occur on Worried Life Blues, Big Fat Daddy,
the title track, and Finance Company Blues.
Cheatham is aided by asnappy rhythm section, a bevy of fine soloists including the late
Eddie " Lockjaw" Davis, and thoughtful arrangements by her husband Jimmy, who also
steps out on Worried Life. A few of the songs
end raggedly, but this actually enhances the
fresh, spontaneous feeling which pervades
this fun, funky set. As the Danced liner notes
say, "They don't make records like that anymore!"
— ben sandmel

get those incredible sounds? Now find out exactly how It sdone
from afantastic 2hour course ( which includes a130 page manual) called " The Secrets Of Analog and Digital Synthesis."
Beginner or pro this tape will help you learn to get any sound
from any synth and even learn to program the DX- 7.
Best of all you can watch over and over again taking each
section at your own pace.
To order, simply ask your local music dealer, call us with your
Visa or MasterCard, or use the coupon below.

MAX ROACH IN CONCERT/IN SESSION ($49.95)
ED THIGPEN ON JAZZ DRUMMING ($49.95)
LENNY WHITE IN CLINIC ($39.95)
ELVIN JONES ADIFFERENT DRUMMER ($39.95)
RICHARD TEE CONTEMPORARY PIANO
($49.95)
SYNTHARTS SECRETS OF ANALOG AND DIGITAL SYNTHESIS ($89.95)(120 min., plus 130- page
manual)
TO ORDER BY PHONE WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD CALL

1-800-342-4500
fin N.Y.S. call 212-924-6624)
Allow 2-4 weeks for delivery

Name

"
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.
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Address
City

State

Card #

Zip
Exp

Signature
NY& %eider« twat«. Saba let
Utdal $4.00 postage and lundling par cedar ne• US.. $7.00 for countrNs °tried. dur US.
- For audio tap. or synth book Mona add $2,00 donna and handling in tna u5 ($3.00
for forego countries)
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(Record Companies: For listing in the
monthly New Releases column, send two
copies of each new release to Art Lange,
db. 222 W. Adams, Chicago, IL 60606.)
NATO: Raymond Boni/Max Eastley/Terry
Day, Les Mistrals. British Summer Time Ends,
Pop Out Eyes. Various Artists, Alternate
Cake. Various Artists, Godard Ça Vous
Chahte? Various Artists, Six Sequences Pour
Alfred Hitchcock. Jac Berrocal, Hotel Hotel.
CHABADA: The Melody Four, Si Senor!
Loi Coxhill, The Inimitable. . . . Steve Beresford, Eleven Songs For Doris Day. Tony Coe,
Mainly Mancini.
BLACK SAINT/SOUL NOTE:
Sonny Clark Memorial Quartet, Voodoo. Various Artists, To Hear The World In A Grain Of
Sand. The Saxophone Choir, The Saxophone
Shop. Lee Konitz Quartet, Ideal Scene. Michael Cochrane, Elements.

INDEPENDENTS: Ganelin Trio,
Ttaango . . . In Nickelsdorf (
Leo). Sergey
Kuryokhin/Boris Grebenshchikov, Subway
Culture (
Leo). Alfred 23 Harth, Red Art (
Creative Works). Jean Chaine, Distant Suns (
Keta
Music). Kim Kristensen/Klaus Hovman/Marilyn Mazur/Jens Winther, Ocean Fables
(Stunt). Paul Schwarz/Bernd Konrad, Sali
(Creative Works). Trio Kokoko, Good Night
(Creative Works). Space Jazz Trio, Vol. 1(
Yvp
Music). Gijs Hendriks/Beaver Harris Quartet,
Sound Compound (
Yvp Music). Thierry
Maucci Quartet, Elogio Dell'Ombra (
Grim
Musiques). Siron/Massy/Autin/Cerf, SMAC
(Unit).
John Hicks, In Concert (
Theresa). Thorgeir
Stubo Quintet, Rhythm-A-Ning (
Cadence
Jazz). Al Francis/John Neves/Joe Hunt, Jazz
Bohemia Revisited (
LCU). Phil Wilson's Rainbow Band, Latin American Tour! (
Shiah).
Eddie Higgins, By Request (
Statiras). Cal
Collins/Frank Vincent, Just Friends (
Mopro).
Doc Cheatham/George Kelly, Echoes Of
Harlem (
Stash). Bob Stewart, In ASentimental Mood (
Stash). Totti Bergh/AI Cohn, Tenor

Gladness (
Gemini). Bjorn Johansen Quartet,
Dear Henrik (
Gemini). Greg Marvin, Quartet
(Hi- Hat).
Babatunde Olatunji, Dance To The Beat Of
My Drum (
Blue Heron). Muhal Richard
Abrams, Roots Of Blue (
RPR). Spirit Of Life
Ensemble, Journey (
Rise Up). Fred Raulston,
Fred's Rescue (
SeaBreeze). Wayne Darling/
Peter O'Mara/Bill Elgart, !
Iliad (
RST). Steve
Abshire Quartet, Big Brass Bed Blues (
Jazzbeau). Charles Brown, One More For The
Road (
Blue Side). Artie Traum, Cayenne
(Rounder). Luther Allison, Here ICome (
Encore). PFS, Illustrative Problems (
Cuneiform).
Piero Milesi, The Nuclear Observatory Of Mr
Nanof (
Cuneiform).
Jens Wendlboe Big Band, '
Lone Attic and
Letter From New York (
Nopa). Fredrik Lund in
Quartet, Twilight Land (
Stunt). Jens Winther,
Quintet (
Stunt). Fried Potatoes, Take Me
Gently and Unknown Lady (
Cat).
db

MAIL ORDER SOURCES
If your local record store doesn't carry these
records, try writing NMDS, 500 Broadway, NYC
10012; Daybreak Express Records, POB 250
Van Brunt Station, Brooklyn, NY 11215;
Roundup Records, ROB 154, N. Cambridge,
MA 02140; or North Country Records, Cadence
Bldg., Redwood, NY 13679

1986 STEINBERGER SOUND CORPORATION

Miller High Life and the City of Chicago
present

Chicago Blues
Festival

June 5-7
12 noon-10:30 p.m.
Grant Park
Petrillo Band Shell
The 4th Annual Chicago
Blues Festival featuring
Chicago's finest blues artists,
hosting aspecial segment
from Memphis, "The Home of
the Blues."

who instinctively pursue
the highest levels
of performance.

XL2A.
ACTIVE E0

Three continuous stages featuring:
A Tribute to Howlin Wolf•Billy Boy Arnold with Henry Grey'Dion Payton and the 43rd Street Blues Band•Kinzey Report
featuring Big Daddy•Billy Branch with Sons of Blues and the
Chi-Town Hustlers•Jimmy Dawkins•Cicero Blake•Valerie
Wellington•James Cotton and Band•Friz Holloway•John
Dee Holman•Katie Webster•Jessie Mae Hemphill•Son
Thomas•Mose Vinson•Sun Session•Little Milton.
SEAGRAM'S
P1-Hut

GOLDEN

wair

For more information call the Mayor's Office of Special Events at
(312) 744-3315. • City of Chicago • Harold Washington, Mayor

CTIEIND ERCER.
122 South Robinson Avenue • Newburgh, New York 12550 • USA
FREE BROCHURE

( 914) 565-4005

IN CANADA CONTACT Louie Muslut Ltd., Telephone 15141 332 8907, Telex . 05-825-785
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blindfold test
CHICO FREEMAN.

THE
THE ONE (from TANGENTS,

YOU As
— RE

Flektra Musician). Freeman, composer,
tenor saxophone; Steve Coleman, alto
saxophone; Bobby McFerrin, vocal.

The composition was Steve Coleman's, with
Steve playing saxophone. Ilove and admire
the hell out of him; Ilove the way he plays, I
love his approach to the music, particularly in
composition, but also performance. Bobby
McFerrin, Iwould presume, was singing.
The tenor player Idon't know; the only
person who came to my mind was Chico
Freeman. One of the major problems Ihad
with this record is recording technique, because you can't tell what kind of relationship
the drummer and bass player have, because
the drummer is in an isolation booth. You can
tell he's separated.
It sounds so bad, it never really swings;
there's no air, no interaction, no group
sound. Those kind of records always upset
me, so that it's very hard to get to the music.
Ithink that subconsciously that happens to a
lot of other people as well. Iwould use this to
make apitch to get musicians to study more
about the acoustics of music, and why things
work and why they don't.
Iliked that composition, though Ididn't
particularly like the arrangement. It sounds
like it isn't Steve's record, because Steve's
stuff is alot more structured than the way
that turned out. It was awhole lot of ifs.
Three stars; it would probably have gotten a
four if Icould have distinguished it better.

BRANFORD
MARSALIS
by Leonard Feather
',he past two years have been unprecedentedly eventful for Branford
Marsalis. After leaving his brother Wynton's group for what was first envisioned
as aleave of absence to work with Sting,
the absence turned out to be permanent.
In addition to completing two albums,
a feature movie (
Bring On The Night),
and an eight-month tour with Sting, Marsalis, 26, has now his own quartet. He
has also racked up credits on albums
with Miles Davis, Dizzy Gillespie, and
others, has recorded aclassical album
(Romances For Saxophone, Columbia
42122) and is becoming more active as
a composer. His latest jazz LP, Royal
Garden Blues (
Columbia 40363), is
climbing up the charts.
Like his brother, Branford has very
strong views, though in some areas they
Saxophone Quartet. In all the other groups,
each one sounds like he's trying to play
louder than the next guy, or they've been in
the studios too long.
Four stars for the sound and performance;
two on that arrangement.

drfer considerably from Wynton's—particularly in the area of pop music, which
Branford still enjoys listening to.
Branford's previous Blindfold Test was
in db, Mar. '85. He was given no information about the records played.
love to do arecord with Jana one day.

MILES DAVIS.

— LATCH

(from TUTU, W7TreT Bros.). Davis,
trumpet; Marcus Miller, all other
ineruments, producer.

WORLD SAXOPHONE
QUARTET.L U SH LIFE (. rom
W ORLD SAXOPHONE Q UARTET PLAYS DUKE
ELLINGTON, Nonesuch). Julius Hemphill,
alto saxophone, arranger; Oliver Lake,
alto saxophone; David Murray, tenor
saxophone; Hamiet Bluiett, baritone
saxophone.

Where Iwent to school, there was alot of
emphasis on arranging, so this reminds me
of alot of students who came in and had to
reharmonize old standards. What the cats
would do was, whenever they would want to
do something that sounded new and inventive, they would get all these chords, and
figure out the chords that work with the
melody line. They really don't work with the
melody line—because if they had worked
that good with the melody line, Strayhorn
would have written it that way. But they
would reharmonize all of these chords, and
most of them would run into abrick wall.
The alto saxophone solo was really happening, though; real nice. It must be the
World Saxophone Quartet, because that's
the only saxophone group I've ever heard
that has that full-bodied sound. The only
group that comes close is the 125th Street

You can turn it off; 1knew what that was from
the first beat, and Ican sing it all note for
note. Ireally like listening to this stuff,
MILES DAVIS. A,REGily
though Iwouldn't want my own music to be
(from BAGS' GROOVE, Prestige).
that trite.
Davis, trumpet; Sonny Rollins, tenor
This track was Sp/atch, right? The last
saxophone; Percy Heath, bass; Kenny
track on the first side. This shows Marcus
Clarke, drums.
Miler's emergence as afirst-rate producer.
Certain records need no rating. One time I This is finally what Miles always wanted,
was reading down beat, and this idiot was
which was to be successful in the pop format.
reviewing Miles' Live At The Plugged Idon't know just how successful he'll be, but
Nickel—probably one of the greatest albums
that's what he wanted. The record compaDewey ever recorded. But he gave it like
nies could do themselves afavor by not shovthree stars or two stars— Idon't remember ing him in the jazz section. This is avery marwho it was, but whoever it was should be
ketable album—the first side has some great
shot. He was saying it was, like, aho-hum
tunes; Ithink the second side is dreadful.
record, really wasn't nothing exciting. He'd
Miles knows very little about the way
probably gotten it aweek before he reviewed
these records are done; it's asort of downer
it. He said, "Wayne sounded good; sounded
that such an incredible musical presence as
like Wayne's band. . . . "—somebody who
Miles has been reduced to being aspectator
didn't have any idea of creativity.
on his own records. Iknow from playing with
That's when Irealized that certain recMi/es that the only thing he did was come in
ords, man, they shouldn't even be rated—
and play the overdubs, when the rhythm
yeah, five stars for Miles automatically.
track was finished. Still, the record is hapSame with Sonny Rollins playing "Nigeria"
pening, and I'd give five stars to side one—
spelled backwards. And was that Max? I judging it as pop, not jazz at all. The producdon't remember that well. It didn't really
tion was much better than all those other
sound like him. And Percy Heath.
instrumental records like Shadowfax and the
Oh, Kenny Clarke, the Klook. And
rest. Miles sounds betterthan on any of the
Percy—now man. Ilove the way he plays the
other records since he came back. But two
bass. The lines are so lyrical and smooth. I'd
stars for side two.
db
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July 5 thru 10 - ELMHURST COLLEGE

July 12 thru 17 - UNIVERSITY of LOUISVILLE

Elmhurst, Illinois
Illinois ( Chicago area)

Louisville, Kentucky

For all instruments, including strings and vocalists. Any musician may
attend. No age limit. Three levels of classes ... beginning, intermediate
and advanced. NEW! Advanced players - increased playing time. You
get personal attention. You will be placed with others of the same
ability.

A

A GREAT jazz experience!
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FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

(write for details and other
potential places & dates)

Jamey Aebersold

NEW ALBANY, IN
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Jamey Aebersold, Instructor
July I4-5, 1987 ELMHURST COLLEGE
Elmhurst, IL ( Chicago area)

AND APPLICATION WRITE TO....
1211 AEBERSOLD DRIVE

3bin\I

47150

Graduate Credit Available

Or use toll-free number listed on opposite page.

A
•

A
•

$9.95 per set (
LP & Book) unless indicated.
O VOL 1-"A NEW APPROACH"-Beg./Int. level. Chapters on melody, modes, Blues scale, Pentatonic scale
use, ear training, articulation, blues melodies, chromaticism, etc. Required scales and chord tones written
in each measure. Blues in Fand Bb, Dorian minor tracks,
cadences, cycle of Dom. 7ths, IIN7's, 24-measure song
... transposed parts too.
$9.95
ID VOL. 2 "NOTHIN' BUT BWES"-Beg./Int. level. 11
different Blues in various keys and tempos. This volume
is truly fun to play with. Rhythm section on LP grooves!
Scales and chord tones are written with transposed parts
and melodies.
$9.95
VOL. 3 "THE 11/V7/I PROGRESSION"-Int. level. Probably the most important musical sequence in modern jazz.
Amust for all jazz players! Supplement includes 11 pages
of IIN7/1 exercises to be applied with LP 8 tracks to
improvise with and practice in all keys.
$9.95
D VOL. 4 "MOVIN' ON"-Int./Adv. level. A challenging
collection of Aebersold & Dan Haerle tunes. Melodies
and needed scales/chords for all instruments.
$9.95
ID VOL 5 "TIME TO PLAY MUSIC"-Int. level. Similar to
Vol. 4 except the songs are much easier. Modal Voyage,
Killer Pete, Groovitis, etc. Next logical Vol. after Vol. 3.
Lots of variety.
$9.95
VOL. 6 "ALL BIRD"-Adv. level. 10 songs written by
Charlie Parker. Ron Carter, bass; Kenny Barron, piano;
Ben Riley on drums. Record has excellent Bebop feel!
Best way to learn these famous tunes.
$9.95
El VOL. 7 "MILES DAVIS"-Int./Adv. level. Eight classics.
Four, Dig, Solar, Tune Up, & Milestones, etc.
$9.95
El VOL. 8 "SONNY ROLLINS"-I nt./Adv. level. Nine classic
jazz originals written by Sonny Rollins. 9of Rollins' most
famous tunes, in their original keys.
$9.95
VOL. 9 "WOODY SHAW"-Int./Adv. level. Eight jazz
originals. Little Red's Fantasy, Blues for Wood, Moontrane, Tomorrow's Destiny, Beyond All Limits, etc. $9.95
El VOL 10 "DAVID BAKER"-Int./Adv. level. Eight beautiful originals by David Baker. One of the most prolific
composers in jazz today. Tunes offer a wide variety of
styles and tempos.
$9.95
D VOL. 11 "HERBIE HANCOCK"- Beg./Int. level. Eight of
Herbie's songs. Maiden Voyage, Cantaloupe Island, Watermelon Man, Dolphin Dance, Jessica, etc.
$9.95
ID VOL 12 "DUKE ELLINGTON"-Int. level. Nine all time
favorites. Satin Doll, Perdido, Solitude, Prelude to AKiss,
Sophisticated Lady, Mood Indigo, ILet ASong Go Out of
My Heart, In A Sentimental Mood, "A" Train.
$9.95
O VOL. 13 "CANNONBALL ADDERLEY"-Made famous by
Cannonball: Work Song, Del Sasser, Unit 7, Jeannine,
This Here, Scotch & Water, Saudade, Sack of Woe. $9.95

o
N

by Jamey Aebersold

JAZZ PLAY-A- LONG SETS
FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS

11111

JAMEY AEBERSOLD

r
‘
tmeAleit

P.O. Box 1244-D
NEW ALBANY, IN 47150 USA

O VOL 14 "BENNY GOLSON"-I nt. Adv. level. Killer Joe,
Along Came Betty, Are You Real, Whisper Not, IRemember Clifford, Stablemates, Blues March and Ease Away
Walk. P. Rushen, piano; B. Magnason/R. McCurdy, bass
$9.95
O VOL. 15 " YIN' DUES"-Int./Adv. level. Nine chord
progressions jazz greats have played ... part and parcel of
the jazz repertoire. Based on standards!
$9.95
E VOL 16 "TURNAROUNDS, CYCLES & 11N7's"- I
nt./Adv.
level. A2-record set continuation of Vol. 3, much more in
depth. All keys, most playing situations and common
harmonic formulae. Includes Joy Spring.
$12.95
D VOL. 17 "HORACE SILVER"- Eight songs. Song for My
Father, The Preacher, Sister Sadie, Jody Grind, Peace,
Nutville, Silver's Serenade, Gregory is Here. Rhythm sec.
same as Vol. 18.
$9.95
CI VOL. 18 "HORACE SILVER"-lnt./Adv. level Eight
songs. Strollin', Room 608, Nica Dream, Mayreh,
Ecaroh, Etc. R. Carter, K. Barron, Al Foster $9.95
• VOL 19 "DAVID LIEBMAN"-Int. level. Brite Piece,
Lookout Farm, Slumber, Oasis and others. Rhythm section: Richard Bierach, Frank Tusa, Al Foster.
$9.95
E VOL. 20 "JIMMY RANEY"-Int. Level. Contains EP
recording of Jimmy playing transcribed solos. Chord
progressions to 10 standards. Great bebop study. $9.95
D VOL. 21 "GETTIN' IT TOGETHER"- For all musicians
regardless of ability and for jazz players in particular. Use
for daily warm-ups, scale/chord practice, etc. Don't
overlook this disciplined comprehensive ( but exciting)
method of practicing or improvising in all keys: Major,
minor, Dom. 7th, Lydian, Sus. 4, Half-dim., Mel/Har.
minor & Blues Bb and F
2-LP Set $11.95
D VOL 22-STANDARDS 13 songs, The Nearness of You,
Lover, My Old Flame, Easy Living, IRemember You, My
Ideal, Soon, Stella by Starlight, Out of Nowhere & 4
more. Rhythm section: D. Haerle, Ed Soph, T. Coolman.
Lyrics included
( Bk & 2 LP's) $12.95
DI VOL 23-STANDARDS 12 songs Angel Eyes, But Beautiful, Here's That Rainy Day, IShould Care, Imagination,
Like Someone In Love, You Say You Care & 5 more. M.
Weiss, piano; J. Goldsby, bass; J. Higgins, drums. Lyrics
included
( 13k & 2LP's) $12.95
• VOL. 24 MAJOR & MINOR-for ALL Instrumentalists &
Vocalists. Book, 2stereo LP's, an' special 7" EP demonstration record featuring J. Aebersold playing sax. Set
covers ALL Major & Minor keys at comfortable tempos-30 «bided tracks to practice with. Transposed parts.
This set is designed to help you gain confidence regardless of your ability. Use for warming up- pick adifferent
key each day. Piano, bass, drums rhy. section. .. $11.95
E VOL. 25- STANDARDS 17 " All- Time" songs.
Summertime, September Song, Old Devil Moon, My
Funny Valentine, ICan't Get Started, A Foggy Day& 11
more. Rhythm section: H. Galper, piano, S. Gilmore,
bass; B. Goodwin, drums.
(
Bk & 2LP's) $12.95

ENDORSED BY THE PROS!
I=1 VOL 26 "THE SCALE SYLLABUS" played by D. Liebman
&J. Aebersold. 2LP's & supp. Hear soloing on ALL scales
jazz players use. You can play along
$9.95
VOL. 27 "JOHN COLTRANE"-Mr. PC., Some Other
Blues, Naima, Like Sonny, Spiritual, Blues Minor, Crescent, The Promise. R. Carter, bass; H. Mabern, piano; A.
Nussbaum, drums
$10.95
VOL. 28 "JOHN COLTRANE"-Impressions (
slow), Impressions (
fast), Giant Steps (
slow), Giant Steps (
fast),
26-2, Up Against The Wall, Dear Lord, A Love Supreme,
Mr. Day, Countdown (
medium tempo). R. Carter, H.
Mabern, A. Nussbaum.
$10.95
CI VOL. 29 "JIMMY RANEY"-Ten JAll DUETS In Stereo- play with either channel, or both. Bk & LP $9.95
E VOL. 30A & 308 RHYTHM SECTION "WORKOUr - Play
with the pros . . . solo or comp! Valuable tips &
suggestions. D. Haerle, Ed Soph, J. Petersen, T.
Coolman. VOL. 30A designed for KEYBOARD/GUITAR.
VOL. 308 designed for BASS, DRUMS
Each $9.95
E VOL. 31 "BOSSA NOVA"-Ten favorites. Rhythm section
same as Vol. 25. Girl From 1panema, Meditation,
Desafinado, Quiet Nights Of Quiet Stars, Once ILoved,
How Insensitive, Wave, Little Boat, Summer Samba, One
Note Samba.
$9.95
E VOL 32 "BALLADS"- 8 soulful ballads Lover Man,
Skylark, You've Changed, Chelsea Bridge, Lush Life, You
Don't Know What Love Is, Soul Eyes, & Ballad Blues.
Rhythm section same as Vol. 25
$9.95
El VOL. 33 "WAYNE SHORTER"- 18 tunes including
Footprints, Witch Hunt, E.S.P., Infant Eyes, EIGaucho,
Black Nile, Nefertiti, & Ju Ju. R. Carter, K. Barron & A.
Nussbaum.
(
Bk & 2 LP's) $13.95
D VOL. 34 JAM SESSION- 18 great standards Just
Friends, Green Dolphin St., Stompin' At The Savoy,
Laura, Blue Moon, The Shadow Of Your Smile, & 12
more. Rhy. same as Vol. 25.
( Bk & 2 LPs) $13.95
O VOL. 35 "CEDAR WALTON"-9 orig. w. Cedar on piano.
Bolivia, Clockwise, Cedar's Blues, Firm Roots, Ojos De
Rojo, 4 more. R. Carter, bass; B. Higgins, drums. $9.95
D VOL 36 "BEBOP" & BEYOND"- 8 Bebop standards,
Ladybird, Roy's Idea, Theme For Ernie, lMean You. & 4
more. Ronnie Matthews, piano; Ray Drummond, bass;
Marvin Smith, drums.
$9.95
ID VOL. 37 "SAMMY NESTICO"-9 originals, great for
woodshedding these famous tunes: Haybumer, Wind
Machine (
2 versions), BasieStraight Ahead, 88 Basie
St., Lonely Street, & 4more. Rhythm section: D. Haerle,
Ed Soph, T. Coolman.
$9.95
D VOL 38 "BWE NOTE"- 17 favorites capture the spirit
of the ' 60s on Blue Note records. Blue Train, Blue Bossa,
Moment's Notice, Lazy Bird, Chicks Tune, RecordaMe,
Ceora, El Toro, Isotope, Shirley, & 7more. Rhy. same as
Vol. 25
(
Bk & 2LPs) $13.95

HOW TO SE: Each play-a- long record allows you to practice with an outstanding rhythm section while you follow the parts in
the booklet. Each volume includes aquality stereo record and acoordinated booklet with parts for all instruments, Ctreble & bass
clef, Bb and Eb. The special stereo separation technique is ideal for use b rhythm players. Left channel includes bass and drums,
while the right channel contains piano ( or guitar) and drums. The volumes do not necessarily get progressively more difficult. This is
popularly teamed THE MOST WIDELY USED IMPROVISATION METHOD ON THE MARKET!
Suggested order of study: Vol. 24, 1, 21, 2, 3, 5, . .

NEW ITEMS

JAZZ SOLOS/TRANSCRIPTIONS

DRUM BOOKS

O CREATIVE JAZZ EXERCISES-Van Lenten D # 1; D #2
Co
$7.95
12 TODD COOLMAN BASS LINES-off Vol. 37 S. Nestico . $4.95
VOICINGS FOR JAll PIANO by Frank Mantcoth
$ 12.95
12 BENNY GOODMAN- 25 clarinet solos & piano accomp. $8.95
12 ART OF JAZZ
0 NICK BRIGNOLA SOLOS- D C; D Bb; 121 Eb;
(a $ 5.00
CI CHORD CHANGES & SUBS For 100 tunes by D. Hyman $ 15.95
D LEGIT. ETUDES FOR THE JAZZ ORIENTED PLAYER
$5.95
D FATS WALLER INTERPRETATIONS- Deluxe edition
59.95
D FUNK- E- TUNES Play along for ALL instrum. Bk/Cass $9.95
12 GEORGE SHEARING INTERPRETATIONS- Deluxe edition $9.95
12 SYMBIOSIS by Ogerman, as recorded by Bill Evans $6.95
CI PIANO THEMES- by Ogerman, as recorded by Evans . $5.00
THE INNER GAME OF MUSIC-Green and Gallwey
$15.95
0 THE DRUM SET. 2hour video of Ed Soph teaching the drums.
Includes supplement of exercises. D VHS
$69.00
D JAZZ IN ANUTSHELL-Bunky Green's method of theory following practice as ashort cut to Jazz lmprov. NEW! ... $7.95
D STEVE GILMORE BASS UNES off Vol. 34 Jam Session . $4.95
121 TRUMPET, MODERN TECHNICAL STUDIES by Pat Harbison. First
Book to incorporate all modern jazz scales into practical
studies. A modern Herbert L. Clark book!
$9.95

0 ALTO SAX SOLOS. Adderley, Desmond, Dolphy, Hodges,
Parker, Woods. 15 solos with bio & analysis
$7.95
D JAZZ TRUMPET SOWS-Satch, Morgan, Hubbard, Dizzy &
more. Inc. Bios. and Analysis. 16 Solos in all.
$7.95
0 TENOR BWES SOWS. Trane. Brecker, Turrentine, etc. $7.95
0 TOM HARRELL SOLOS- 24 trasc. solos
$9.95
D JOHN COLTRANE SOLOS- Blue Train, Omicron & 6more $5.95
0 SONNY STITT - 5transcribed Tenor Sax solos
$5.95
O ART FARMER TRPT. SOWS Trans. by Don Erjavec $8.95
CI TENOR SAX SOWS- Hawk. Trane, Getz & more.
$7.95
0 MILES MIS. 17 Solos in Bb key. So What, Four, Filles, All
Blues, Freddie Freeloader, Budo, etc.
$ 10.95
0 DO/ID UEBMAN SOLOS- 2tenor solos w/cass.
$5.00
0 CUFFORD BROWN SOLOS 16 solos trans. by Ken Slone $8.95
12 RED RODNEY TRUMPET SOLOS
$6.95
D C. PARKER- 14 solos
O C. D Eb @ $8.95
CI CHARLIE PARKER OMNIBOOK of 60 transcribed solos.
D Concert key; 0 Eb; D Bb OBass
ea. $11.95
0 CHARLIE PARKER SOLOS FOR Bb and Ckeys. 9solos transcribed
off records wipiano accompaniment.
$4.95
D JOE HENDERSON SOLOS. 7original songs and solos $5.95
D MILES onns--11 solos
0 C, D Bb @ $8.95
D BUD POWELL-6 transcribed solos
$8.95
D 28 MODERN JAZZ TRUMPET SOLOS transcribed by Ken Slone
and edited by Jamey Aebersold. .. CI # 1; CI #2 @.$5.95
D DIZZY GILLESPIE SOLOS for Bb and Ckeys. 14 transcribed solos
off records by Dizzy with piano accomp.
$7.95
ID LOUIS ARMSTRONG SOLOS in Bb key only. 20 solos
$4.95
D SONNY ROLLINS SOLOS in Bb key
$8.95
D BENNY GOODMAN SOLOS in C key
$8.95
0 MILES MIS SOLOS with Original Recordings! 10 solos by
Miles with aLP record of Miles playing the solos. Book and
LP set. Hear & see Miles' solos together! Bk/LP
$9.95
0 BEBOP JAll SOLOS by David Baker. Correlated with
J. Aebersold's play-a- long records Vol. 10 & 13. Great way to
improve sight-reading and learn the language of jazz.
D Concert, D Bb, D Eb, D Bass
Each book $4.95
CI TROMBONE, STYLES & ANALYSIS by David Baker. 157 solos in
bass clef off records by known trombonists
$16.50
O ALTO SAX, STYLES & ANALYSIS by Harry Miedma and David
Baker. 125 transcribed and annotated solos
$12.50

E MASTERS OF TIME Play along for drummers w/transcriptions
of 13 drummers of playalong records .... Bk/Cass $8.95
D A GUIDE FOR THE MODERN RHYTHM SECTION S. Houghton
Book, record, parts for ALL Rhy-section members . $25.00
D ESSENTIAL TECHNIQUES FOR DRUM SET- Ed Soph
$8.00
7 K. COPELAND-CREATIVE COORDINATION $8.95
INSIDE BUDDY RICH His style & techo
$11.00
DRUMMING: " STUDIO & BIG BAND" by Steve Houghton $15.95
DRUMS: CUTTING THE CHARTS. Big band bk., C. Morey $4.95
ADV. TECH. for MODERN DRUMMER by Jim Chapin
57.00
JOE MORELLO- Master Studies for drums.
$7.95
LATIN-AMERICAN PERCUSSION by B.Sulsbruck. Bk & 3caso.
The best book out on Latin Percussion!
$35.00
DRUMS: OEV. AFRO-JAZZ RHY. CONCEPTS by L.Nazzaro $6.95
D JIM BLACKLEY'S SYNCOPATED ROLLS for the MODERN DRUMMER. Complete revised 2volume edition
$20.00
O HIHAT INTEGRATION by J. Prins. HiHat Independence $6.95
D TEXTBOOK of DRUM SET EXERCISES. 25 charts
$3.95
7 ED THIGPEN RHYTHM ANALYSIS & BASIC COORDINATION for
DRUMS. Good primer book. Set of 2 books
$7.00
IT'S TIME for BIG BAND DRUMMER, M.Lewis/C.DeRosa $9.50
SYNCOPATION for the MODERN DRUMMER by Ted Reed $4.00
THE SOUND of BRUSHES. Ed Thigpen. Book & caos. $12.95
BASIC BEATS for the working drummer
$4.95
JACK DE JOHNETTE & CHARUE PERRY-THE ART OF MODERN
JAZZ DRUMMING. Principles and techniques of drumming
that are applicable to fusion and rock as well as jazz $15.00
Li BRUSHFIRE by Willis Kirk. Innovative brush bk
$15.00
D VIBES, Four Mallet Tech., D. Samuels CI # 1; 0 # 28414.95
El DIFFERENT DRUMMERS by B. Mintz. Exercises & solos $9.95
71 DRUM WISDOM by B. Moses. Techs. & concepts
$5.95

GUITAR BOOKS
Ll BRAZILIAN MASTERS. For solo guitar. Jobim & more . $4.95
JD GUITAR SEEDS by J. GrassirTheory, Tech., Practice $12.95
12 MONSTER CHOPS- Formerly " Evolution of Guitar Tech." &
"Guitar Tech. in 4ths". Now one book
$7.95
D JIMMY RANEY SOLOS. Transcribed off "Vol. 29 Duets" $5.95
O GUITAR ELECTRONICS- Aworkbook by Don Brosnac $14.95
12 HISTORY of the GUITAR in JAll. 274 large pages.
$17.95
121 BARRY GALBRAITH"GUITAR IMPROIr play-a- long. Hinton, bass;
SI
ifstein, solo gu itar & Galbraith, comping
Bk/LP$11.90
0 BARRY GALBRAITH Vol. 3 "GUITAR COMPING". Transcribed
guitar comping 8, bass lines in treble clef. Milt Hinton on bass
w/Barry. Bk. & LP set
$11.90
CI BARRY GALBRAITH GUITAR METHODS. D #1Logical Fingering. 111 #2 Daily exercises. 0 #4 BACH two-part inventions. ( bk & LP).
Each book $4.95; LP is $6.95
1:1 JIMMY RANEY Play-along LP/Bk Vol. 20
$9.95
12 JIMMY RANEY "Duets" Play-along LP/BK Vol. 29
59.95
D DJANGO REINHARDT-16 solos (great book!)
$8.95
D WES MONTGOMERY GUITAR BOOK by Steve Khan. Improvisations & interpretations of 17 of Wes' solos
$7.95
12 JAZZ GUITAR WORKBOOK. Theory by M. Crum
$4.95
D JAZZ STYLES & ANALYSIS for GUITAR. 74 solos
$9.95

ARRANGING & COPYING
D
D

DAVID BAKER BOOKS

D

0 JAZZ STYLE OF: . _ Fats Navarro; D C. Brown
@$9.95
D EAR TRAINING TAPES FOR THE JAll MUSICIAN- David Baker.
5 books with cassettes. De Intervals; 21#2 Triads, Three
Note sets 4 & 5 Note sets; 121#3 Seventh Chords, Scales;
D#4 Major Melodies, Turnarounds, I-V17 Formulae; 12#5
II-V7 Patterns. With book 8r cassette .... Each vol. $10.95
O HOW TO PLAY BEBOP- 2 #1,57.95; El#2,59.95; D#3,58.95
12 ARRANGING & COMPOSING for SMALL ENSEMBLE .... $21.95
D JAZZ PEDAGOGY by DAVID BAKER. Acomprehensive method
of JAll EDUCATION for teacher & student
$22.95
0 D. BAKER'S MODERN JAll DUETS, Vol. 1, Cookin', Treble 0
Bass[]; Vol. 2, Smokin', Treble D Bass 0
@ $6.95
0 ME BAKER ADVANCED EAR TRAINING BK w. Cassette $12.00
D J. LJOHNSON MONOGRAPH by David Baker. In-depth study of
J. J.'s style. Transcribed solos, too
$7.95
O JAll QUIZBOOK "
Trivial Pursuit" of Jazz
$2.95
D C. PARKER MONOGRAPH In depth study of " Bird"
$7.95
0 JAZZ IMPROVISATION by David Baker. Apractical theory book
aimed at performance. Comprehensive method of study for
jazz players. Spiral bound. Revised edition.
$21.95
D THE JAZZ SOLOS by David Baker. Correlated to Vol. 5 & 6playa- long records. Excellent sightreading. Can use with LP's. 12
Concert, D Bb, D Eb, D Bass
u. $4.95
CI EAR TRAINING for JAll MUSICIANS book with 2cassettes by D.
Baker. Designed to aid hearing and recall
$22.00
13 THE BWES-HOW TO PLAY by David Baker. Exhaustive study
of the blues
D Treble
D Bass
(4. $10.95
ID THE BEBOP ERA by D. Baker.
D Treble or 0 Bass
Li Vol. 1, $9.95; O Vol. 2, $6.95; D Vol. 3, $6.95
0 CONTEMPORARY PATTERNS 0 Treble 0 Bass
@ $12.50

D

BASS BOOKS
D PIZZICATO FUNK. Finger Mute Bass style
$6.95
MODERN VII;LKI NG BASS TECHNIQUE by Mike Richmond $10.00
O THE COMPLETE ELEC. BASS PLAYER. Chuck Rainey D # 1The
Method-514.95.0 #2Playing Concepts & Dexterity; 0 #3
Bass Improv; D #4 Slapping Techs; D #5 Bass Chording.
#2 thru # 5
@PAS
D THE BASS TRADITION by Todd Coalman. 36 transcribed solos
by the masters w/biography 8r discography. "The Past,
Present & Future." BRAND NEW'
$9.95
O STEVE GILMORE BASS UNES off Vol. 25 LP's
$
4.95
1:1 JAZZ RIFFS for BASS- Rick Laird
$6.95
O RON CARTER BASS UNES off VOL.15 Payin' Dues LP. $4.95
0 FUNK-E-TUDES for Elec. Bass. Step by step approach to
THUMB & POPPING style. Bk/Cass. # 1D; #2D ea. $9.95
CI PAUL CHAMBERS- 20 Bass Solos by J. Stinnett
$10.95
O LEFT HAND GYMNASTICS for ELECTRIC BASS by Scott Reed.
Technique building book. D # 1, CI #2
@ $8.95
D RON CARTER BASS UNES off Vol. 6 record of play-a- long
series, w/chord symbols. A must for bassists!
$3.95
1:1 THE EVOLVING BASSIST by Rufus Reid. An indispensable aid.
International version in English, French & German . $17.00
D EVOLVING UPVARD-Bass Book 11 by Rufus Reid-Book on
thumb position for acoustic bass
$7.50
CI RUFUS REID BASS LINES transcribed off records Vol. 1and 3of
play-a- long series. Exactly as recorded
$.95
HARMONICS for ELECTRIC BASS. by Adam Novick
$7.95
CI NO NONSENSE ELEC. BASS-[] Basic; DAdvanced . @$5.95
ID BIG BAND BASS by John Clayton
$8.95
D THE IMPROVISOR'S BASS METHOD by C. Sher. Endorsed by E.
Gomez, R. Reid, etc. Transcribed lines & solos .... $14.00
BEBOP BASS acollection of bass lines and solos $4.95
THE BASS LINE BOOK by Am Evans. Great book for constructing and performing good walking bass lines
$5.95
D "DOUBLE VISION" Electric bass duets. Bk & cass
$9.95

D
D
D
D
D
D
(2

HOW TO CREATE JAll CHORD PROGRESSIONS-C. Marohnic
$5.95
ARR. & COMP: ALINEAR APPROACH- Dobbins Bk/cass $34.00
ARRANGED BY NELSON RIDDLE. A must for serious arrangers
and composers. 200 pages, spiral bound
$19.95
THE CONTEMPORARY ARRANGER by Don Sebesky. Hard cover
book & 4 records. New revised edition
$45.00
AMUSIC NOTATION PRIMER by G. Rosecrans. Music calligraphy, 2nd ed. Handy pocket size.
$3.95
MODERN ARRANGING TECHNIQUES by G. Delamont . $23.00
"
INSIDE THE SCORE" by Ray Wright. Revealing the jazz
arranging secrets of T. Jones, B. Brookmeyer & S. Nest«
Book $28
D Bk & LP $35.00
THE JAZZ COMPOSER'S COMPANION By Gil Goldstein. Great
composing book w/interviews
$12.95
COMPOSING for the JAZZ ORCHESTRA by Wm Russo & Reid
Hyams. Textbook, workbook & cassette of examples $16.95
THE ART OF MUSIC COPYING by Clinton Roemer. Copyist Bible
for composer, arranger, student, teacher. Revised. . $19.95
STANDARDIZED CHORD SYMBOL NOTATION by Roemer . $5.95
THE PROFESSIONAL ARRANGER & COMPOSER by Russ Garcia.
Standard text for big band writing, D # 1, D # 2 @ $14.95

JERRY COKER BOOKS
LISTENING TO JAll- Paperback for all people
$
8.95
IMPROVISING JAZZ- Intro to Jazz Theory
$7.95
THE JAZZ IDIOM by Jerry Coker (
paperback).
$3.95
PATTERNS for JAZZ by Jerry Coker et al. Excellent book for
daily practice. Teaches you to play in all keys and really helps
develop your ears! Can be used with Vol. 21
D Treble clef
D Bass clef
$18.00
D A COMPLETE METHOD FOR JAZZ IMPROVISATION by J Coker.
New book by master teacher. IN/play-a-long cassette $20.00
D DRONES FOR IMPROVISATION. Playalong BK/Cass.
$14.95
O
D
0
D

PIANO BOOKS
D JAll
D
0
0
0
D
D
CI
E
D
D
0
O
0
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
0
0
D
0

PIANO SOLOS- B. Priestly. 14 solos by various artists
$7.95
GENIUS OF ART TATUM-23 solos
$7.95
ART TATUM SOLOS- 6solos with bus & analysis
$6.95
HARMONIC FOUNDATION for JAll & POP MUSIC
$24.95
BILLY TAYLOR Jazz Piano History paperback
THE GENIUS OF JAll GIANTS- 6 Piano Greats ... ... $9.95
THE GENIUS OF FATS WALLER - Trasc. solos
$5.95
THE GENIUS OF GEORGE SHEARING- D #1; 0 #2
56.95
MARIAN McPARTLAND SOLOS. Laura, Emily and 4more $7.95
DAVID LIEBMAN/30 COMPOSITIONS for piano
$10.00
"K.D:" 30 KENNY DORHAM Songs for piano.
$6.95
ANTONIO CARLOS »BIM Piano/Vocal book
$4.95
DOBBINS:"Cont. Jazz Pianist" "D#1 D#2 D#3.@ $25.130
McCOY TYNER " Inception to Now." Piano book
$9.95
TRANSCRIBED PIANO VOICINGS by Jamey Aebersold. FIRST
OF ITS KIND. Comping to the volume 1record! With hands,
chord symbols and other markings.
$4.95
JAZZ KEYBOARD by Jerry Coker. For basic tech
$6.95
PIANO: Practice Routines-4th, Ext. Dom. & Aug llths $5.95
JAZZ IMPROV. FOR KEYBOARD PLAYERS by Dan Haerle. Creating
melodies- use of left hand- soloing and much more.
D Inter. $3.95; D Adv. $4.95; D Comp. (3vols.) . $14.00
BILL EMS # 1, 6 transcribed songs- Interplay, Time Remembered, Very Early, etc.
$4.95
BILL EMNS # 2, 5transcribed solos and 1song
$4.95
BILL ENS #3, 5 transcribed solos and 15 songs off
records- Paris Scope, Elsa, Peace Piece, etc.
$4.95
BILL ENS # 4, 4transcribed solos for piano
$5.95
BILL MIS #5, the 70's (
8songs)
$4.95
JAll/ROCK VOICINGS for the CONTEMPORARY KEYBOARD
PLAYER by Dan Haerle.
$5.95
INTERPRETING POPULAR MUSIC at the KEYBOARD by Jeri
Southern. Excellent book, spiral bound
$12.00
CHICK COREA, THE ESSENTIAL. Chick's greatest songs $9.95
HORACE SILVER PIANO BOOK. 41 songs
$9.95

II ORDER: Send check or money order Postage and handling charge $1.25 for Io3items in US. Free postage for 4items or more. FOREIGN add $3.90 for
BK/LP set and 51.30 each additional set. Foreign book rate $1.25 for IBK. ad75C each additional BK.
NO C.O.D.... USA FUNDS ONLY.
VISA & MASTERCARD welcome ... MINIMUM SIS. See right hand border on ord nng. Dealer inquiries welcome. Prices subject to change without notice.

CLINIC BOO
WITH EACH
ORDER OF
$30.00
OR MORE.
REQUEST WhIE
ORDERING.

MISCELLANEOUS
E DAILY STUDIES FOR ALL SAXOPHONES- T. Kynaston . $5.95
C] THE DUO, UVE!-Liebman & Bierach's great L.P. transcribed
in Study/Score format
Bk/LP 516.95
ID MIDI FOR MUSICIANS- C. Anderton. How it works . $14.95
O ALTISSIMO TRUMPET PLAYING-John Lynch
$9.95
D GREATEST LEGAL FAKE BOOK OF ALL TIME. 1225 songs, 672
large pages, spiral bound. Includes lyrics
$29.95
REPOSITORY OF SCALES & MELODIC PATTERNS
$25.00
LYDIAN CHROMATIC CONCEPT by G. Russell
$35.00
D SINGERS JAM SESSION. P. Coker .... Bk & 2 cuss $20.00
D WORLD'S GREATEST FAKE BOOK. Songs by C. Corea, H.
Hancock, M. Tyner, W. Shorter, F. Hubbard, J. Pastorius, W.
Shaw, E. Dolphy et al 80 composers- 484 pages $32.00
D LENNIE NIEHAUS-JAZZ CONCEPTION for SAX: Basic _i#1,
0#2, $6.00
D Int. 0 Adv. $43.00@. 5 songs tor Sax
Section and rhythm section D#1, D#2 .... each $12.00
El VOCAL IMPROV-An Instrumental Approach. Bk/Cass $20.00
E] LIP FLEXIBIUTIES by Dr. Colin. D Trpt,
TBone
$8.50
El COMBO CHARTS by the "Jazz Messengers". Write for list ea. $10
E CARMINE CARUSO-Musical calisthenics for brass .. $9.95
O ATEXTBOOK FOR JAZZ IMPROVISATION- R. Naroff. . 515.00
O FAKE BOOKS, Contemporary. ID S. Nestico, D V. Feldman,
El L. Niehaus.
B. Holman, D S. Rogers, D D. Grove,
El M Lowe.
I. Bellson. Melodies and chords Each $6.95
MAN'S ETERNAL QUEST by P. Yogananda. 57 lectures $5.50
D 12 KEYS TO JAll CONCEPTS by Chuck Marohnic
D THREE OCTAVE SCALES & CHORDS for sax by Joe Allard $4.95
D1 STUDIO RECORDING for MUSICIANS. Survival manual $14.95
D TROMBONE METHOD ( Tenor) by Buddy Baker
$6.95
D THE EDGAR CAYCE PRIMER by Herbert B. Puryear.
$2.95
D THERE IS ARIVER. The story of Edgar Cayce by Thomas Sugrue.
The one book that has opened the door for millions. $2.50
D BILL WATROUS "TROMBONISMS" by Watrous/Raph
$8.95
D JAZZ STYLES by Mark Gridley, paperback
$20.95
D LENNIE NIEHAUS-DEVELOPING JAZZ CONCEPTS. 45 pieces,
treble clef. Great sightreading
$6.95
El 87 TUNES FOR IMPROVISATION. Originals by D. Haerle,
R. Matteson 8r J. Petersen. Lead lines combo bks. Order by
instr. C) C. Treble, D 13b, D Eb, D Bass Clef Ea. . $9.95
D 7PLAYALONG CASSETTES aligned with above Bk. .. $35.00
D HOME RECORDING FOR MUSICIANS by Craig Anderton. Make
professional quality recordings at home
$15.95
D JAZZ: LISTENERS GUIDE by J. McCalla
$14.95
El CHARLIE PARKER 2LP ALBUMS. Conta ins 30 songs, 22 of which
are in the OMNIBOOK! Savoy 2201.
$11.95
ID JIMMY HEATH-31 compositions D # I; D # 2 ... @$5.95
CHESKY CONT. JAZZ/ROCK UMW». D #I; D # 2 @56.95
O NU-ART technique exercises D treble D bass ... «4,4.95
PATTERNS for IMPROVISATION by Oliver Nelson.
$e.00
D ENCYCLOPEDIA of IMPROVISATIONAL RHYTHMS & PATTERNS.
D Treble clef
$18.130
D Bass clef
$18.00
D LOOKOUT FARM-Acase study of improvisation for small jazz
groups. By Dave Liebman & group. Two sound sheets and
transcribed solos. Excellent book!
$9.95
E THE JAZZ ENSEMBLE DIRECTOR'S MANUAL by Rick Lawn.
Very informative!
Book & record
$16.00
WORKBOOK for NEW CONCEPTS IN LINEAR IMPROVISATION kw
cassette practice tape. Workbook in concert key
$12.00
El NEW CONCEPTS IN LINEAR IMPROVISATION- R. Ricker $7.95
E AUTOBIOGRAPHY of aYOGI by Yoganada.
$2.50
El SCALES for JAZZ IMPROVISATION by Dan Haerle. 21 scales in
all twelve keys in treble & bass clef
$6.95
E PENTATONIC SCALES for JAZZ IMPROVISATION by Ray Ricker.
Study of Pentatonic scales in modern jazz with many
exercises and licks. Portions of solos by Corea, Hancock,
Farrell, Henderson, Jarrett, and Shorter
$
8.85
0 TECHNIQUE DEVELOPMENT in FOURTHS by Ray Ricker. An
advanced book of the treatment of fourths.
$7.95
El "
WITCH HUNT' LP featuring Jamey Aebersold, alto/tenor; Dan
Haerle, piano; Rufus Reid, bass and Charlie Craig, drums.
Chord progressions & 2transcribed solos provided $5.95
COMBO CHARTS by J. Aebersold, David Baker, Horace Silver,
Dan Haerle & SUPERSAX.
Write for catalog.
SAX SOUND MIRROR by Ploeger. Hear yourself play . 515.00
THE JAll LANGUAGE by Dan Haerle. Outstanding new theory
ext for individual or group study. For improv or comp $8.95
MUSIC AS THE BRIDGE by Winston. Based on Cayce $3.95
THINK ON THESE THINGS- Selected Cayce Readings $3.95
MANY MANSIONS by Gina Cerminara. About Cayce .$3.50
DISCOVERING YOUR SOUL'S PURPOSE. Based on Cayce $8.95
.CIRCULAR BREATHING for all wind players
$5.95
Li RAVI SHANKAR: LEARNING INDIAN MUSIC Bk & cass. $29.95
El HORACE SILVER-- 4 tunes arr. for Tpt., Ten. & Rhy . $10.00
Wrote for FREE JAll AIDS Color Catalog.
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profile
SCOTT
HENDERSON

in his formative years by such jazz guitarists
as Diorio, Pat Martino, and Wes Montgomery, he still thinks of himself as primarily a
rock player who can also play jazz. "I'm not
AFTER PLAYING SIDEMAN
one of my biggest fans, but there are few
TO FUSION'S FINEST,
players who play convincingly in both
THIS GUITARIST'S READY TO
styles," he says. "Most players tend to lean
BLOW ON HIS OWN BEHALF.
very much in one direction. But I'm able to
play rock and really sound like arock guitarist
by Bill Makowski
because I've played rock all my life. Rock,
not fusion. Imean the Rolling Stones, Deep
Purple, and that stuff. Deep Purple was my
favorite band for five years when Ifirst
eff Berlin fans know him from his
started playing. In fact, most people hear a
sizzling lines on Champion (
Passport
real strong Ritchie Blackmore influence in
Jazz 88004). Jean-Luc Panty fans
my playing. Istarted out playing rock & roll
heard him on Fables (
Atlantic 81276-1). Chick
all my young life, in bars. Then Iwent to jazz.
Corea fans caught him in concert during the
So when Iplay rock, it's more convincing
Elektric Band tour last year. What they saw
than some jazz guy who tries to play rock."
and heard was one fiery young guitarist with
He adds, "For agood two years Iwas
blazing speed, impeccable technique, unreally into playing jazz-jazz on ahollow body.
canny facility, and the versatility to play both
Iwas trying to become ajazz player like Joe
rock and jazz convincingly.
Diorio. But Ibecame frustrated because I
But that's only scratching the surface of
"I love my gig at GIT," says Scott. "It's
couldn't do all the things that Iwanted to do.
Scott Henderson. To really understand what
good to reinforce things that you forget—
So Ijust went back to the rock guitar and
this talented newcomer is all about, you'd
the basics. And Ilearn so many things from
kept trying to play the bop licks and lines
have to listen to Spears, his debut as aleader,
all these young cats who come in with
with that rock sound. And Iguess it just
released last year (Passport Jazz 88010).
Michael Brecker transcriptions. There's alot
evolved into whatever I'm doing today."
This impressive album not only showcases
of real hip students at that place—alot of
While camping behind somebody's solo,
Henderson's guitar chops, but also reveals a young guys who know what to do. They
he can swing ferociously ala Pat Martino.
seasoned composer and arranger. From the
come in and they're already good, and you
With Chick Corea's Elektric Band he frebuoyant Caribbean (
with an obvious nod to
see them progress so fast."
quently pulled out his Allan Holdsworth
Weather Report, circa Jaco-ErskineBecause he says amajority of the students
legato chops. And on Spears, particularly on
Shorter-Zawinul-Manolo) to the swinging
at GIT are there to rock, Henderson actually
the title cut, he throws down some nasty
Punkin Head (
with abig tip of the hat to
only has contact with asmall percentage of Albert King blues licks. Very versatile inJaco), to the etheral Tribal, the cleverly
the student body. "There's not abig percentdeed.
arranged title cut, and the outrageously
age of students that are really into jazz.
"Most young players today don't swing,"
funky Big Fun, this album contained some of
There's about 300 guys Inever even say
he maintains. "They couldn't swing on a
the best writing in the fusion category from
hello to. My gig is pretty much to sit in a rope. They try to copy Eddie Van Halen and
last year.
room and play with the students, and the
Allan Holdsworth but they pick the wrong
Henderson says he paid particular attenguys who come in my room are interested in
points to copy—usually the most obvious
tion to composition on this debut project.
jazz.
things. Holdsworth is an incredibly melodic
"That's what I'm really hoping will set that
"And it's funny. If I'm in my room playing
player, and most guys who cop Holdsworth
record apart from all the other product out All The Things You Are with aclean tone and
tend to just copy the fast stuff, but they leave
there. Most of those records do tend to
doing my Joe Pass impersonation, the rock
out the musicality of what makes Holdssound alike—a lot of great blowing, but
guys are very turned off to the notes. Their
worth so great. Ihate to see that happen.
lacking in the compositions. And Ilove blowattitude is, 'This is music my Dad likes.' But
When Isee my students doing that Icall
ing as much as anybody, but Iknow too that
as soon as Iplug into abig amp with alittle
them on it. Ialways try to get them to play
the albums that really inspire me, the albums
distortion, playing the same exact notes,
melodies before they start going out to lunch
Ireally love, are the ones where the writing
they love it. As soon as you do one wang bar
with the wang bar or the two-handed thing.
is the best. That's why I've listened to and
thing, they love it. Play the melody ofAllThe
Usually, anybody who copies anybody will
been influenced by early Weather Report,
Things You Are and use the wang bar—it's a just take it off the surface without getting to
Chick Corea, Jaco's Word Of Mouth album,
whole different world to them. It's funny how
the heart of the musician. They don't get the
which is one of my very favorites. These are
those rock guys are turned off when they
valid points of what makes the guy so great.
albums where the blowing is great and the
hear me giving lessons, and then at the end
"It's athrill for ayounger guitarist to cop a
tunes are great, too. So I'm just trying to
of the year when Igive aconcert with my
line from Holdsworth that's really, really fast.
emulate what Ilisten to, really."
band and bring in my whole rack and play,
But it's often atrap. That's the worst thing
The 32-year-old guitarist grew up in West
they say, 'Hey, what's gain' on here? Ialways
that can happen to you—to be accused of
Palm Beach, Florida, and attended Florida
thought this guy was just another would-be
sounding like somebody else, only not as
Atlantic University in Boca Raton, where he
bebop player.' But the school wouldn't hire
good. So with my students, Iemphasize
studied composition and big band arranging.
me for that. They've got bebop players who
melody and time. The basics."
In 1980, he moved to Los Angeles to attend
are light years beyond anything Ican play as
Apart from his teaching duties at GIT,
the Guitar Institute of Technology, where he
far as jazz—people like Joe Diorio. He's a Henderson is currently working on composistudied with guitar great Joe Diorio. After
real jazz guitarist. They hire me and other tions for his next album on Passport, due out
graduating ayear later he became amember
guys like Frank Gambale and Robben Ford sometime this spring. And he was also
of the GIT faculty and has been teaching
because we can also do the fusion thing."
recently a featured player on the Players
there ever since.
Though Henderson was greatly influenced album (PJ 88014), asort of Passport Jazz All-
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Stars date including bassist Jeff Berlin, keyboardist T Lavitz, and drummer Steve
Smith. This year he hopes to tour with his
Tribal Tech band— bassist Gary Willis,
drummer Steve Houghton, keyboardist Pat
Coil, saxist Bob Sheppard, and percussionist
Brad Dutz. "These are guys Ireally like to
play with the most," he says. "They all
appeared on my first album and they'll be on
the next one as well, as soon as Ifinish
writing it. See, I'm not aprolific writer. I'm
not the kind who can just sit down and turn
something out in aday. Those compositions
on the first album took me weeks and weeks
of working on them. And the only thing that
gives me the desire to sit down and labor
over them for so long is the knowledge or
satisfaction that ultimately they won't sound
like anything else out there in fusionland." db

THE MICROSCOPIC
SEPTET
A SOPHISTICATED, YET
SOMETIMES OFF-THE-WALL
APPROACH TO MUSIC GIVES THIS
COMBO THEIR UNIQUE FLAVOR.
by Ashley Kahn

eserved. Traditional. Reverent.
The Microscopic Septet are none
of these. "Break all the rules but
respect all the saints" is the zenlike credo
offered by saxophonist Phillip Johnston, coleader of the "Micros," arefreshingly original little big band that swings, bops, and
blows free, vaulting stylistic barriers while
making it all sound new and integrated.
Fronted by four saxophones (soprano
through baritone) plus piano, bass, and
drums, the Micros are New York-based and
have been winning over audiences from
trendy Manhattan danceterias to European
jazz halls for over six years. Their music can
simultaneously conjure Jimmie Lunceford,
Rahsaan Roland Kirk, and the Bonzo Dog
Band, and captivated—if befuddled—critics
have proffered such labels as "surrealistic
swing, " "afractured overview of jazz," and
even "Lawrence Welk on acid." "We want to
pull out the rug from under our listeners,"
affirms pianist and co-leader Joel Forrester,
"we want anew kind of surprise."
The roots of the Micros trace back to a
"very chaotic and very enjoyable trio" in 1975
that included Johnston, Forrester, and saxophonist/composer John Zorn, when Johnston's passion for arranged music began to
ferment. "In the beginning it seemed like it
was acommon project," Forrester recalls,

"but then Zorn and Irealized to our gratification that it was actually Phillip's baby."
Johnston officially founded and named the
Microscopic Septet in 1981 with the "idea of
taking abig band and reducing everything—
arrangements, atight ensemble sound, riff
choruses, interludes, and so on—all for
minimal instrumentation. Later on, after I
got the rhythm section and reeds together, I
was going to add brass, but it seemed to
work so well as it was."

Johnston and Forrester share the responsibility of writing for the band, and with three
albums under the Micros' belt-1983's Take
The ZTrain (
Press 4003), '85's live Lot's Flip!
(Osmosis 6003), and' the recent Offbeat
Glory (
Osmosis 6006)—they have developed amature, distinctive flair for arranging.
"I've always loved the humor and complexity
in music where the arrangement has been a
big focus—early big bands, Duke Ellington,
Fletcher Henderson— Mingus was also abig
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influence, " Johnston admits, adding that "the
other music Iwas influenced by was music
like the Art Ensemble of Chicago, which
also, to me, involved alot of arranging, even
though there was free improvisation involved."
Ironically, free jazz and New Wave rock
are the musics most common to all of the
current members of the Micros, which includes Johnston ( soprano), Forrester
(piano), Don Davis (alto), Paul Shapiro
(tenor), Dave Sewelson (baritone), Dave
Hofstra (bass and occasional tuba), and
Richard Dworkin (drums). Names like the
Waitresses, Public Servants, and Swollen
Monkeys pop up on their various resumes,
and as Forrester explains, "everybody in the
band has played free music or gone through a
period of playing almost exclusively free
music, so that we've always wanted as much
discipline as we could muster. Ihad alot of
experience both in playing bop and writing
longer compositions, so Iwas able to add
that."
Their East Village connections and the
timing of the Micros' debut unfortunately
found them lumped in a "fake jazz" category
with John Lurie's Lounge Lizards, though
there's hardly afalse or insincere note in the
Micros' repertoire. "When we were first
starting out it was hard for us to be accepted
by the jazz community because we didn't fit
into the background you're supposed to
come from," states Johnston matter-offactly. "The Micros didn't play 30 choruses of
Rhythm changes, though we've all done that
amillion times."
As well, the titles of their tunes (
Chinese
Twilight Zone, Lobster Parade) and their
somewhat antic onstage manner (mischoreographed horn movements, for example) bespoke adroll attitude uncommon to
New York's dress-up jazz circles. "Jazz is
supposed to be something very serious, and
our irreverence was hard for people to
accept at first. To me, our humor falls into
the category of irony as opposed to sarcasm—it's asense of compassionate mockery. People just find it hard to conceive of us
being totally serious and totally humorous at
the same time, and that's something that's
very central to our vision—once we had
been around for awhile, people understood
that our music was musically sophisticated,
respected us as soloists, and started taking
us seriously.
"But the thing that I'm happiest about is
that all types of different people respond to
our music—people in their 50s and 60s and
children really like the band. When we go to a
rock club and play, the people don't know
they're hearing ajazz band. They respond
immediately to the music for what it is,
because they haven't had achance to define
it as something they don't like."
Compositionally, Johnston's Take The Z
Train is one example of the musical depth,
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plus tongue-in-cheekness of the band, typical in its use of musical trap-doors and
juxtapositional surprises. "It starts out with
abeautiful eerie ballad with minor and dominant 7chords, then moves into adixieland
sound, then arock & roll beat. Then there's
finally abig ending —only it's false, followed
by aseries of false endings and then back to
the mysterioso ballad. A lot of it parodies a
kind of show biz style, but there's always that
invisible thread connecting it all. Like in the
tune By You, Do You Mean You Or Me?,
there's asimilar thing where it progresses
through three different styles of music, but in
each style it uses the same harmony, expressing it three different ways."
Johnston was born in Chicago in 1955 and
grew up in New York, where he received his
first piano lessons from "an 80-year old polka
and club-date musician who taught me Just A
Spoonful Of Sugar, Georgy Girl — that's how
Istarted out. Soon after that Igot asaxophone and just started blowing into it, but I
really didn't start playing music dill dropped
out of college when Iwas 18 and moved to
Manhattan." The next 10 years found Johnston playing in avariety of contexts, and as
he recalls, "Isorta learned jazz backwards,
starting with free music, then hearing dixieland and bebop later on. . .
Johnston journeyed to San Francisco in
the early '70s, where he "played on the
street alot," and where acatalytic concert
provided him acareer's worth of inspiration.
"I would say the thing that influenced me the
most was the first time I saw Captain
Beefheart and his Magic Band. They gave a
presentation that had an incredibly unique
theatrical personality to it, and that was
completely their own vision with no attempt
to commercialize or adapt it—at the same
time it was musically complex and totally
heartfelt, soulful and kickass rock & roll. It
was '72, so it was right when Lick My Decals
OffBaby came out. Even though what Ido is
jazz and what they did was rock, that influ-

enced me more than anything else."
Upon his return to New York in the late
'70s, "the whole New Wave thing was happening, so Istarted my own New Wave band
and worked as asideman with such groups as
Peter Stampfel and the Bottlecaps, the dBs,
Bobby Radcliff & The Illusions, and in various groups of Joel [Forrester]'s. Ultimately,
jazz is where I'm coming from, and alot of
Joel's early groups were models of the Microscopic Septet."
Johnston continues to perform with Forrester's small units on the side, and though
that and leading a mini-big band demands
much time, his musical efforts continue to
overflow the Micros. "I'm also working right
now with asinger in agroup called 'Nora York
and Combo Cocktail'—it's sort of contemporary cabaret style and we just recorded the
musc for [
Men . . . filmmaker] Doris Dorrie's new movie, Paradise. Ialso free-lance
as acomposer—Ijust did apiece for the
New York Composers' Orchestra."
As to how he first met Johnston, Forrester
laughs, "There's awhiff of destiny here, in a
cheap way. Iwas visiting afriend of mine on
St. Mark's Place, and Iheard someone playing Well You Needn't during a time when
there was little enough thought about Monk
going around, so without actually knocking I
went right into the apartment As it turned
out, it was his last day in New York, and he
was about to leave for San Francisco. So he
came over to my place at eight the next
morning and we played for enough time so
we had the feeling we were going to know
each other very well."
Forrester's own career is an involved and
interesting one, which has produced an
abundance of jazz compositions ("565 and
counting . . . "). Born in 1946, his musical
upbringing began in his hometown of Pittsburgh, with a "crackpot composer named
Henry J. Volz —he taught the great classical
pianist Earl Wild—but all he taught me were
his own compositions and 19th century mu-

sic, so Igrew up playing flashy runs and being
able to interpret whatever Iplayed."
Forrester's father introduced him to jazz
by way of an album "that had Art Tatum,
Erroll Garner, Mary Lou Williams, and Lennie Tristano all on the same record. That was
followed when Iwas 13 by Monk At The
Blackhawk. Inever looked back after that."
He started playing professionally at 15 and
during his college years was introduced to
both ragtime composition and Omette Coleman's avant garde explorations. By the early
'70s, Forrester had moved to New York and
developed a lengthy, solo improvisatory
style not unlike Steve Reich or Philip Glass.
"I started writing really long compositions,
and had an eight-hour piece called Industrial
Arts that Iplayed at [the New Music performing space] The Kitchen. Imeant that to
be awatershed in my career, and it was—by
about the sixth hour Iwas playing stuff I
hadn't heard before, and that was the point, I
guess."
An extended bebop residency at aLower
East Side club called Princess Pamela's followed, as did years of piano bar gigs playing
original music and standards. Currently, the
Micros remain Forrester's primary focus,
which he calls "the major extrapersonal
force in my life for the past five years."
"As for our latest album [
Offbeat Glory .,"

adds Forrester, "I'm very proud of it. Ithink
Phillip's composition Baghdad Blues is definitely one of the best things the band has at
the moment. But we're doing new stuff right
now—in fact, the Micros have more than 100
tunes in the book, and we could undoubtedly
record four or five albums right now . . . who
knows? Someday we will."
db

VINNY GOLIA
WITH A PAINTER'S EYE AND A
MUSICIAN'S EAR, THIS MULTIREEDMAN/COMPOSER KEEPS
EXPLORING NEW DIRECTIONS.

by Titus Levi

L

ike a herdsman branding cattle,
Vinny Golia keeps several irons in
the fire. He has left his rnark in many
places: painting, mastering enough instruments to overburden a full-grown steer,
composition (for large and small ensembles),
and album production.

Golia's involvement in painting and drawing led directly to his involvement with
music. In the late '60s, after periods of
listening to blues, r&b, and Carnatic (Indian)
music, Vinny discovered jazz. More specifically, experimental jazz, which expressed a
concept which began to influence his art:
swift, free improvisation. Vinny's love for
jazz inspired him to sketch and paint musicians and bands in performance. One of
these canvases appeared on the cover of
Chick Corea's album The Song Of Singing
(Blue Note 84353).
About the same time, Golia had begun
hanging out with bands and fooling around
with saxophones, in particular an old
Buscher. Using the money from the canvas
sold to Corea, he purchased anew Selmer
soprano. "Iwas possessed! I'd take it to
work and practice in the garden at the
Museum of Modern Art, and go home to
practice and paint until four a.m."
His early training was primarily guided by
aperspicacious ear and apassionate dedication to his horn. "Ilistened to classical music
to learn how the horn was supposed to
sound. Ipracticed all the time to get the
tone—usually in the basement." This diligence, in conjunction with aremarkable gift
for quick facility, soon began to show results.
In '77 he toured Europe with Anthony Brax-
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his compositions make use of several styles,
they maintain aclarity and unity of thought
which saves them from becoming cut-andpaste music making. Dating back to his time
with Braxton, Vinny has been deeply committed to bringing different musical elements
together in apiece. He says, "There's different things going on and you have to acknowledge that and maybe use it. Imean, all the
guys who played bebop at the beginning
were really inspired—the music had such
feeling. But guys now, some of them are just
rehashing, and all they can do is pack more
notes into apiece. It doesn't make sense.
Can you paint a better Rembrandt than
Rembrandt?"
While he doesn't try to tackle any neoRembrandt, Golia's music does have avery
painterly approach; he pays great attention
to color, texture, and shape. The pieces are
constructed in sections, often without a
central theme. This de-emphasis of subject
matter is very reminiscent of modern visual
tion to their duet album, No Reverse (
9Winds
artists' attempt to make every part of a
0114), and his role in Golia's quintet (heard on
canvas equally important and thus to move
The Gift Of Fury, 9Winds 0109), the pianist
the eye around the entire canvas. Vinny's
serves as arranger and trouble-shooter for
compositions have much the same approach;
Vinny's compositions. His assistance has
been especially helpful in arranging the
portions of pieces refer to other portions of
the piece, moving the ear through acomposicharts for the large ensemble. Wayne's sention—never allowing it to rest. As Vinny
sitive ear can be heard through his piano
playing, though much of his work with Vinny
puts it, "[Writing] music is the closest I've
goes on behind the scenes. "Wayne's alot
come to painting."
He also takes special care to personalize
better than Iam at hearing harmonies. When
Iwrote Soundtrack For Pepe LaMoca, Imade
his music and to consider the players availait as astudy in sevenths. When Wayne heard
ble to him. Much the way different soloists
it, he said, "This is all sevenths: And Isaid,
were called on for different purposes in
traditional big bands, Golia uses his players
'So?' And he says, 'Listen to this: blink,
plunk. . . . ' And he also helps me with timing.
to function in special musical roles. For
instance, each trombone player in his large
He'll say, 'You can't have them come in there.
ensemble has adistinctly different tone and a
It'll sound like amistake.' He's really dedicated to the music, but a lot of fun. I distinctly different approach to improvising.
remember one time we were working on a Golia arranges the parts and solos to take
piece with adancer, and Ikept trying to show
best advantage of each player's abilities. This
approach gives the Large Ensemble avitality
him the moves to get the timing and he kept
and propulsiveness that is often lacking in big
saying, 'Gob, Iwish Ihad acamera. — Vinny
recreates the scene by flapping his arms with
bands. "FranIdy, Inever liked playing in big
all the grace of an iceskating albatross.
bands because the music would go into this
Golia's music, however, has agreat sense
stuff like 'be-bow-boom-ba-da-da-crash,'
of power and grace. Very often it is atasty
and I'd say, 'Whoa! Where's the musical
oleo of different ingredients. Even though
statement in that? —
The latest configuration of the Large Ensemble, set to tour Europe this spring, is
making even more cogent statements than
those heard on the latest release, Compositions For Large Ensemble (
9 Winds 0110).
The professional quality leather gig bag, fully padded
The new band includes afew more players
for complete instrument protection, made with our
and lot more experience together. The efexquisite leathers. Bags for trumpet, trombone, sax,
fects are truly devastating in concert.
and many more instruments. Serious musicians
9 Winds, Vinny's own label, may be rehave made the Reunion Blues quality
leasing another big band record in coming
world famous.
months. However, his own records may apFor our complete catalog,
pear on other labels in the near future. "I'm
send $3.00 to
starting to shop my stuff around. Iwant 9
Winds to be a vehicle for lesser-known
zunion
131tiuâ
people to get going. But if Ireally had my way
about what to release, I'd put out agood
2525-16th St.,
Bobby Bradford record. That's what the
San Francisco, CA 94103
world really needs."
db

ton's Creative Music Orchestra, an experience which greatly broadened his horizons.
"Anthony's band was like agiant symphony.
One minute we'd be playing something like
Varese, and the next minute we'd be
swingin'."
Gob further extended himself by taking
up more instruments. Not just a tenor,
maybe aflute, or aclarinet, but afair chunk of
the woodwind family: shenias, kerns, clarinets, saxes, bassoon, and flutes. "Ipick all
those different instruments for color and
texture. I'll hear something and say, 'What's
that? A bass flute? O0000. Igotta have
that." But playing so many instruments has
its obvious drawbacks. Vinny copes by rotating his practice schedule. "If Ineed an
instrument in apiece, Ireally have to get it
out and work on it. For example, the bassoon
is so hard—but now Ican get atone out of it.
Same thing with the shakuhachi. That's the
main thing with these instruments. Once you
get atone, you know what you can do with it.
So many players around now can't even sustain their tone—and if they can get atone,
it's the same one on each instrument. Abass
clarinet is a different instrument from a
baritone sax. You have to think about it
differently and approach it differently."
Though Vinny has stretched himself out
with so many instruments, it is the soprano
which is his first and best love. "When Itour,
Ijust take asoprano, atenor, aflute, and
maybe the bass clarinet. Sometimes,
though, Ithink Ishould go back to the
soprano and just do that." And on the soprano he really stretches out. The lines are
long and arching. The notes are poured out in
surging streams of thought. Golia's playing
can be heard to best advantage on Solo (
9
Winds 0104), and apair of trio LPs, Slice Of
Life (
9Winds 0108) and . . . In The Right
Order (
9 Winds 0103). "Ireally think that
what makes wind instruments great are the
fluid lines you can play—that great linear
abandon you hear in Sonny Stitt. But lately
Wayne [Peet] has been telling me to change
it up and not drown in that one direction."
The aforementioned Wayne Peet plays an
ever-growing role in Vinny's music. In addi-
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TRIBUTE 10
JOHN COLTRANE
TRANE STOP RESOURCE
INSTITUTE/PHILADELPHIA
n1981, the Trane Stop Resource Institute presented the first of what is now
an annual tribute to John Coltrane. In
past years, these tributes have included free day-long outdoor concerts which
were broadcast live in the area, and arare
East Coast performance by the late saxophonist's wife, Alice Coltrane. This year the
Trane Stop took agreat leap by mounting its
most ambitious and most impressive production ever, "Giant Steps." The event was cosponsored by WHYY-FM, which taped the
performances for possible distribution over
National Public Radio.
This sixth tribute revolved around the
Change of the Century Orchestra, agroup of
mostly Philadelphia musicians first gathered
more than adecade ago by the late Philly Joe
Jones, KhanJamal, and Sunny Murray. Along
with New York guest stars such as Archie
Shepp, the Orchestra played alimited number of concerts on the East Coast. Its
current successor modified the original
model, combining 22 of the best musicians
from both cities and featuring special guests
Leon Thomas and Amin i
Baraka in aprogram
of largely Coltrane-related music arranged
and conducted by Romulus Franceschini.
Each half of the program was divided into
orchestral and guest sections. In the orchestral segments, Franceschini's arrangements (or adaptations of the original arrangements) shared the spotlight equally
with the individual musician's playing. The
concert began with orchestral settings of Cal
Massey's Bakai and Duke Ellington's In A
Sentimental Mood (
both of which were recorded by Coltrane). This arrangement of
Mood employed John Stubblefield on flute,
Henry Threadgill and Joseph Jarman on
clarinets, and David Murray on bass clarinet.
Preceded by a statement by pianist Dave
Burrell and followed by commentaries by
trombonist Grachan Moncur III and violinist
John Blake, Stubblefield's tenor sax solo was
Websteresque.
The highlight of the evening, Africa, was
introduced by bassist Reggie Workman, reprising his role from Coltrane's Africa/Brass
sessions. In the orchestral arrangement,
Stubblefield, Jarman, and Threadgill twittered on flutes while David Murray roared on
tenor sax. Murray led off akaleidoscope of
overlapping featured spots by almost all of
the Orchestra's members, the next phase of
which was a duet by tenor saxophonist
Odean Pope and guitarist Monette Sudler.
Threadgill, on alto sax, joined Blake and
vibraphonist Jamal in an impassioned trio
which segued into a duet by Khan and
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trumpeter Ted Daniels. Murray resurfaced,
still on tenor, for a swaggering, squealing
solo which was punctuated by blasts of
brass. A combo of Sudler, Jamal, and Jarman
(on flute) melded into asequence featuring
Sonny Fortune. First, the alto saxophonist
was paired with Jarman, then he joined Frank
Lacy (trombone) and Jon Sass (tuba). Fortune continued with asolo that began in the
horn's upper register and ended in arestatement of the theme. After his own brief
feature on congas, Rashied Ali supported
trap drummer Sunny Murray, Workman
(who played ahigh-pitched, bowed solo), and
the Cecil Taylor-sounding Burrell. Fred
Houn's baritone sax spot, coupled with
Middy Middleton's tenor sax counterpoint,
led to abass-and-tuba duet by Workman and
Soss. The concluding theme statement inspired the audience to awildly enthusiastic
ovation.
Sets by poet Baraka and vocalist Thomas
followed. Backed by the two Murrays (David
and Sunny), Moncur, and Workman, Baraka
delivered two Coltrane-inspired works:
Amtrak (
recited over Monk's Misterioso) and
ILove Music (
accompanied by aColtrane
tune). Both were received warmly.
Leon Thomas used the full orchestra as a
backdrop for his unique vocal gymnastics.
He started with Cousin Mary, allowing solo
space for Burrell, Daniels, and Stubblefield.
A gorgeous and haunting arrangement of
After The Rain used a combination of
clarinets, tuba, and flute in its chart and
spotlighted David Murray and the yodeling
vocalist. Thomas concluded his segment
with One, an original composition inspired by
the coda to Coltrane's Countdown. The musicians featured on this were trumpeter
Rasual Siddik, Fortune, Lacy, Stubblefield
(who quoted A Love Supreme), and Ali.
The second set began with an interpretation of Coltrane's Equinox by former Sun Ra
dancer Carla Washington. Baraka returned
to chant apoem written for the occasion,
Giant Steps. The rest of the set repeated the
music from the first set, with the addition of
Charles Mingus' Prayer For APassive Resistance. The arrangement Franceschini used
was remarkably evocative of Mingus' 1960
original. It utilized Threadgill and Jarman on
clarinets, David Murray on bass clarinet, and
Stubblefield on soprano sax. Solos were by
trumpeter James Zoller, Jamal, and David
Murray, whose elegant bass clarinet work
was complemented by muted trumpets.
Except for the criminally wasteful misuse
of drummer Ed Blackwell, who sat idle at his
trap set for most of the evening, and the occasional uncertain tempo, the concert was a
remarkable success. It was certainly awonderful celebration of Coltrane's 60th birthday. The Trane Stop and the Change of the
Century Orchestra can be proud of having
provided Philadelphia with the year's most
outstanding jazz event. — russell woessner
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BOOKING:
TIM BERNE
STEVE COLEMAN and
Five Elements
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INDEPENDENT
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ATTENTION SAXOPHONISTS
INTRODUCING

HAMIET BLUIETT

Make tlie dioice more and more professionals are making. Saxophone playing
greats like Hamiet Bluiett, Al Cohn, Paquiso D'Rivera, Jerry Jerome, Wally Kane,
.ames Moody, Roger Pemberton, " Flip"
Phillips, Joe Viola, Bob Wilber, etc.
Open up a new world of distinctive
sound by changing over to any one of the
R.I.A. mouthpieces; the plate brass,
stainless aluminum, or hard rubber.
The complete range of materials allows
you to choose the distinctive sound you
prefer, and the full range of facings gives
you amouthpiece you are completely comfortable with.
You will also find super response, superb intonation, and a homogenized and
beautifully centered sound from the low
register to the highest notes. These
mouthpieces are accurately machined and
completely hand finished and inspected as
part of the quality control of all R.I.A.
mouthpieces.
Available in New York at: INTERNATIONAL
WOODWIND 8 BRASS CENTER, INC., 151
West 48th St., N.Y., NY 10036, (212)840-7165. By
mall from: THE SAXOPHONE SHOP LTD., 2834
Central St., Evanston, IL 60201. Dealer Inquiries to: REED INSTRUMENT ACCESSORIES
CO., P.O. Box 143, BaysIde, NY 11361.
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book reviews
AMERICAN MUSICIANS: 50 PORTRAITS IN JAZZ by Whitney Ba I
I
iett
(London: Oxford University Press,
1986, 415 pp., $ 22.95, hardcover).
The best of vintage jazz records are regularly
reissued. So why not the best of vintage jazz
journalism?
Readers of Whitney Balliett's various
hard- and soft-cover collections of New
Yorker writings over the years will recognize
many familiar pieces here—in some cases,
up for their third hardcover reissue. Profiles
on Red Allen, Pee Wee Russell, and Earl
Hines, for instance, first appeared in book
form in Such Sweet Thunder (
1967), then
Improvising (
1977), and now American Musicians. Others have been seen in at least
one previous Balliett volume. For the reader
more or less new to the body of Balliett's
work, this is the most comprehensive collection of his individual profiles yet published.
Probably Balliett's single most valuable
bequest to contemporary jazz journalism
over the years has been his historical perspective. He has his heroes, and many of
them are far away in time. All the more
reason, however, that the world not be
permitted to forget their originality and contributions. Balliett chooses his heroes wisely
and without regard to popularity or prevailing
critical trends. He speaks to the country's
most thoughtful readership, through the
pages of the best-edited magazine in America, of such figures as King Oliver, Sidney
Bechet, Sid Catlett, and Dave Tough. The
irony is that he can write at length about such
musicians and their work in ageneral interest publication, while such presumably "music" publications as Musician, Rolling
Stone—even Jazz Times and down beat—
rarely assume their readerships would sit
still for major pieces on such long-dead
historic figures.
Balliett's strength, of course, is that he
gives his subjects literary dimension. The
author is well known for his descriptive
skills. Without retreating into the camouflage of musicology, he manages to convey a
sense of the musician's style, the shape of a
characteristic phrase, or the emotional
coloration of an individual sound with an
imaginative image or unexpected but analogous association. This, perhaps more than
his specific opinions or critical perspective,
has made him awriter's writer as well as a
reader's. Isuspect many music writers (myself included) aspire to Balliett's gift for
imagery. And some of us even manage to
achieve it on occasion. Writing in the Wall
Street Journal recently, for instance, Nat
Hentoff caught the essence of the late alto
saxophonist Pete Brown when he compared
his playing to asmall boat bobbing about on
avery choppy sea. Perfect, Ithought; apure
Balliettism! But few are as consistently on
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Sid Catlett, ci rca 1951.

target as Whitney Balliett.
Moreover, good description—especially
of something as abstract as music—is agood
deal more than clever writing. It must not
only be informed by insight, it must deliver
that insight whole and unspoiled on avehicle
of poetry. It must jump off the page at the
reader as a flash of perfect revelation. In
order to do this, Balliett often writes lengthy
bar-by-bar, note-for-note accounts of what
he deems a typical solo by his subject.
Encountering these roadmaps in chapter
after chapter here reveals akind of by-rote
formula at work, which occasionally comes
uncomfortably close to self-satire. Yet, there
is hardly apassage that doesn't contain at
least one image that ties the string of details
together in astriking bow. When he compares Roy Eldridge's rapid release of notes in
the 1941 Gene Krupa record of After You've
Gone to "the way adog shakes off water, " he
tells us everything we need to know about an
aspect of Eldridge's style.
Balliett approaches his occasional avant
garde subjects—Ornette Coleman and Cecil
Taylor here—with compassion but bewilderment. One senses he would like to love their
work, but his heart really belongs to the
world of Coleman Hawkins, Duke, and the
masters of the middle period. He's too
friendly an observer to invite himself into the
sanctuary of free jazz and then crab about the
strange furniture and weird wallpaper. It's
bad form for an outsider. Although he's dealt
with such figures as Sun Ra, Albert Ayler,
Anthony Braxton, the Art Ensemble of Chicago, and other post-bop musics in concert
reviews, he apparently is disinclined to move
in for aclose profile view.
For the most part, Balliett's subjects include legends (Hines, Catlett, Teagarden,
Norvo, Tatum, Ellington, Lester Young, et
al), and the rank-and-file (Doc Cheatham,
Mary Lou Williams, Zoot Sims, Bob Wilber).

Virtually all profiles are of iazz establishment
figures, and most, save for the long dead,
were based on lengthy interview material.
Those conspicuous by their absence—
Benny Goodman, Count Basie, Lionel
Hampton, Miles Davis, Monk—Balliett (according to his brief introduction) found either
unwilling or incoherent as interviews. Those
who do talk at length do so almost to distraction. Too often they tell their stories in aflatfooted drone of detail. What often begins as a
lively third-person profile bogs down in firstperson oral history, which is certainly valuable, but not necessarily for its literary
qualities. All this, of course, is precisely
what Balliett intends—to allow his subjects
to speak for themselves just as they would if
they were playing. The author is merely the
orchestrator, the subject the soloist. Trouble
is, Balliett is such amarvelous orchestrator,
the reader is left wanting more of his writing,
not less.
—john mcdonough

THE BLUESMAN: THE MUSICAL HERITAGE OF BLACK MEN AND
WOMEN IN THE AMERICAS by
Julio Finn ( London/Melbourne/New
York: Quartet Books, 1986, 256 pp.,
£13.95, hardcover).
Julio Finn, the brother of blues-harpist Billy
Boy Arnold and amusician and bandleader in
his own right, is singularly qualified to write
about the blues from an insider's point of
view. Besides possessing musical credentials, he is well-versed in African and AfroAmerican culture, and his prose is both
forceful and articulate. Nevertheless, Finn's
CONTINUED ON PAGE 59

JAll. WHERE IT'S BEEN
AND WHERE IT'S GOING
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Stanley Turrentine Wonderland 8T 85140 With Wonderland, the reigning king of the soulful jazz tenor sax has undertaken an ambitious and joyful examination of the music of Stevie
Wonder. Produced by Ronnie Foster, Turrentine explores eight of Wonder's most interesting
pieces rather than ahodge podge of cover versions of Stevie's hit singles. From apoignant
reading of " You And l" to Wonder's tribute to Ellington " Sir Duke" to ahot version of " Boogie
On, Reggae Woman,'' which features Stevie on harmonica, Stanley Turrentine has come up with
his most satisfying album in years.
Tony Williams Civilization BT 85138 Behind the success of 1985's Foreign Intrigue, master drummer- composer Tony Williams formed an impeccable and distinctive quintet. After afive
month tour, Williams brought this tightly knit working band into the studio to make its first album, featuring eight delightfully varied and intriguing new works by the leader The strength
and artistry of Civilization will insure the existence of this ensemble for years to come.
Kenny Burrell Generation BT 85131 This albun% recorded live at The Village Vanguard, is
really about two generations. Master guitarist Kenny Burrell has enlisted the artistry of two of
this generation's most impressive guitarists Rodney Jones and Bobby Broom for aunique three
guitar, bass and drums ensemble. But you'll not find endless, mindless virtuom guitar picking
or any oneupsmanship here. Burrell has taken several jazz classics and some new compositions
and orchestrated them beautifully and musically for this unique instrumentaticrt
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Herbie Hancock The Prisoner BST 84321 Although Herbie Hancock's last Blue Note album, The Prisoner was his first with the unique, impressionistic sextet that he formed in 1969
after ieaving Miles Davis. Augmented by an ensembie of flute, bass clarinet and two bass trombones, Hancock achieves masterful colors without sacrificing the int macy aná the fire that his
sextet generated. Joe Henderson, Johnny Coles and Hancock are the primary featured soloists.
Lee Morgan Search For The New Land BST 84169 Lee Morgan never made abad record.
But there is aspecial, lyrical ranfied beauty about Search For The New land tliat sets it apart
from most of his other recordings. Each tune is engaging and unique and the solos by Lee,
Wayne Shorter, Grant Green and Herbie Hancock are consistently creative, almost possessed
with asthetic passion.
The Three Sounds Babe's Blues BST 84434 The Three Sounds featuring pianist Gene
Harris were aBlue Note mainstay for more than adecade. They brought aspecial fire to the
soul piano trio genre of the late fifties and early sixties. This album contains aset of previously
unreleased gems that include Randy Weston's title tune and Frank Rosilinas " Blue Daniel
Another find from the Blue Note vaults.

Available on Blue Note Records, Cassettes & Compact Discs
r
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SHE IS

this is the Initial Thrill'
Introducing Kenia, the talented new Brazilian songstress in acaptivating pop/jazz
tour de force.
Initial Thrill, digitally mastered for superior audio, exudes an intimate atmospheric quality that must be felt as well as heard. Kenia reinterprets Don't Let Me Be
Lonely 7bnighl with aspecial warmth all her own. Other highlights on this disc
include Cruisin: D'javan's Sim Ou Nao and the title cut (with special guest, sax star
Michael Brecker).
Experience the pleasure, created by this Initial Thrill with Kenia and...
someone you love.
PRODUCED IN PETER DRAKE
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pro session
MILES DAVIS' SOLO ON TUTU—
A TRUMPET TRANSCRIPTION
by Barry Bergstein
Composer Barry Bergstein resides in New York City, where he writes and performs his original
compositions. He records and tours with his own new music consortium and as asolo performer on piano
and synthesizers.
Rob
,

e,.

iles Davis wrested top jazz instrumental soloist honors from Wynton
Marsalis in the 1987 Grammy Awards, ending Marsalis' three-year
domination of the category. Miles won the Grammy for his Warner
Bros. debut album, Tutu, the title cut solo of which is transcribed below.

Points of interest:
*1) Miles' use of syncopation in the opening descending blues riff creates immediate
interest.
02) The short blues motifs interact with the funk-oriented rhythm section in away
that long bop phrases could not.
03) The spacing of Miles' phrases allows Marcus Miller's bass lines to give aforward
drive to the music in spite of their static harmonic contours.
*4) The descending fourths after the dub mix effects are later condensed into a
repeating ascending and descending minor third riff.
.5) The playful development of this thematic alteration disguises the "behind-thebehind-the-beat" technique that Miles often incorporates.
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Study & Play Jazz
This Summer at Stanford
with an All- Star Faculty
including:

RUFUS REID
VICTOR LEWIS
JIM McNEELY
August 2 - 8
Jazz Camp (for ages 12 - 17)

August 9-15
Adults and Advanced Students

STAN GETZ

Stanford University Artist-in-Residence
For information write or call.
Jim Nadel, Director
Stanford Jazz Workshop
Stanford, CA 94305

(415)386-8535
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THE ELECTRIC UPRIGHT EASS

For information and the dealer
nearest you please contact:
ABLE-TECH, INC. 1224 Montgomery Avenue
San Bruno, California 94066 (415) 589-4659
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NIGHTCLUB NIGHTMARES:
A MUSICIAN'S VIEW
by Joel Forrester
Joel Forrester is pianist/composer with the Microscopic Septet, and aveteran of the highly competitive
New York City nightclub scene.

nmid-May, 1986, jazz musicians
playing weekly gigs at The Slick
Lounge (the name has been
changed in this article) in New
York City declared that they had
organized for collective bargaining.
All 32 musicians were fired within a
week. A strike was waged that led to
restored jobs and aunion contract.
The author was one of the strike
leaders.
The Slick Lounge is abeat gig.
Musicians reading this won't need to be
told what that implies. But my father used
to read down beat over my shoulder,
when Iwas ahigh school bop nut in the
'Burgh (wishing, perhaps, to marshal
evidence on how weird Thelonious really
was). So I'd better rein in the special lingo.
The pay is scant on abeat gig. You may
only get ameal out of it, plus acouple
bucks from the bar—or maybe not. You

An Education
in Music is an
Education for
Life

may get paid less than you were promised
and have to hear the club owner say:
"When Idon't make money, you don't
either." You may be told to do your own
publicity, and then be paid out of atallied
cover charge or some percentage thereof.
You may be asked to accept ridiculously
small wages on the premise that the room
is struggling in the sacred "now," while
promising afat future. (Somehow, of
course, it always remains "now".) Here
goes anoxious term Ihope to use but
once: You may be informed that the room
is, in reality, a "showcase"—inviting you to
balance your flyweight pay against an
imagined Heavy Exposure.
Why would any musician in his right
mind (heart in hand; skills in place) take
work of this sort? Let me speak
personally. Iwork an endless succession of
beat gigs because Ilike to play in public—
every night if possible—and in New York.

An education
in music is much more
than adiversion for an hour after
school. Well-organized, sustained
music study gives your child intellectual and creative advantages that will
last alifetime.
The study of music allows children to gain an appreciation and
understanding of some of civilization's greatest achievements- and it
nurtures skills and abilities which
form the basis for success in any area
of endeavor.
The Foundation for the
Advancement of Education in Music
asks you to remember that the future
of America's culture depends on
education.

Foundation for the
Advancement of Education
in Music
Assisting
increase

all who value music to

public awareness of the

importance of music study.
Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091
1902
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Other musicians swoop into the city twice
ayear and knock off atop engagement; I
want to live here—and that locates me on
the Chump Scene.
Chump gigs are regular or periodical.
Keeping up my chops is part of the story.
Also, I'm forever working on new tunes; if
they don't get to breathe in public, they
lose their chance to change into whatever
they really are.
Of all the varied strategies for survival
in the New York music world—e.g.
chasing the art buck, aka grant-hounding;
learning to play everything anyone wants;
withdrawing services until one is paid
commensurate with ability—mine is surely
the most disreputable. I've been told—at
bull sessions held under the aegis of Local
802's jazz committee—that Ilet club
owners get away with much too much by
agreeing to play for as little as Ido. And I
certainly don't recommend my lifestyle to
others. Iwon't do standards, and only a
nut would call me for astudio gig (there
are afew nice nuts out there).
But my music sounds good in clubs,
even though Inever play anything anyone
has ever heard before. And the people I
play with are wonderful, although Idon't
mean to bag them with my point of view.
So I'll likely keep on doing what Ido.
For the sake of soul and friends, Iwill
admit that in my parallel life as pianist for
the Microscopic Septet, I've been led
blindfolded into afew European capitals,
and I've been known to haunt aconcert hall
or two; Ieven support asmall child,
although how that continues to happen, I'll
never know or hope to know.
But the Chump Scene is what Ikeep
coming back to. "Welcome home, " it says,
"the Owner's on the other line now, so why
don't you stop by the club, pay the cover
charge, and drop off acassette? The
Owner promises to lose it before he gets a
chance to listen to it. But he's an ultrabusy man, and the music in his room is the
least of his concerns."
The only way Ican gig in the present is
by constantly lining up gigs for the future.
No problem—but it keeps me chasing
down clubowners from banker's hours to
after hours, and dealing everyday with
your basic strangers to the human
community. They are all strange.
Recently Idid asolo gig at one of
Gotham's ever-so-momentarily hot new
spots. Salivating, Itried to follow up and
cop aregular night. (A chump gig with
happening bread!) Several breezy phone
calls to abig-wig I'd met at the gig
encouraged me to that end. So Ishowed at
the club one afternoon, assuming to deal.
I'd picked up my five-year-old from
kindergarten, so he was with me. We
forewent the buzzing-in rite; adelivery was
in progress, so we strolled on in. Iasked
for the boss by name and aseries of his
assistants pointed the twisty way to an

office with an open door. We walked in.
The guy's head was buried in some papers
on his desk. We sat down, quietly, and
waited.
He finally looked up and saw us sitting
there—Mount St. Helens! Actually, his
first words were: "This had damned well
better be good!"; i.e., he'd forgotten who I
was. Iprompted him and his fury
overflowed. "How did you get through my
SECURITY?" he bellowed. Obviously, his
life was at risk. He yelled for his nearest
factotum, to dress the guy down for letting
us in. As luck would have it, the flunky was
out of earshot—so the owner started
insulting me instead, concluding with: "It
doesn't look like you're gonna work here,
does it?"
No, it didn't. You can't do anything with
these guys on your own, by yourself.
Simple moxie won't cut it. You're dealing
with an adept in Tantrum Yoga. And you
can forget about presenting yourself as an
artist. Try that and observe the jaundice
crystalize in your opponent's eye.
That's why what went down around The
Slick Lounge is important—and has even
grown aset of ramifications. Iworked
there Tuesday nights for three years, doing
my tunes with David Hofstra on bass; we
played for Mexican food, Tecate, and $20
each. The room is achromed-over neonand-mirror bandbox offering pseudoTropical ambience and waitresses in jet
black. It lies along New York's Quiche Belt,
8th Avenue in the 'teens.
One of The Slick's owners fancies
himself acultured dude and asensitive man
in the bargain. It must have really hurt the
guy to have to threaten me with my job,
each time Iasked for apay raise. But
somehow, he found the words. He and the
other owners also found the stomach to
can the lot of us after we wised-up and
organized. They even vowed publicly that
they would never have live music again.
But the strike that ensued, guided by
organizer Dave Sheldon of arejuvenated
Local 802, cost the owners in key ways
and they capitulated inside three weeks.
Musicians in ajazz club had actually won
their jobs back. Plus abit more scratch, a
re-negotiable contract, and the union's
health plan. And achump club was
restored to its proper orbit. It can be done.
In closing, let me tell of ascene that was
such agas to play that it almost
transcended its destiny as achump gig. It
was called the West Boondock. Its bar was
beautiful, its food was the bending end, its
piano was soulful, and its clientele included
real listeners on occasion. Even its owners
were actually human, Ibelieve. Icould play
what Iwanted to play and Idid. The West
Boondock burned down just before
Christmas, and beat circuit guys like me
went into mourning.
But not for long. If you need to find a
place to play, you will.
db

THE SECRETS OF ANALOG AND
DIGITAL SYNTHESIS by Steve
DeFuria ( New York: DCI Music
Video, 1986, 2- hour videotape plus
130- page paperback, $ 69.95).
DCI Music Video, which has produced
instructional videotapes on guitar playing
(by John Scofield), bass (Jaco Pastorius),
and drums (Steve Gadd, Louie Bellson,
Max Roach, and others), now trains its
cameras on the synthesizer. Steve
DeFuria, who has programmed for Frank
Zappa, Stevie Wonder, and Lee Ritenour,
brings us aclear, to-the-point, and entertaining exposition of contemporary synthesis with agoal of providing "aset of meaningful tools and knowledge which can be
applied to any electronic musical instrument"—an objective easily met by this program. There's something to be said for presenting this information in avideo format,
for much can be gained by watching and
hearing askilled synthesist (and DeFuria
does have adeft hand with amod wheel)
gradually build up acomplex sound while
seeing, via split-screen, the oscilloscope
traces which reveal its sonic architecture.
There's areal need for aprogram like
this—even with the plethora of ready-toload DX and CZ patches in circulation—for
it's sadly true that one person's prize bit of
electronic patchwork may wax limpid under
another's fingers. Indeed, even to effectively edit afactory preset requires considerable insight into the way asynthesizer
produces and shapes sound. Wisely, then,
DeFuria first gives the viewer alucid explanation of the physics of sound: loudness,

pitch, and timbre—or, as they are translated into the realm of electronic music,
ampitude, frequency, and waveshape. It's
by conceptualizing sound in these terms
and discussing synths in view of basic
sound sources, modifiers, and controllers
that DeFuria is able to sidestep the idiosyncrasies of any one specific type of
synthesizer and effectively discuss what is
common in all of them. One section of the
program, though, does go into the special
features of some machines: there are 46
mini demos of sub-oscillators, left-hand
mute functions, voice stacking, and the
like, ahelpful catalog to keep in mind when
shopping for one's first—or next— keyboard. A concluding portion of the show
introduces frequency modulation synthesis
via the Yamaha DX7, and DeFuria is helpful
in untangling the carriers, operators,
algorithms, and sidebands of this arcane
instrument. But throughout DeFuria affirms the basic similarity of electronic instruments, regardless of price range, and
wisely refrains from plugging any one
brand of instrument, or one system of
synthesis, be it analog, digital, or FM.
In spite of the program's title, DeFuria
reveals no hidden knowledge and presents
only mainstream information regarding
synthesizers; what he offers is hardly clandestine or the exclusive property of any
one synthesist. Nevertheless, this is a
clear, comprehensive, and welcome package, one that will give the beginning synthesist a head start and suggest to the
experienced one many useful techniques to
implement. Watch for a second volume
covering MIDI, sequencers, and drum machines.
—jon balleras
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PONCE CONDOLENCES
The Final Bar item on Tommy Ponce in the
February '87 issue struck aresponsive
chord and ablue note with me. Though I
hadn't seen Tommy for many years, the
many memories of his playing and
enthusiasm still remain with me. Tommy
lived and played here in Winnipeg in
1971-72, turned azillion heads, and
influenced alot of local jazz fans. His
encouragement of younger players and his
boundless energy were amazing. Iknow he
was abig help to me, anot-so-confident
singer. Iwas very sorry to hear of his
passing.
RS. As a28-year reader of db (geez—
that long?), my compliments. Still agreat
magazine!
Maurice Hogue
Winnipeg, Canada

STABILE SEARCH
Your magazine has always been agreat
source of info for me and I'm sure for all
your readers as well. Iwonder if you or
your readers can help me out with some
much-needed information. Ihave searched
all over for information on an alto sax
player named Dick Stabile. From what I
have found out, he had aunique style
which covered the late '30s and '40s big

band Swing Era. I'm very interested in
obtaining copies of any of his recordings,
either as aleader or with others such as
the Dorseys. Also any articles which may
have been written on him. But more so, I
would like to know what type of axe he
used and if any instruments were produced
with his name stamp on them, possibly
distributed by Sorkin. Any information at
all would be greatly appreciated. Please
send any correspondence to me at 420
Highland Ave., Apt. 3C, Wood Ridge, NJ
07075.
Joe Pickerelli
Wood Ridge, NJ

MILES— STILL AFLAME
A recent concert at Clowes Hall in
Indianapolis afforded me the rare
opportunity to catch aglimpse of the true
character of one Miles Dewey Davis III. Like
countless others, Ihave been exposed to a
steady stream of articles and reviews that
have accused Miles of both insensitivity and
arrogance. My own perceptions, after
watching the man play his heart out for
over two hours, are quite different.
Throughout the concert, Miles utilized a
variety of gestures to encourage the
youthful members of his band to stretch
out and test the limits of their considerable

SUMMER

musical talents. Miles is first and foremost
agifted teacher. In addition to providing
encouragement, whenever amember of
his ensemble gave aspirited solo Miles
would offer an embrace that never failed to
spark an appreciative response from the
capacity crowd. The man cares.
Miles' own playing was the most
impressive aspect of the concert. Every
note from his trumpet was packed with
emotion—from pain and loneliness to fury
and exultation. The fire still burns.
Send one very loud and special thank
you to Miles Davis.
Gerald Long
Columbus, IN

WONDERFUL FRIEND
Ihave always said that when Idiscovered
jazz, Idiscovered music. Now Ihave
something to add—when Idiscovered
down beat, Ifound the most wonderful
friend me and my favorite music could
have. Ijust couldn't believe it when Isaw
John Scofield on the cover of db's January
['87] issue—he's magnificent, just as the
article was. Congratulations, your
magazine is ablessing for every music
lover down here.
Guillermo Mueses
Dominican Republic

Instrumental and Piano Workshops
July 6-10 and July 13-17
Vocal Workshop July 6-10
Choral Educators Workshop July 13-17
Jazz Educators Workshop July 20-24

WORKSHOP
For
•High School
and College
Performers
•Vocalists
•Jazz Educators

Auditions for Fall ' 87 Jazz
Degree Programs, BM/MM:
May 26 and August 25

Large and small ensembles, improvisation, master
classes in all instruments, history and arranging.
Director: Dick Lowenthal
Piano: Dave Lalama,
Harold Danko
Percussion: Justin
DiCioccio, Rich DeRosa
Trumpet: Hal Lieberman,
Lew Soloff

Trombone: Jack Gale
Sax: Bob Mintzer
Guitar: Jack Wilkins,
John Candi
Bass: Harvie Swartz
Vocal: Anne Marie Moss
Choral: Dan Schwartz

Housing Available

MANHATTAN
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
120 Claremont Ave., NY, NY 10027 ( 212) 749-2802
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Gra ma vision Recording Artist
Harvie Swartz
With

NASMD
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Vertical
BASS, é
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The patended Spruce Spring BarS allow
the bridge & strings to vibrate as freely
as they do on a double bass which
makes it feel and play like one. String
length and height we fully adjustable.
The piezoelectric and magnetic pickups utilize acustom active mixer/ E0
with flexibility that ranges from awarm
acoustic sound to the full spectrum of
electronic sounds. It has a maple
neck with ebony linger board and
comes complete with Mooradian gig
bag and LaBelle strings. Its light
weight compact size makes it the
trave l
bass.
VVrite: The Bass Shop Inc., 69
West 23rd Street, New York City,
N.Y. 10010 or call (212) 989-2517
In Los Angeles, CA The Bass
Centre, (
818) 992-7865

M
e ilriagA
The World's Class f )rumsticks

way the average band director, who might
feel uncomfortable in arock & roll store, can
approach his school music dealer, speak to
the people on the store's staff who are
familiar with all the latest developments, and
find out how he or she could use these new
products in his or her existing programs."
By offering these kinds of services, school
music dealers have gained the respect of
many music educators and organizations
from all over the country interested in school
music programs. In fact, afew years ago
down beat sponsored an entire series of ads
that espoused the value and importance of
services offered by school music dealers.
Not everyone is convinced of the value of
service, though. Many music teachers and
school administrators look no further than
the bottom line and argue that the prices
charged by school music dealers are higher
than those charged by mail-order operations. As Jim Kleeman explained, however,
the facts are not always as simple as they
first appear. "Even though band directors
might be able to save a few dollars by
purchasing their products from mail-order
houses, when they need an instrument repaired overnight or they need band folders.
they won't get those from a mail-order
person. He's there for one reason, and that is
for the dollars. He can sell horns more
inexpensively because he doesn't have astaff
member servicing your program every
week, or buying space at your state educator
meetings. These things cost money, and in
the long run they form the basis for the
dealer saying to adirector,
do this to have
your business so that when you need atuba
and you can buy it for $50 cheaper someplace
else, you'll remember all the things I've done
that exceed that $50."
Palen added that this type of loyalty is
particularly important when it comes time to
choose asupplier for the school's beginners
program. "The one and only method by
which schools create the incentive for school
music dealers to provide the services that
their instrumental programs need is the
selection of one music dealer to service their
beginner rental programs."
Having completed 25 years of successful
existence and having surpassed its founders'
initial goals, NASMD is now looking forward
with confidence. As founding member and
first NASMD president Harold Winkler
noted, "The untamed growth of NASMD is
evidence of the large number of school music
dealers willing to devote time, energy, and
money to the improvement of their services." Current president Palen stated that
the organization's plans for the future, however, are being guided by its most basic goal
from the past—promoting school music.
"We are firm believers that music is not a
frill. We will strive politically and any other
way possible to see that music education
remains a vital part of a student's overall
education."
db

Beat the price increase.
A super savings of
$9 off the cover price.

12 issues of

down beat
for $12.00
12 issues filled with the in-depth
interviews of today's contemporary musicians.
•Profiles on new talent.
•Bio's on the top high school and
college talent.
•Tips and how-to's from the pros.
•World accepted record reviews.
•Blindfold Tests, Caughts in the act,
Transcriptions.
•Plus surprises.

Keep up with everyone and everything
making it happen in music—
with asubscription to down beat.
Fill in the coupon and mail today!
down beat/subs
180 W. Park Ave., Elmhurst, IL 60126

Yes, send me 12
for just $ 12.00!
D $ 12.00 1year
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D
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$24.00 2 years
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$5.00 additional per year.
D Payment enclosed D New
Charge my
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Master Charge
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NOW
JUSTA
ANYBO
CAN AFFOR
ABETTER
MOUTHPIEC
'

It's no secret that abetter mouthpiece can improve the playing of just
about any musician. Too bad the good ones are so expensive.

ANNOUNCING THE FIRST
MAJOR BREAKTHROUGH IN
MOUTHPIECE MANUFACTURING
IN 50 YEARS

CHOOSE FROM 3 FACINGS
AND 3CHAMBERS FOR
CLARINET, TENOR SAX AND
ALTO SAX
We sent hundreds of mouthpieces to musicians across the country to
evaluate. They told us our new masterpieces were equal to or better
than the popular high priced mouthpieces. But what intrigued them
most was that these new mouthpieces sell for athird to half the price.
lillnow, even with the best materia Is and molding processes avai lable a
tremendous amount of expensive handwork was required to make a
mouthpiece play well.
Our goal was to make high quality mouthpieces affordable. We developed anew more stabie graphite/rubber compound, amore precise
molding process and afaster, extremely reliable way to face and finish
them. It took along time, but we achieved our goal. Now just about
anybody can afford abetter quality mouthpiece.

SURVEY RESULTS
EQUAL TO OR BETTER
THAN THE POPULAR
HIGH PRICED
MOUTHPIECES,
AT HALF THE COST.
50 years ago professional musicians Roy J. " Red"
Maier and Arnold Brilhart began pursuing their
dreams of making better reeds and mouthpieces.
Mr. Maier succeeded in manufacturing reeds that
combined high quality, consistency and affordability. In tribute, Rico brand reedsare today the World's
Most Popular.
Mr. Brilhart became very successful and earned an
international reputation making fine qual ity mouthpieces. But, four years ago he joined Rico to produce
the crown ingach ievement of his career— high qua Ity mouthpieces that were also consistent and affordable.
Better quality mouthpieces have always required alot of
hand finishing, sotheyend up costing$40or much more.
Mr. Brilhart and the Rico engineers brought together the
very best mouthpiece designs with anew mategial and
molding technique, and a revolutionary precise
computer-controlled finishing machine. The new
mouth pieces are musically as good or better than
the popular top line mouthpieces, but sell for a
third to half the price. Now just about any musician can afford abetter mouthpiece.
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LIFETIME WARRANTY
The all new Graphite/Rubber compound GRAFTONITE'" resists common chipping and warping. For anything short of abuse, we offer afull lifetime warranty. If
sometiing goes wrong in normal use, send it back and
we will gladly replace it with anew one.
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The combination of durability, consistency, better range, response,
and tone, achoice of facing and bores, and areasonable price give you
enough reasons to step up now, but you'll have to ask for them by name.
If your favorite dealer doesn't have them yet, ask him to order them.

rico
royal
MOUTHPIECE

0 1986 Rico Products
Box 456, Sun Valley, CA 91353-0456

pro shop
MUSIC & SOUND PRODUCTS

PERCUSSION
SHOP

KEYBOARD
COUNTRY

a

by getting the body out of the player's way.
Standard equipment includes aBendmaster
Deluxe locking tremolo, foil-shielded and
waxed pickups, and Gotoh die-cast TSA
machine heads. The necks are oil-finished
for drag-free playing, fingerboards are flatradiused and equipped with 2.7 millimeter
jumbo frets, and standard scale length is 25and-a-half inches with a43 millimeter nut
width. The Genesis II models have ALNICO
5pickups, aPEQ mid-range boost, and pearl
metallic finishes.

ZILDJIAN/BARCUS BERRY'S ZMC.I
The AVEDIS ZILDHAN CO. (
Norwell, MA) and
BARCUS-BERRY INC. (
Huntington Beach,
CA) have combined forces to produce the
first mic-ing system created specifically for
cymbals, the ZMC-1. The ZMC-1 provides
the drummer with acoustic cymbal sound
amplification while giving him complete control of the sound and balance of his cymbal
setup; he can also combine acoustic sounds
with built-in effects loops for echo, œverb,
and flanging on individual cymbals. The system includes the ZMC-1 powered mixer, five
patented electret mics for cymbals (two are
pictured above), and aspecial mic for hi-hats.

WIND WAREHOUSE

ROLAND'S DIGITAL PIANOS
ROLANDCORP US (Los Angeles, CA) is
offering acomplete line of digital pianos, with
three new instruments—the HP-4500,
HP-3000, and HP-2000—having been added
to their predecessors, the HP-5500 and
HP-5600. All of these keyboards use
Roland's proprietary Structured/Adaptive
Synthesis technology (S/A Synthesis) to reproduce the sound of concert grand pianos
over the entire keyboard range more realistically than other electronic pianos. All
models feature 16 voices and offer eight
distinctive preset keyboard sounds—two
acoustic grands, an electric grand, vibraphone, clavinet, harpsichord, and two electric pianos. A full 88-key, weighted-action
keyboard comes with all but the HP-2000
model, which has 76 keys. The pianos require no tuning, and each provides easy
access to controls for sound brilliance and
volume, key transpose and sound program
change, and chorus and tremolo. The
HP-5600 features apolished walnut finish;
the HP-5500 and HP-4500 are rosewood;
and the HP-3000 and HP-2000 are oak. All
feature built-in stereo speaker systems, but
can also be hooked up to home stereo
systems or headphones through jacks provided on the rear panel.

HOHNER'S PRO HARP NH.362
HOHNER INC. (
Ashland, VA) has introduced
the Pro Harp HH-562, anew harmonica for
professionals that has the same body and
reedplates as the Hohner Special 20, but
features sleek black satin-finished covers
and ablack body—giving it ahi-tech look.
The PM Harp is a10-hole diatonic harmonica
constructed of top-quality plastic that won't
expand or recede with excessive humidity or
dryness. The reeds are of genuine brass,
and the brass reedplates are set in a recessed body, making the Pro Harp airtight.
The covers are attached with anut and bolt
for easy removal. The Pro Harp is available
in all 12 keys.
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GUITAR WORLD

WESTCHNE'S GENESIS GUITARS
WESTONE (
Div. of St. Louis Music, St.
Louis, MO) has introduced the Genesis
guitar line, featuring carved, contoured solid
poplar bodies and Canadian hard-rock maple
necks—enhancing "hammer-on" technique

STEPP'S ELECTRONIC GUITAR
STEPP ELECTRONICS (
London; distributed by
Group Centre, Inc., Calabasas, CA) has
introduced the DG1, a totally electronic
guitar that is the first instrument made by
the company. The DG1 has its own on-board
sounds, so it requires no external MIDI slave
unit for sound generation. The DGI consists
of the guitar itself and aLSU (Life Support
Unit) that contains the synth voice boards,
power supply, and communications interface. All LSU functions are contained within
the DGI guitar stand. The guitar uses electronic facsimile frets; no metal frets are
needed because the strings aren't tuned
conventionally—a non-interrupt auto-tune
and calibration facility constantly checks tuning. Eight octaves are available, and tunings
can be stored and recalled from any of 100
memories. Chords can be played, stored,
and then strummed without using the left
hand. The electronic facsimile frets prevent
delays commonly associated with MIDI
guitars. A variety of acoustic and electronic
guitar sounds, plus piano, brass, and violin,
can be created. Other features include 10
factory presets, 70 user presets, and 20
split-mode presets.
db
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bitterness toward the white race and Christian religion has so distorted his perception
that his book The Bluesman is of interest
only as an adjunct to more objective studies.
Although he imparts much useful information, few of his conclusions can be taken at
face value.
Finn's thesis, that the blues embodies the
animist religious beliefs first transported to
the New World in the holds of slave ships,
contains at least agrain of truth. Traditional
West African culture was and is centered
around religion, and to the extent that the
blues retains musical and lyrical elements of
that culure, it can be regarded, like most
Western music, as liturgically derived.

Muddy Waters:

... a devotee of hoodoo"?

Such retentions, however, are even more
common in black gospel music, which has
preserved African rhythm and melody patterns while suppressing the identity of the
tribal deities that originally inspired them.
Blues lyrics constitute avirtual encyclopedia
of black folklore, but references to hoodoos
and fetishes are no more prevalent than
descriptions of railroad lines or varieties of
moonshine whiskey.
Quoting liberally from period sources,
Finn gives abrief account of Haitian voodoo,
Jamaican obeah, Cuban santería, and Brazilian candomblé—all cults in which African
practices are preserved in much purer form
than in the United States. He emphasizes
white attempts to repress African religion,
asserting that the blacks' ancestral gods did
indeed protect and guide them—a notion
apparently not shared by the Haitian mobs
who recently lynched voodoo priests and
priestesses following the abdication of President-for-life Jean-Claude Duvalier.
Finn's discussion of hoodoo in Louisiana is
more to the point, if no less tendentious. His
amply attested depiction of root doctors and
conjure men—including recipes for gris-gris
and goofer dust, and for the proper prepara-
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tion of black-cat bones—is of particular
value. But his portrait of the famous New
Orleans voodoo queen Marie Laveau is
sheer hagiography, omitting such details as
the extensive network of household servants she used to help divine the secrets of
her rich white patrons.
When at last he turns to the blues, Finn
can muster little hard evidence to clinch his
case, resorting instead to emotional arguments and tenuous speculation—supposing,
for example, that Robert Johnson consorted
with aroot doctor while sojourning in the
Mississippi swamps. He cites Muddy Waters as adevotee of hoodoo, and yet Muddy
told Robert Palmer, "It's just acon game on
people's heads, you know, gettin' the fools."
Surprisingly, Finn acknowledges that
whites can play the blues, but insists they
can never really live the bluesman's life. In
this he has apoint, for the blues remains the
most profound expression of the black American experience in its totality, and not merely
arelic of adimly remembered African past.

Carruth was raised in what he calls a
"lower middle-class village about 30 miles
north of Manhattan" and he wanted to get
out. He had aradio (the time is the early- to
mid-'30s) on which he picked up the big
bands. He had only to hear jazz to love it. He
got into New York infrequently to hear live
music. Catching Pee Wee Russell at Nick's in
the late-'30s is one moment he has never
forgotten. He writes of this in what Ifeel is
the best essay in his book, "A Possibly
Momentary Declaration in Favor of William
Butler Yeats and Charles Ellsworth Russell."
In this essay, Carruth makes his statement about the central role of improvisation
and follows with "Structure has become a
function of feeling." This may not be new, but
it is news as it emerges, and is sustained, in
the work of awriter whose range is as wide
and whose ear is as deep as Carruth's. He is
on good terms with philosophy from
Schopenhauer to the present; his taste in
poetry seems uncorrupted by fashion; he
can respond to Louis Armstrong and Archie
—tarry birnbaum
Shepp, to Bessie Smith and Maxine Sullivan,
to Dixieland and Free Jazz. Suffice it to say
the net of his attention is wide. And what he
culls from this net makes evident jazz is not
folk-art or some other backwater, but a
music at whose core is feeling realized, given
SITTING IN: SELECTED WRITINGS
form in away consistent with, and equal to,
ON JAZZ, BLUES AND RELATED
say, the Cubism of Picasso and the last
TOPICS by Hayden Carruth ( Iowa
poems of Yeats.
City: University of Iowa Press, 1987,
But this does the book something of a
192 pp., $ 17.95, hardcover).
disservice by implying Carruth is a highbrow—all Parker, Joyce, and Sartre. Not so.
Hayden Carruth, poet/novelist/anthologist/
He's afan first and last, whose poems are
philosopher/fanner/teacher/clarinetist, has
often anthems to his heroes. To "sweet Billy
herein collected over 40 years worth of his
Kyle." To Specs Powell, Ben Webster, Mary
prose and much of the poetry he has written
Lou Williams, "and oh incomparable James P
whose main focus is jazz. Carruth is not a Johnson." Growing up, Carruth says he and
critic but an enthusiast, and this is abook not
his friends were drawn to the "romantic but
of criticism but of enthusiasm for the music
hard-bitten idealism we felt in jazz at that
that has been central to his development and
time." He has stayed true to this idealism.
practice as a writer. The essays are
True enough so he can proclaim "Jazz is
ruminative, personal, familiar, laced with
love."
anecdote and wide of reference. He can skip
Igreatly enjoyed this book, so perhaps my
from Sidney Bechet to Steve Lacy to Alexanquarrel with this last assertion is more a
der Pope as deftly as a good doubleplay
statement about my generation and its relacombination. Some of the essays have been
tionship with the music than it is anegative
arranged in numbered paragraphs, and this
response to Carruth, but quibble Imust.
gives the effect of bursts of thought. What
Growing up in the '50's, Ifirst listened to rock
ties these separate pieces together—even
& roll, and it was Allen Freed introducing
the "related topics" which have to do with
Ray Charles as a "jazz arranger" that led me
literature—is Carruth's conviction that "The
to the music—and then Iheard Monk, and
great contribution of the 20th century to art
that was that! Iwas close enough to New
is the idea of spontaneous improvisation
York to hear Omette Coleman when he first
within adetermined style."
came East, and hear Mingus put his various
Now, Carruth does not advance and argue
"workshops" through their paces. My point
this as athesis. He accepts the proposition is that someone my age hears anger, fear (I
as true. His essays and poems attest to this,
must write even fear), and outrage as well as
as they manifest the inspiration jazz has
humor in jazz. So, Carruth's book speaks to
been, and continues to be, to him. In esme but not for me. Another book by somesence, this is abook driven by the sort of one of my generation will have to do that. I
inspiration and courage it takes to "sit in." I hope Sitting In starts something, and
know of no book quite like it in the literature
doesn't stay too long alone on its shelf.
of jazz.
—william corbett
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Rates: Minimum 20 words per ad. One issue, $2.70 per
word; 3consecutive issues, $2.30 per word; 6consecutive
issues, $2.00 per word; 12 consecutive issues, $1.70 per
word. All ads prepaid, no agency commission. Copy and full
payment for each issue must arrive by the 25th of the 3rd month preceding db cover date. Single prepayment for 6consecutive
issues earns 5% discount; single prepayment for 12 consecutive issues earns 10% discount. clown beaVCiessified, 222 West
Adams St., Chicago, IL 60606.

BOOKS
PLAY ANY SONG BY EAR! Instantly! Guaranteed!! Improvise
and solo like the masters. Free Information! BATES MUSICDB, 9551 Riverview Rd., Eden Prairie, MN 55344.

Ole *axoplinur elmp, Ltd

ET CETERA
2834 Central St.

Evanston, IL 60201
Send for our FREE CATALOG
(312) 328-5711. Mon-Tues-Wed-Fri. 10am -6pm
Cloned Sunday
Thurs. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.Sat. 10 am.-4 p.m

CHARLIE PARKER OMNIBOOK FOR BASS CLEF INSTRUMENTS! "
YARDBIRD SUITE, "ORNITHOLOGY", "CONFIRMATION" etc. 55 recorded solos Now available! CRITERION
MUSIC CORP., 6124 Selma Ave., Hollywood, CA 90028.

Emilio Lyons
and his
Musical Instruments
Emilio, world renowned expert, will personally advise
you when you BUY,
TRADE, SELL WOODWIND OR BRASS INSTRUMENTS.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
MUSIC STORE FOR SALE. Jazz oriented, well established,
organized, and profitable. Located in idyllic coastal community,
100 miles outside of Los Angeles. Madam Butterfly, c/o
Roberto, 1111 Second St., Santa Monica, CA 90403.

CHARTS

Large selection of used Selmer, Yamaha, Buffet,
Conn, King, Haynes, Powell, Getzen, Holton.
and more. Mouthpieces and reeds of all brands.

INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES

ukyrijusi

WE BUY USED BRASS 8 WOODWINDS. Top S. Send INF.
Rayburn Music 263 Huntington, Boston, MA 02115. (617)
266-4727. Emilio or David.

Est. 1939

Mémical .9esbudoteat

ea.

Huntington Ave., Boston, MA 02115
(Next to Symphony Hall) 617/266-4727
\Ze accept trade ins and buy used instrumentsi
263

MUSICAL INSTRUCTIONS

BASSBOOKS

By

SAHAGIAN

BASS TAPPING CHORDS BK & TP ( New)
10.00
FUNKY BASS LICKS BK & TP VOL. I & (II New) 10.00
THUMB N SNAP BASS VIDEO - VHS - BETA .
30.00
BK TP for books below
cassettes Ea. 5.00
.71 BASS TAPPING
500
BASS CHORDS ( Revised)
450
- THUMB N SNAP BASS VOL.1,1Ior III .. 6.00
Progressive Bass Technique (Revised) .. 3.50
Add . 70 post for total order 1.40 foreign
Foreign Airmail add $ 1.00 per item. MA res, add tax
Jayne Publications, P.O. Box 175, Malden, MA 02148

RECORDS/TAPES & VIDEOTAPES
FAST RELIABLE JAZZ record service-foreign orders welcome-send for FREE LP sales list. Jaybee Jazz, Box 24504,
Crave Coeur, MO 63141.
RARE MODERN JAZZ, JAZZ VOCALS, Big Bands, Dixieland
1ps. Monthly lists. First Edition Records, Box 1138-D, Whittier,
CA 90609.

1987

HUGE JAZZ record auction: Thousands of rare LP's. Free List.
Gary Alderman, P.O. Box 9164, Madison, WI 53715.

Pro-Line Guide

ANITA O'DAY

* Before you buy a Guitar, Amp, Mixer, Speaker
or P.A. System, get the FREE 84 page
CARVIN Color Catalog! See top groups like

Jefferson Starship, Alabama, Pat Benatar, Roy
Clark, Heart and Missing Persons play
CARVIN.

* Compare Carvin's exceptional values. Buy
DIRECT at Pro- Net prices - saving you
hundreds of dollars.
* Hundreds of models to choose from including
exotic wood guitars, guitar amps, recording
mixers, equalizers. 800w amps, crossovers,
concert systems with EV, MagnaLab & Celestion spks, mks, etc.

Write:

CARVIN, Dept. DB85, 1155 industrial Ave.
Escondido, CA 92025. PH 619-747-1710

FREE CARVIN CATALOG
Free Catalog $2 for Rush 1st Class Mail

I Address
I City

L

tate

Anita O'Day
Carnegie Hall Concert
(2 hrs-Quartet and Big Band)

"The definitive jazz singer."
Leonard Feather
LPs, Cassettes, Videos
Free Catalog

Name

D885

Z
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BIRD UVES T-SHIRTS! Also Coltrane, Dolphy, Mingus, Monk,
Duke, and more. $10 postpaid. Silkscreened on heavy weight
shirts. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send SASE for catalog. Bird
Lives, P.O. Box 175 KD, Readstown, WI 54652.
JAZZ SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA T-SHIRTS! Navy/White
$15.00/M-L-XL. Send Tax- Deductible Order to: JSOP 3015 N.
Ringgold, Philadelphia, PA 19132.

NEED NEW IDEAS in guitar techniques and composition?
DAYSTAR PRODUCTION, has just released a series of
booklets and tapes for THE NEW AGE GUITARIST AND COMPOSER. ENDORSEMENT BY FIVE TOWNS COLLEGE
STAFF. Send for FREE CATALOG: Daystar Production, P.O.
Box 411, Huntington Sta., Huntington, NY 11746.

FP

10,000 "OUT OF PRINT" JAZZ LP RECORDS made in USA.
Modern Jazz Big Band, Vocals, Current Catalogue Not Available, so Mail "Want List" to: BILL ORENSTEIN, " RECORDINGS, USA", P.O. Box 1665, Studio City, CA 91604. (818)
985-3728.

WANTED

JAZZTIMES MAGAZINE the one and onlyll year U.S. $10.00;
sample $1.50. 8055 13th St., Dept DB, Silver Spring, MD
20910. (301) 588-4114.

BOB ACKERMAN, THE MOUTHPIECE DOCTOR- Sax &
Clarinet mouthpiece refacing. LOOK! Many Old Selmer Sax's
in stock. 524 Cherry St. # 32, Elizabeth, NJ 07208. (201)
352-4083.

JAZZ LP'S BY: Ellington, Parker, Coltrane and many more.
Cutouts, reissues and imports at set prices. THCC, Dept. BD,
P.O. Box 107, Drexel Hill, PA 19026.

IWANT TO BUY jazz, R&B and pop arrangements (copies/
transcriptions) written for one male singer + 5 horns and
rhythm section. Finn Haukebo. Box 74, 6401 Molde, Norway.

CADENCE JAZZ MAGAZINE 8 CATALOG: Amazing! Sample $2.50. Cadence Building, Redwood, NY 13679. ( 315)
287-2852.

CHARTS-Combos, Big Bands, Vocalists. Pop, Swing, Jazz.
Huge selection. FREE CATALOG! Meadow Creek Music, Box
18262D, Louisville, KY 40218.

JAZZ and BLUES import and domestic LPs. For free catalogue write SLIPPED DISCS, Box 332A, Jericho, NY 11753.

Emily Productions
Las Vegas, NV

Box 27735A,

89126

Jazz .\ 11. Collection

Posters, Notecards, Bumper CLIFFORD
Stickers, Button and more.
For Catalogue and samples
of collection, send $3.00 to
Ramsess
2002 W. 94TH ST.
Los Angeles, CA 90047

BROWN

17

WHERE TO STUDY
DR. MAURY DEUTSCH: Arranging, Composition, Improvisation, Electronics. Send for catalog.150 W. 87th St., NYC 10024,
(212) 724-4722.

JAZZ STUDIES

Bachelor and Master of Music Degrees
Dr Steve Schenkel Director of Jazz Studies Bachelor of
Music in Jazz Studies, with emphasis in Performance or
Commercial Music; Master of Music in Jazz Studies, with
emphasis in Performance, History, or Arranging. For more
information, contact Office of Admissions,
470 E. Lockwood, St. Louis, MO 63119 (314) 968-7000

WEBSTER UNIVERSITY
- subscriber, we must know your new
address six weeks before you move.

You will then receive every issue without interruption Also enclose your current down beat address
label The numbers on your label are essential
Send to.
down beat Subscribers Service
180 W Park Ave
Elmhurst, IL 60126

CITY JAZZLINES
ATLANTA: Jazz Forum Hotline (404) 288-8822
AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS: Jazzline (020) 267764
BALTIMORE: Left Bank Jazz Society Jazzline (301) 945-2266
BOSTON: Jazzline (617) 262-1300
BUFFALO: Jazz Society Jazzline (716) 875-3397
CHICAGO: Jazz Institute of Chicago Hotline (312) 666-1881
CINCINNATI: WNOP Jazzline (606) 581-6873
CLEVELAND: NE OH Jazz Society Jazzline (216) 421-2266
DALLAS: Jazz Society (214) 744-2267
DETROIT: Jazzline (313) 871-5267
EDMONTON, CANADA: Jazz Society (403) 432-7165
ENCINITAS, CA: Jazz Hotline (619) 944-6988
HALIFAX, CANADA: Jazzline (902) 425-3331
HARTFORD, CT: Jazz Society (203) 242-6688
KANSAS CITY: Jazz Hotline (816) 931-2888
LOS ANGELES: Jazz Guide (213) 879-5546
MIAMI: Jazz Hotline (305) 382-3938
MINNEAPOLIS/ST. PAUL: Music Dateline (612) 546-2022; Twin
Cities Jazz Society (612) 633-0329
OTTAWA, CANADA: Jazzline (613) 232-7755
PHILADELPHIA: Jazz Society (215) 876-0761
PHOENIX: Hotline (602) 254-4545
PITTSBURGH: Jazz Club MusLine (412) 687-5463
RICHMOND, VA: Jazz Society (804) 643-1972
SALT LAKE CITY: Jazz Society ( 801) 571-8020
SAN FRANCISCO: Jazzline (415) 769-4818; Bay Area Jazz
Society (415) 540-6345 ex. 172
SEATTLE: Jazz Hotline (206) 624-5277
SPRINGFIELD, MA: Jazzline (413) 737-9209
TUCSON: Jazz Society Hotline (602) 623-2463
VANCOUVER, CANADA: CJAZ-Ankorline (604) 685-5483
WASHINGTON, DC: Trod Line (202) 532-8723

ad lib.
THE COMMON LAW
OF COUNT BASIE
by John McDonough

sthis is written, the hottest topic
of conversation among the New
York literati is the changing of the
editorial guard at the New Yorker magazine,
and the palace revolt it has provoked. Keep
in mind that in its 62-year history, it has had
only two editors: founder Harold Ross
(1925-52) and William Shawn (1952-present).
Shawn had not only been with the magazine
for many years prior to becoming editor, he
was Ross' protege and designated heir. Thus
the succession seemed almost apostolic in
its legitimacy. The present squabble involves
the editorial appointment of Robert Gottlieb,
not by Shawn, but by outsiders—specifically, management of Newhouse Publications, which owns the magazine. Whatever
may come of this passing brouhaha, no one
doubts that the New Yorker will continue to
flourish according to its own accumulated
common law of intellectual and literary tradition.
The New Yorker case offers auseful perspective and anumber of obvious parallels to
the present Count Basie orchestra, which
continues to thrive—and perhaps even
evolve—some three years after the death of
its founder and leader of nearly 50 years. By
the time Basie died, he had long since
completed ajob that neither Ross nor Shawn
ever quite managed. He had weened his
band off its original cult of personality, replacing its dependency on afew irreplaceable
individuals with alarger, more broadly based
tradition that rested instead on avast body of
work that would imply its own constitutional
first principles to anyone in whose stewardship it might fall.
The process by which all this came about
is detailed in Count Basie: A Bio-Discography (
Greenwood Press, $75.00, hardcover),
by Chris Sheridan—an extraordinary 1,350page log of evolution from sideman to American legend, with alot of luck along the way.
The form is the standard one for adiscography—chronological listings of all commercial
recordings, recorded broadcasts, and known
private recordings. Between the main
strands of recorded history Sheridan weaves
itineraries and enough colorful narrative
meat to raise the latent personal drama
implied by the music to the surface. It is, of
course, an obvious companion piece to Good
Morning Blues, Basie's 1986 autobiography.
That book was adisappointment, perhaps
because we expected so much from it. This
one's atreasure, maybe because we expect
so little from areference listing.
The book is loaded with fascinating nuggets of trivia. The Daisy Chain, for instance,

place in the 1949 down beat Readers Poll
with only 15 votes. Woody Herman, who had
debuted in New York opposite Basie in 1936,
garnered 1,042! But the worm would turn.
The "new testament" years tend to come
as phases bracketed by extended associations with knowing record companies—first
Norman Granz' Clef and Verve labels, then
Roulette, and finally Granz again with Pablo.
One shudders to think what Basie's last 10
years might have been like without the
remarkable patronage of Granz: an aimless,
disconnected series of "concept" LPs of bad
musicals and fusion material perhaps? Instead, the Pablo canon stands as one of the
most fully realized periods of his recording
career. Of the minor affiliations in between
(Dot, Daybreak, Command), only Bob
Thiele's Impulse/Flying Dutchman LPs
stand out, principally on the strength of
Afrique, an interesting but dead-end path
Count Basie, circa 1959.
Basie briefly took in pursuit of modernism.
The documentation is now here on paper.
in Swingin'At The Daisy Chain (
1937), was a And the band keeps rolling on. It may be the
Kansas City club that purveyed sex shows;
first of the ghost bands to achieve genuinely
Shorty George was a narrow-gauge Texas
respectful hearings from critics normally
railroad used to transport slaves before the
suspicious of such things—as New Yorker
Civil War. And Sheridan finally settles the
loyalists are to the succession rituals to the
dispute over when Basie's first session as
editor's throne. Certainly the legitimacy of
leader took place. The famous 1936 Columthe current Basie band is enhanced by overbia Lady Be Good session was originally
lapping generations of Basie veterans in its
dated a month earlier by John Hammond,
ranks—pieces of the true cross— not to
perhaps by mistake, but more likely to cover
mention the successive leadership of Thad
up apotential contract dispute with Decca,
Jones and Frank Foster, both contributing
which fiad just signed Basie.
architects to the larger Basie tradition. (To
Ispotted few minor inaccuracies, most maintain continuity and style, Eddie Durham
not applying directly to Basie. For example,
and Buck Clayton should still be doing
on page 20, Sheridan seems to assume that
charts. )
Decca was owned by MCA in the '30s—
But Isuspect that long after those who
which would explain why Basie began rehave served under The Founder himself are
cording for Decca. Actually, that merger gone, the band may continue to exist on the
didn't occur until 1961. Decca had no associabasis of its long tradition. This is the Comtion with MCA in the '30s. One occasionally mon Law of custom, temperament, and
encounters the gap between English and
standards that reach out from the past to
American idioms in the text (Sheridan is
govern descendents of an idea in the proper
British), such as when he says that in 1955 attitudes and disciplines of custody. Like a
"an instrumental hit was on the cards" (p.
network of intellectual gyroscopes, they
401); or "Herschel Evans . . . became unwell hold an artistic organism in balance once it's
with aknown heart condition" (p. 60. Also,
fled the grip of its originator. They don't
because the author is based in England, he
freeze the institution in its tracks; instead,
labors under the burden of distance. His
they guide its evolution into the future,
listings, for instance, provide no details on a keeping it true to first principles but free to
nationally televised PBS Basie/Ella special
determine their applications.
produced in 1979 by Norman Granz. Both
The Basie band is in aposition to seize this
telecast and rehearsal tapes are common
sort of perpetuity in away few other bands
among American collectors.
have ever been. Its sources of inspiration
Of much larger and more positive signifihave long been defined and spread across the
cance, though, is the way Sheridan's lists of work of many arrangers. In the case of the
titles and personnel trace the drift from the
Ellington band, this critical function died with
"old testament" of head arrangements to the
its leader. The Basie idea depends on no
"new testament" of institutionalization. It
single virtuoso talent for its identity, as
began as far back as 1940 with Lester Goodman's bands always did. And it's had
Young's departure, says Sheridan. "The
nearly 50 years to find its directions and
creeping reliance on formal, written material established its character. Moreover, evolunow gathered pace." The "last glory year" tion seems still to be aprime concern of
was 1946. Within amere 36 months (and 34 those in charge. As long as there's evolution,
pages) the Basie band bottomed out to 20th there's life.
db
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auditions
down beat SPOTLIGHTS YOUNG MUSICIANS DESERVING WIDER RECOGNITION

THE NEW VOICE
JAZZ SEXTET is a

Boston- based modern jazz
ensemble comprised of students
from the Berklee College of
Music and the New England
Conservatory. Organized in 1985,
the group has served as aforum
for the continual exploration of all
styles of jazz. New Voice boasts
alibrary of over 80 charts,
including both original material
and classic works by Benny
Golson, Horace Silver, Charles
Mingus, and Art Blakey's Jazz
Messengers. The sextet performs
regularly in New England at jazz
clubs, festivals, schools, and
concert halls, and garnered rave
reviews for an appearance in
"Jazz Celebrations," amemorial
benefit concert hosted by WRBB
radio.
The individual members of the
New Voice Sextet are trumpeter/
flugelhornist Dmitri Matheny,
tenor saxist Jack Wright, alto
saxist Mark Gross, pianist Mitch
Hampton ( a1985 db Student
Musician Awards " Outstanding
Performance" winner), bassist
Volker Nahrmann, and drummer
Hans Schuman.

SAM
RODRIGUEZ,

27year- old drummer/percussionist,
is also afree-lance producer of
Hispanic music, who has worked
for Joyart, Latino Production,
Herchel Commercial, Fryer, and
others. He is staff drummer on
the weekly tv program Faith
Tabernacle, and he has served
as adrum and percussion
instructor at the Ruiz Belviz
Cultural Center and Urban
Gateway in Chicago. Rodriguez
is an experienced jingles
sessionist, whose credits include
commercials for Dial, Coke, the
U.S. Army, McDonalds, Ford,
et al. He is also active on the
62 DOWN BEAT MAY 1987

local music scene, performing
with such bands as Tipica 78 (a
salsa band), Willy G. (jazz), and
Lifetime Friends ( latin jazz).
Rodriguez's professional
experience includes jingles work
with Aretha Franklin and Al
Jarreau, aMidwest tour with
Jesse Dixon, and tv work on
WGN and the Chicago NBC
affiliate. He has studied at Wright
Junior College, the American
Conservatory of Music, and
Columbia College, and has had
lessons from Paul Wertico, Peter
Erskine, Alex Acuna, Airto, Tito
Puente, and others. Rodriguez
asks that anyone interested in
contacting him write him at 2135
N. Kilpatrick, Chicago, IL 60639.

PAUL
MACDONALD,

27year- old guitarist, has been living
in Montreal for the past year,
where he has performed in a
wide range of settings, including
The Murray Street Band, alarge
improvising ensemble that
performed at the 1986 Montreal
Jazz Festival; Live Rhythms, a
quartet led by poet Marcus
Jeffers; and the town's Celtic
music scene. MacDonald grew
up in Cape Breton, Nova Scotia;
at 22, he began listening to jazz
and enrolled in aJazz Studies
program at St. Francis Xavier
University. In 1984, he lived in
Cambridge, MA, he became
involved with the local jazz
scene; he then moved to Halifax,
where he performed with guitarist
Reg Schwager in Plectrum
Spectrum, agroup consisting of
four guitars, two drums, and a
synthesizer.
Future projects in store for
MacDonald include further
performances with The Murray
Street Band, helping create a
Montreal edition of Plectrum
Spectrum, and aduo
performance with drummer Mike
Devison. MacDonald's teachers
have included Fred Hamilton,
Brian Harman, Don Palmer, and
Mike Metheny; his influences
include Jimi Hendrix, Pat
Metheny, Bill Frisell, Scottish
guitarist Tony Cuffe, and Derek
Bailey.

RAYMOND
TORRES.
SANTOS, a28-year-old

keyboardist, was born in San
Juan, Puerto Rico. He attended
the Free School of Music, and by
age 15 was arranging and
performing with some of the
country's best pop orchestras
and singers. From 1977-80 he
was keyboardist with the Caribe
Hilton Hotel Orchestra. In 1980,
after completirg adegree at the
Puerto Rico Conservatory of
Music, he began graduate work
in composition at U.C.L.A.. where
he directed the univers,ty's Jazz
Ensemble II as ateach ng
assistant.
Torres-Santos received his
Ph.D. from U.C.L.A. last year, and
is now an assistant professor at
Cal State/San Bernardino, where
he directs the Commercial Music
program. He has worked
extensively in L.A. as a
keyboardist, composer, ard
arranger, including work on the
soundtrack for the movie
Brewster's Millions. His work has
been commissioned by both the
Puerto Rico Symphony and the
Philharmonic Orchestra, and he
has won the Henry Mancini
Scholarship for Motion Pictures
and Television Composition, the
BMI Award for Student
Composers, and the Frank
Sinatra Award for jazz
composition and arranging.

BERNIE
KENERSON,

30year-old Army saxophonist, is
staff arranger and afounding
member of the Shape
International Band in Shape,
Belgium, which includes the
Shape Ambassadors ( a13- piece

show band), Protocol ( af
ivepiece dance combo), and Just
Friends ( afour- piece jazz
combo). The Shape bands have
performed at the Nivelles and
Bracquegnies jazz festivals.
Kenerson is also currently active
in the Jack Gondry Big Band,
Chamas Latin Way, and the
Caribbean Connection as well
as his own Bernie Kenerson
Quartet. Kenerson is also apast
winner of apair of college
division db Student Musician
Awards.
Kenerson earned abachelors
degree in Performance in 1982
from Appalachian State
University in Boone, NC; before
that he had earned atwo-year
Professional Diploma from the
Berklee College of Music, and a
Certificate of Completion from a
U.S. Army music school in
Norfolk VA

JOHN MCCAIN,
23- year-old guitarist, began
playing guitar at age 14, quickly
falling under the spell of jazz
through the music of Django
Reinhardt. A transplanted
Hawaiian now living in Ft. Worth,
TX, McCain made the finals of
the state talent championships
while in high school. Since then,
he's attended guitar seminars
taught by Howard Roberts and
Herb Ellis and studied with Philip
Catherine and Bill Connors.
Being " fairly bold about phoning
people" has led him to such
experts as Tal Farlow, John
Abercrombie, Freddie Green,
Jimmy Raney, and Tiny Grimes.
McCain has performed with
big bands, rock groups, and
improv combos. He is currently in
asextet led by former Wes
Montgomery sideman James
Clay. McCain plays aRoland
guitar- synthesizer as well as
acoustic and electric guitars. His
favorite guitarists are currently
Mike Stern, Bill Connors, and
George Van Eps. McCain asks
that fellow musicians contact him
at 1717 Ashland Ave., Ft. Worth,
TX 76107
db
Young musicians wishing to be
considered for Auditions should
send ablack & white photograph
anda one-page typewritten biography to down beat, Auditions, 222
W. Adams St., Chicago, IL 60606.
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The Chia Corea Elektric Band

Unparalleled virtuosity and technological
perfection have earned GB!' the highly coveted
title of " The Digtal Master Company." From
the pioneers of the New Age', to the world
renowned legends, from the innovators of
'Fusion', to the timeless masters, GRP presents
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the hottest liantes in jazz in the medium they
were made to be heard in. Reflecting the highest '
state of the pearming arts, and the most innovative recording sciences.
GRP THE DIGITAL MASTER COMPANE 4 1.)
.liso available on Records and Cassettes.
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If you're looking for drums that really cut through,
the choice is clear: Ludwig's new Super Classics.
The shells are onew concept. They're select white
face maple, 4ply, cross- laminated in patented
die- electric molds, and finished inside and out. Add feathered bearing edges, and you get asound
you'll have to hear to believe. A
sound that's clearer, crisper, more
resonant, with better
tonal center
and cutting

power. That means Super Classics are as good
for jazz as they are for rock. As pure in the studio
as they are on stage.
New Ludwig Super Classic Outfits. Available in
three natural wood finishes, 26

1 Yeti()

super Class7
Outfits frolh,
EJEI wAr q
ASELMER COM PANY

covered finishes, and onearly endless variety of sizes and configurations. Cut adeal with your
Ludwig dealer today—
then cut through
acrowd
tonight.

P.O. Box 310 • Elkhart, IN 46515
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